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Abstract 
The objective of this thesis is to design and implement a small scale 
Internet Service Provider (ISP) for the NetCenter sub department at 
Mälardalen University. The ISP is intended to give NetCenter a network 
separate from the University’s network, providing them with a more 
flexible environment for lab purposes. This will give their students an 
opportunity to experience a larger backbone with Internet accessibility, 
which has not been previously available. At the same time it will place the 
teachers in control of the network in the NetCenter lab premises. 

The network is designed with a layered approach including an Internet 
access layer, a larger core segment and a distribution layer with a 
separated lab network. It also incorporates both a public and a private 
server network, housing servers running e.g. Windows Active Directory, 
external DNS services, monitoring tools and logging applications. The 
Internet access is achieved by peering with SUNET providing a full BGP 
feed. 

This thesis report presents methods, implementations and results involved 
in successfully creating the NetCenter ISP as both a lab network and an 
Internet provider with a few inevitable shortcomings; the most prominent 
being an incomplete Windows Domain setup. 
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Sammanfattning 
NetCenter - en del av Institutionen för Innovation Design och 
Teknik(IDT) på Mälardalens Högskola, har önskemål om att inneha ett 
eget nätverk separat från Högskolans för att tillhandahålla en mer flexibel 
laborationsmiljö till studenterna. Detta är tänkt att ge dem möjligheten till 
att uppleva och laborera med ett större nätverk som har fullständig 
Internetåtkomst. Detta har inte varit möjligt innan detta projekt. Målet med 
detta examensarbete är att designa och implementera en fungerande 
modell av en Internetleverantör(ISP) för NetCenter. Samtidigt som 
NetCenter får ett nytt nätverk att laborera med så kommer även lärarna att 
få full kontroll över nätverket i NetCenters laborationssalar. 

För att designa nätet har en strategi för att dela upp nätverket i olika lager 
använts. Den lageruppdelning som gjorts följer en modifierad modell av 
Ciscos ”three-layer-strategy” och innehåller ett Internet access lager, ett 
större core segment och ett distribution lager med ett separat laborations 
nätverk. Det innehåller både ett publikt och ett privat servernätverk, vilket 
i sin tur innehåller servrar med bl.a. Windows Active Directory, externa 
DNS tjänster, övervakningsverktyg och loggning. Internetåtkomst uppnås 
genom ”peering” med SUNET som tillhandahåller en full BGP ”feed”. 

Den här rapporten presenterar de metoder, implementeringar och resultat 
som använts för att framgångsrikt skapa NetCenters ISP; både som ett 
laborationsnätverk och som en Internetleverantör. Den omnämner även 
några få oundvikliga brister varav den mest kritiska är en ofullständig 
installation av Windows Domänen. 
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IP - Internet Protocol 
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LSR - Label Switch Router 
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SC – Standard Connector 
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SDM - Security Device Manager 
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SHA - Secure Hash Algorithm 
SHV - Security Health Validator 
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SMS - Short Message Service 
SMTP - Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
SNMP - Simple Network Management 
Protocol 
SONET - Synchronous optical 
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SPOF - Single Point of Failure 
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STM-N - Synchronous Transport 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 NetCenter 
Mälardalen University, located in the cities Västerås and Eskilstuna, is one of the largest 
universities in Sweden and mainly focuses on giving job-related courses so that students 
will be ready for a career in their area of study. Last year the University underwent 
reorganization of programs and re-divided them across different schools. Before the 
change they where divided into smaller divisions called departments. We, the authors of 
this paper, are students studying at the School of Innovation, Design and Engineering 
(IDT), previously Department of Computer Science and Electronics (IDE) [MDHIDT]. 
Mälardalen University was the first place in Sweden that was made a regional Cisco 
Networking Academy [NETSP], meaning that students there could be enrolled in Cisco’s 
classes and get help from the instructors on their way to becoming Cisco Certified 
Network Associates (CCNA). 10 years ago, NetCenter was started as a project at 
Malardalen University’s IT department and is now a subdivision of IDE (now IDT) 
which handle all the Universities courses and programs related to Network technology 
and communications [MDHNETC]. 

NetCenter is run by a handful of teachers that give lectures, tutor students in both hands-
on labs and simulated labs and also offer courses for staff at local companies.  

The interest for courses in this area of study has been booming the last couple of years 
and has led to larger classes for NetCenter to care about. This has been stressful for the 
premises and equipment available for the students to practice with. The problem has been 
somewhat mitigated by using lab simulators and an implementation of Cisco’s NETlab. 

1.1.2 Equipment 
In this section the equipment the students have access to in the lab premises and the 
equipment that is at our disposal will be presented. 

At the lab premises in Mälardalen University there are two rooms with 10 computer 
stations each, all including wall jacks on top of the desk to alleviate connection of 
network and console cables to rack of networking devices in the room. 
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Figure 1.1 The lab premises overview 

In the rack there is a variety of Cisco 2600/2800series routers, Cisco Catalyst 
3560/3550/2950series switches and a couple of Cisco ASA/PIX Firewalls. 

 
Figure 1.2 Network equipment in the lab premises 
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Of course, students also have access to compatible cable types to use with the equipment; 
console cables, twisted pair cables, DB60 serial connectors and smart serial connectors. 
The serial cables can be used to simulate a wan-link, but today there is no network to 
simulate an internet cloud. 

The equipment that we are provided with in this thesis work is:  

 

Amount. Model and description Photo 

2 Cisco 10720 Router  

 
Figure 1.3 10720 Router 

1 Cisco Gigabit Switch Router(GSR) 12016  

 
Figure 1.4 GSR 12016 

1 Cisco Gigabit Switch Router(GSR) 12008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.5 GSR 12008 
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3 Cisco 7507 Router  

 
Figure 1.6 7507 

2 Cisco 7505 Router  

 
Figure 1.7 7505 

1 Cisco Catalyst 5509 Switch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.8 5509 
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2 Cisco Catalyst 4006 Switch 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 4006 

1 HP ProCurve Switch 2626 

 

 

 

 
1 Cisco 2600 Router 

 

 

Figure 1.10 HP 2626 and Cisco 
2600 

 

For more specific information about the hardware available please refer to Appendix II: 
“Inventory”. 

1.2 Purpose 
NetCenter intends to create a network and use it as a platform to connect and pair Cisco 
academies through Mälardalen University. The Network's purpose is to provide IDT the 
opportunity to offer more realistic case studies of its affiliated computer communication 
courses in form of laboratory and project assignments in which students get a chance to 
collaborate with students at other schools in larger project teams, thus needing to use less 
equipment at the NetCenter lab premises. The network to be created will achieve this by 
acting as an intermediary station for remote connections, which will give IDT’s students 
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a chance to experiment with real WAN-networks. This network is intended to function as 
a private ISP to create neighbor relationships to other academies and there will also be a 
need to device a plan on how to monitor and provide maintained network operability. 

1.3 Related work 
This section contains previous projects relevant to ours. There are other projects that 
resemble ours at other universities, for example www.dnlab.se, but we have not been able 
to find any concrete information about them. 

1.3.1 IP-Hesten 
In 2007 another group of students; Johan Henriksson, Kardo Kaki, Simon Lindgren and 
Jonas Nilsson, at NetCenter implemented a network in a project course which goal was to 
resemble an actual ISP, so that other project groups could attach several logical sites to it, 
but not be available for public access [IPHEST]. At the time the group only had access to 
the three Cisco 7500 Routers and the Cisco 12000 GSRs but the later couldn’t be used 
without an external power supply unit (PSU). The work however was very successful and 
paved the way for further growth.  

In 2008 the work continued as Jonas Nilsson and Kardo Kaki was assigned a thesis work 
to develop a network to act as a real ISP, built as a transit-network and offering Internet-
connections with public IP addresses [ISPSOL]. They planned to use the old IPHesten as 
a customer connection to their network. Unfortunately, they still couldn’t get a hold of 
connections to another, public ISP to peer with. Even though their work wasn’t 
completed, it provided a lot of information on how to continue the project as it now is our 
turn to rebuild it anew. 

1.4 Problem formulation 
The assignment is to design an ISP network to optimally utilize the equipment that is 
already present and suggest ordering of new equipment if necessary. There is also a 
demand for designing a Network Operations Central (NOC), to reside in an office space 
for administration and monitoring the ISP-network. Due to the nature of this project, a lot 
of time will be used to move, setup and configure devices. 

As described in the purpose section, the network will be used for students at the 
NetCenter lab premises and other academies to interconnect with each other. A way to 
handle these connections is needed and preferably secured by encrypting the traffic. It is 
also imperative that the origin of the traffic can be recognized inside our network so that 
two other academies can be connected on demand. Also, unwelcome traffic should be 
recognized so that it can be blocked. 

The main tasks are to determine how to: 

• Setup a network at the local site, so that it acts as an ISP that can peer with other 
ISPs. 

• Create both a practical and secure environment for student lab exercises across the 
network. 

• Provide services for users. 
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• Manage the network. 

Please refer to Appendix I: ”NetCenter specifications and demands”, which is the only 
written instructions we have received in which NetCenter describes what they want the 
thesis work to include. As you may notice, this section also made notice of some 
demands that have been brought up orally during the thesis work. 

1.5 Disposition of the thesis 
This thesis report is constructed with four main sections, the introduction, a part 
explaining the background theory of the important technologies that we have or decided 
not to use. These are followed by an immense section explaining the methods we have 
chosen to use when implementing all technologies into the network and at the end there is 
a section in which we discuss problems and solutions that arose during the thesis work. 

The Technologies and Theory section is subdivided with help of the OSI reference model 
segmenting it into separate chapters for the three lower OSI layers and in addition a 
chapter for the remaining layers. 

The designing and implementation section is on the other hand based on the approach we 
used when designing the network topology, dividing it into chapters, each based on the 
functions that are present in a specific hierarchical network design layer. The model we 
used for the hierarchical design is presented in the first chapter of the design and 
implementation section. 

To aid the reader there is also a table of contents in the beginning of the thesis quickly 
followed by a Terminology section hopefully explaining all relevant abbreviation that 
have been used when writing this thesis. Since the network industry adopted so many 
different technologies with lengthy and complex names it is very common that they are 
accompanied by an abbreviation that rapidly is accepted as the de facto alias for the 
technology.
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2 Technologies and Theory 
This section will present some relevant technologies and philosophies which is used in 
the implementation section of this thesis. 

2.1 Operations of an Internet Service Provider 
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is an organization that provides other organizations 
Internet access and network support. ISPs connect to each other and form the Internet. 

2.1.1 Autonomous Systems 
Autonomous System (AS) is a central concept in computer networking and very 
important for Internet operation. In effect, an organization must have a unique AS 
number to be a part of the Internet and connect to other ASs.  

AS numbers are handled by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), that 
assigns blocks of AS numbers to the Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), which in turn 
assign them to customers. Réseaux IP Européens, Network Coordination Center (RIPE 
NCC) is the RIR for the Europe region. 

2.1.1.1 Definition and assignment 
RFC 1771, "BGP-4", stated: "The classic definition of an Autonomous System is a set of 
routers under a single technical administration, using an interior gateway protocol and 
common metrics to route packets within the AS, and using an exterior gateway protocol 
to route packets to other ASs.", a sufficient definition for an organization [RFC1771]. As 
the Internet grew however, a stricter definition for distribution of AS numbers was 
needed. 

RFC 1930, "Guidelines for creation, selection, and registration of an Autonomous System 
(AS)", presents some guidelines for when a public AS number should be used. It 
establishes that "Without exception, an AS must have only one routing policy." which 
means an organization can be assigned several ASs if necessary. It also sets some criteria 
for when a public AS should be assigned and when a private one is enough. Essentially, a 
public AS is only needed when the AS is multi-homed (connected to several other ASs) 
and has a separate routing policy from its service provider [RFC1930]. 

2.1.1.2 AS numbers 
The dominant representation of ASs is a 16-bit integer, allowing for 65535 unique ASs. 
Of these, 64512 through 65535 are defined as private and may not be routed on the 
Internet [RFC1930]. However, these AS numbers were estimated to be depleted in 
October 2011, which called for a new AS numbering system [ASNR16]. 

In RFC 4893 new extensions to BGP was presented that extended the AS number 
representation to a 32-bit integer [RFC4893]. From January 2007, these new 32-bit 
addresses are being assigned by IANA extending the AS range to over 4 billion. These 
addresses use a new dotted format defined in RFC 5396, with the lowest and highest 16 
bits written as integers separated by a dot. The 16-bit address 12075 becomes 0.12075 
and the new AS number 154000 becomes 2.22928 [RFC5396]. 
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2.1.2 Network Operations Center 
An ISP network can be very large with numerous servers and network devices so an 
information node which gathers data from the entire network is indispensable. That is 
why every ISP needs a Network Operations Center (NOC). Normally it is a room or 
department with terminals which display real-time information of the network and 
monitors the network for failures and alarms. Access to the servers and network devices 
to configure them are also granted from the NOC. 

2.2 Open System Interconnection Reference Model and 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
The Open System Interconnection Reference Model (OSI model) is a seven layered 
model to describe how different protocols and standards communicate with each other 
and how communication between two nodes utilizes the layer functionality. The OSI 
model is developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and is 
used to simplify the development of protocols and techniques in terms of function and 
interoperability. A change in one layer should not affect the other layers. The OSI model 
also simplifies network technology education and understanding. The seven layers of the 
OSI model are: 

• Physical 

• Data Link 

• Network 

• Transport 

• Session 

• Presentation 

• Application 

The physical layer or layer one describes how the signals should be transmitted, in which 
medium and at what voltage when it comes to electrical signals. It also defines what 
cables and connectors to use in a specific standard. The Data Link layer determines 
access methods for nodes on a network. It also encapsulates data from the layer above in 
frames which include a physical address to a node for correct delivery of the frame. Other 
areas of layer two protocols are flow control and error notifications. The network layer or 
layer three is where the network address is implemented. Usually in the form of an IP 
address it functions as the pointer to where the data packets should be sent. Network layer 
protocols also determine the best path to the destination. The Transport layer incorporates 
different protocols to make the transmission of layer three packets flow as smoothly and 
fast as possible. Transport Control Protocol (TCP) which is a common layer four protocol 
establishes an end-to-end connection with the destination to control the flow of data 
between the nodes. The session layer controls communication between applications and 
manages and terminates sessions between them. The Presentation layer is responsible for 
the correct presentation of data to the application. It includes encoding and decoding 
techniques. The application layer is the layer closest to the user interface. All the different 
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types of protocols used in networking applications are application layer protocols, for 
example HTTP, FTP, SMTP [CSCNF3]. 

2.3 Physical mediums 
In the OSI model the first layer defines what types of physical connections to use in the 
network and how the signals are sent. There are three types of transmission mediums: 
electrical, optical and wireless. The most commonly used medium in a LAN is the 
twisted pair cable used with the Ethernet standard, which send and receive data using 
electrical signals. The optical transmission which uses light or laser to communicate 
travels along a fiber optic cable. Fiber optic cables are often used in long distance 
connections but can also be used in LANs for higher bandwidth than twisted pair cables. 
Wireless communication is in the form of radio waves. There are numerous layer one 
standards for transmitting signals including Ethernet, 802.11a/b/g/n, Frame Relay and 
SONET. 

2.3.1 Copper cable – Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair electrical cables are the most common cable for the Ethernet standard. 
Ethernet has a speed of 10 Mb/s, Fast Ethernet 100 Mb/s Full-Duplex and Gigabit 
Ethernet 1 Gb/s. There is even a 10 Gigabit Ethernet standard with a speed of 10 Gb/s 
and also 100 Gb/s Ethernet in development. There are three kinds of twisted pair cables 
called FTP, UTP and STP. FTP stands for Foiled Twisted Pair and is together with 
Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) the two types of twisted pair cables that can protect the 
signal from electronic interference from other bundling cables or from another pair of 
wires. Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) cables have no shielding and can be exposed to 
electrical interference when the cables are bundled together [WIKITP]. 

2.3.2 Fiber optic 
The use of fiber optics is more widely spread in the ISPs and corporate networks than in 
private networks. Optical fibers have lower attenuation of the signal than electrical cables 
and thus it is more suitable for long distance links. Data can be transmitted in two types 
of modes: single and multi mode. There are a few differences and the networking devices 
must support the mode of choice. The two modes cannot communicate directly with each 
other. Long fiber cables are made of glass because of the relatively low attenuation of the 
signal where as short fiber cables are made of plastic or a combination of the two. Fiber 
optic cables also have other advantages over electrical cables. The risk of overhearing 
when bundling cables is nonexistent. The risk of damages in case of thunder is decreased 
and it is much more difficult to tap a fiber cable than an electrical cable. A fiber optic 
cable consists of a glass or plastic fiber core and is surrounded by a section of cladding 
and the outmost section is the jacket [WIKIOF]. 

2.3.2.1 Single Mode 
When data is transmitted in Single Mode a single light pulse is emitted. The light pulse is 
often emitted in multiple wavelengths. Single Mode fiber cables are relatively cheaper to 
Multi Mode per meter but the equipment that supports Single Mode is more expensive. 
Single Mode is most commonly used in long distance fiber optic cables where Multi 
Mode transmissions are impossible due to the higher attenuation of the light pulse. Single 
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Mode fiber cables have the same set of connectors as the Multi Mode cables. The Single 
Mode cables have a core size of between 8 and 10 µm and a cladding diameter of 125 
µm. The color of the jacket is yellow. Single Mode fibers support speeds up to 40 Gb/s 
and with the speed of 10 Gb/s the maximum link distance is 60 km. The marking on the 
jacket is SM (8-10)/125µm [WIKISM]. 

2.3.2.2 Multi Mode 
In Multi Mode transmissions the signal is divided into multiple light pulses and is emitted 
into the fiber in an angle to accomplish total reflection. Multi Mode fiber optic cables are 
preferable in short distance links, such as in an office complex or similar premises. Multi 
Mode fiber optic cables have a larger core size than Single Mode fibers which enables the 
multiple light pulses to traverse the cable. The large core size also makes it possible to 
use simpler electronics on the sending and receiving side such as light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs) or vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL). This reduces cost in the Multi 
Mode networking equipment. Because of modal dispersion the bandwidth is lower than 
in Single Mode fibers. There are different types of Multi Mode fibers classified in the 
ISO 11801 standard based on bandwidth named OM1, OM2 and OM3. The OM1 Multi 
Mode fiber have a core size of 62.5 µm and a cladding diameter of 125 µm and is 
determined by the grey color of the cable jacket and is named MM 62.5/125µm. The 
OM2 is named MM 50/125µm, is orange in color and OM3 is named MM 50/125µm and 
is aqua-colored. OM1 and OM2 support speeds ranging from 10 Mb/s Ethernet to Gigabit 
Ethernet. OM3 is a laser-optimized multi mode fiber using 850 nm VCSELs and support 
speeds up to 10 Gigabit Ethernet to a distance of up to 550 m [WIKIMM]. 

2.3.2.3 Fiber optical connectors 
A fiber optical connector connects an endpoint of a Single Mode or Multi Mode fiber to a 
networking device such as a fiber media converter. The connectors are of various types 
and sizes. There is no single standard for cable-specific connectors. Fiber optic cables can 
be terminated with a number of different connectors. Common connectors in network 
technology fiber optics are: 

MIC – Media Interface Connector 

LC – Lucent Connector 

SC – Standard Connector 

ST – Straight Tip 

MIC is a connector for FDDI rings but other connectors can be used also. LC is a 
connector for SONET and SRP topologies. SC is a very common connector in fiber optic 
topologies.  ST is a connector mainly for multi mode connections. [WIKIOFC] 
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Figure 2.1 Image of a Standard Connector Figure 2.2 Image of a Lucent Connector 

2.3.2.4 Fiber optical standards 
There are a number of different gigabit standards for fiber optic communication which 
aren’t compatible with each other. The standards are defined in the IEEE 802.3z standard 
also known as 1000BASE-X. 

 
• 1000BASE-SX is communication over a multi mode fiber up to a distance 

of 550 meters.  The light pulse is transmitted at a wavelength of 770 to 
860 nm. 

• 1000BASE-LX transmits laser at a wavelength of 1270 to 1355 nm over a 
multi mode fiber up to a distance of 550 m. It can also be used with single 
mode fibers and can send data up to a distance of 5 km. 

• 1000BASE-LH is a modification of 1000BASE-LX with higher quality 
optics and a wavelength of about 1300 nm and reaches up to 10 km. It is 
not an actual standard but is a used term in the industry. 1000BASE-LH is 
backwards compatible with 1000BASE-LX. 

• 1000BASE-ZX is not a standard but an industry accepted term and uses 
wavelengths of 1550 nm and can reach a distance of 70 km using a single 
mode fiber. 

• 1000BASE-LX/BX10 uses different wavelengths of the upstream and the 
downstream transmissions over a single mode fiber. The standard uses 
wavelengths of 1490 and 1310 nm for the two streams [WIKIGE]. 

2.3.3 Media converter 
A media converter enables to switch layer one medium in a network link, for example 
from copper cables to fiber optic cables. The media converter can be a small stand alone 
device or a slot card in various types of networking equipment. It can also switch duplex 
and bandwidth rates. There are a vast variety of devices ranging from simple converters 
to complex systems involving SNMP. In the case of a fiber media converter the most 
common use is to convert a fiber optic link to a twisted pair interface for input in a switch 
or router [WIKIFMC].  
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2.3.4 Synchronous and asynchronous links 
These are two types of serial link states. A synchronous link means that the line rate 
(baud rate) must be specified at the sending and the receiving side either manually or by 
clock synchronization. On a synchronous link the rate is specified with a clock in which 
the sending side transmits data and the receiver should read bits on the line. A typical line 
rate on a serial link is 9600 bits per second. That is the rate in which a transition between 
a high or low voltage should be sensed on the receiving side. If the clock on one side is 
different from the other the receiving side can sample the line when the voltage is high or 
low and thus miss the change in voltage that a correct set line rate should sense. It is 
when the voltage transitions from a high value to a low or the other way around that the 
receiving side interprets that as a 0. Constantly high voltage with no transition is 
interpreted as a 1. On an asynchronous line the sending side has a different clock rate 
than the receiving and only transmits on the link when sending data. To enable the 
receiving side to synch the sample rate to the line rate a frame flag must be sent before 
every frame. It can be a specific combination of 1s and 0s of variable length depending 
on which line protocol is in use [VR1]. 

2.4 Addressing and encapsulation 
The OSI model defines how data is formatted step by step to prepare it for the actual 
network transmission. The two layers that add addresses to the data are the data link layer 
and the network layer. 

One of the most fundamental ideas involved in network communication is addressing, 
without addresses network transmissions wouldn’t work especially well in networks with 
more than two nodes since there would be no way to for a packet to find it’s destination.  

The network layer adds globally identifying source and destination addresses before 
passing it down to the data link layer. These addresses can be used to route traffic to other 
networks. There are a couple of different kinds of addresses that can be added to the 
network frame. Which kind of address to be added, is defined by the network protocol 
that is in use. The most common protocol by far is the Internet Protocol (IP) which adds 
IP addresses for source and destination nodes. 

The data link layer describes how the last step in the packaging process should be 
performed by incorporating data link layer protocols. These protocols, or encapsulation 
methods, all use different strategies to packet the data, but the one thing they all have in 
common are that they add address fields to the packet header. The address at the data link 
layer describes the actual physical connector of an interface or a computer’s Network 
Interface Card (NIC). Data link layer addresses are used to find network nodes on the 
common network. 

2.4.1 Layer 2 
The second layer in the OSI-model defines how the data is sent and also to which node. 
Therefore an addressing protocol must be in place. For serial link with only two nodes 
PPP and HDLC are common protocols. For multi-noded topologies Ethernet with its 
MAC and LLC protocols are common. Layer two protocols are also responsible for 
solving frame collisions when two nodes are sending data simultaneously. Layer two 
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protocols addressing scheme are of a flat structure unlike IP addresses. This means no 
part of the address reveals where it belongs or what its source is. In the case of Ethernet 
this corresponds to the MAC-address on the interface [WIKIDLL]. 

2.4.1.1 Ethernet 
Ethernet over twisted pair is the most common standard for local area network designs. It 
includes both which physical devices and cables to use and addressing schemes for data 
delivery. It incorporates the first two layers in the OSI-model. Ethernet is most 
commonly used together with the TCP/IP stack for a complete network connection 
between various devices. Ethernet is a star-topology network. The sub network consists 
of several nodes interconnected by the use of hubs, repeaters, bridges and switches. 
Routers deliver data based on layer three addresses like an IP-address to the specific sub 
network the destination resides on and the router knows to which MAC-address the IP 
packet should be sent based on its ARP-table. It can be directly to the destination node or 
to a switch for further processing [WIKIET]. 

2.4.1.1.1 Media Access Control 
Media Access Control (MAC) protocol is a sub layer of the Data Link layer in the OSI-
model. The protocol allows access for several nodes on a shared physical medium like 
bus networks, ring networks like SONET and hub networks like Ethernet. It is 
responsible for framing data packets that arrive before transmitting them on the sub 
network. Every physical interface that connects to a network has a MAC-address. MAC 
has a hexadecimal 48-bit addressing scheme in a flat structure. MAC-addresses does not 
need to be unique in the entire internetwork but only on the local sub network since other 
protocols are responsible for delivering data on the internetwork like the Internet Protocol 
[WIKIMAC].  

2.4.1.1.2 Logical Link Control 
Logical Link Control (LLC) is a sub layer of the Data link layer in the OSI-model and 
acts as an interface between Layer three protocols like IP and the MAC-protocol. It 
allows several layer three protocols to access the same shared physical medium through 
multiplexing and flow control. It also demuxes the received signal containing various 
layer three protocols. LLC communicates between the MAC-layer and the layer three 
protocol based on the information in the Ethertype field in the Ethernet frame 
[WIKILLC][WIKIMP]. 

2.4.1.1.3 Ethernet frame 
Before transmitting the data on the network an Ethernet framing must be done. The data 
or payload is encapsulated with a header and footer. The header consists of a preamble, 
MAC-source and MAC-destination. A field in the header called Ethertype defines which 
layer three protocol in the payload that is encapsulated. There can also be a field 
containing the dot1q-tag present in the header. The footer consists of a checksum of the 
entire frame in the form of a four byte CRC32 value. The standard maximum size of the 
payload can be 1500 bytes and is called Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) and for the 
entire frame the size adds up to 1526 bytes. The least significant bit is transmitted first in 
a byte [WIKIET]. 
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2.4.1.1.4 Collisions 
In a multi-node network collisions can occur when two or more nodes send data 
simultaneously. To avoid collisions in a hubbed network a method called Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) was implemented in the Ethernet 
standard. Before sending data on the link the sending interface listens on the line (carrier) 
if any node is sending at that time. If the line is free the interface sends the frame. If the 
line is busy, the interface waits with its transmission until the line is free. If the interface 
is sending a frame and a collision is detected, meaning another node is transmitting at the 
same time, the transmitting nodes send a jam signal on the line and waits for a random 
period of time before trying to send again. With the implementation of full-duplex 
switches in Ethernet networks the need for CSMA/CD was virtually gone since transmit 
and receive are carried out on different wires and a switch limits the collision domain to 
only the sending and receiving node [WIKICC]. 

2.4.1.2 Point-to-Point Protocol 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is a protocol for communication between two nodes on 
many types of physical networks including serial links, PSTN and SONET. It supersedes 
HDLC and is designed from that protocol. PPP can have various types of addressing-
protocols to locate the destination. IP, IPX and AppleTalk are examples of protocols that 
PPP can be used with. PPP is a synchronous and asynchronous protocol with numerous 
features that include password protection, encryption, compression and auto negotiation 
between nodes. The PPP frame consists of a flag, address, control, protocol, information, 
padding and checksum fields. The information field has a maximum size (MTU) of 1500 
bytes. There are a number of other protocols in use when PPP establishes a connection. 
Link Control Protocol (LCP) auto negotiates with the two nodes to set parameters such as 
datagram size, escape characters and authentication. A basic PPP link must be established 
first for LCP to start communicating. A Network Control Protocol for the various 
addressing-protocols must run atop PPP. For IP the protocol is called Internet Protocol 
Control Protocol (IPCP) for version 4 of IP and for IPv6 IPv6CP. For IPX it is called 
IPXCP and for AppleTalk ATCP. PPP is a bit-oriented protocol [WIKIPPP]. 

PPP has five states that a link can be in:  

Link Dead – This is the phase in which the link is down due to user disconnect or link 
failure. 

Link Establishment phase – LCP negotiation initiates. If successful the following two 
states can occur. 

Authentication phase – An optional phase for password authentication. 

Network-layer protocol phase – The layer three protocol for addressing is invoked. In 
the case of IP the IPCP is used to establish connection. 

Link termination phase – The link is terminated either by authentication failure or by 
repeated checksum errors or by user disconnect. 
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2.4.1.3 High-Level Data Link Control 
High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) is a bit-oriented communications protocol for 
serial links and ring topologies. Bit-oriented means that the transmission is a series of bits 
and is not interpreted as characters and symbols but as a stream of 1s and 0s by the 
HDLC protocol. HDLC can therefore deliver any data frame regardless of its content. It 
can send frames on both synchronous and asynchronous links. In the case of an 
asynchronous link when the baud rate is unknown for the destination node a frame 
delimiter or flag must be sent first before the frame is transmitted. The HDLC flag is the 
bit value “01111110”. If more than five 1s is present in a row inside the payload bit 
stuffing must occur otherwise the receiving side believes that the frame has ended 
because of the occurrence of six 1s in a row, which corresponds to the HDLC flag. Bit 
stuffing means that a 0 is inserted after every occurrence of five 1s inside the payload. 
This 0 is removed at the receiving side. If seven 1s in a row is received the transmission 
has ended due to the nature of asynchronous links. In the case of a full-duplex or simplex 
synchronous link the HDLC flag is continuously sent when no data is being transmitted. 
This is done to keep the clock rate in phase on the two nodes [WIKIHDL][WIKIBOP]. 

2.4.1.3.1 HDLC frame 
The HDLC frame has a simple structure and consists of the flag, address field, control 
field, information field or payload and a frame check sequence, often a CRC32 value. A 
HDLC frame can have a HDLC flag at the end but that flag can also be the flag of the 
next frame. There are a number of different types of HDLC frames. The three basic 
frames are information frames (I-frames) which is normal data, supervisory frames (S-
frames) which contain flow control, error reporting and unnumbered frames (U-frames) 
which are used for other purposes including link management. The S-frame has no 
information field and U-frames can have it if needed [WIKIHDL]. 

2.4.1.4 Frame Relay 
Frame Relay is a packet-switched layer two communications protocol with circuit-
switched functions. Frame Relay is a WAN protocol to connect an arbitrary number of 
LANs. Frame Relay sends frames as a normal packet-switched protocol but creates a 
virtual circuit between the source and the destination LAN. A Frame Relay WAN 
consists of several Frame Relay switches interconnected by trunk lines. The LANs 
connect via the edge router to the nearest Frame Relay switch typically by a leased line. 
A virtual circuit and the specific path the frames traverse are distinguished by the Data 
Link Channel Identifier (DLCI)-field in every frame header. The edge router sends a 
frame with a DLCI of the nearest Frame Relay switch. The switch sends the same frame 
with a new DLCI to the next Frame Relay switch in the virtual circuit and so on. The 
virtual circuits can either be permanent virtual circuits which are the most common and 
switched virtual circuits. A permanent virtual circuit is a preconfigured virtual circuit and 
a switched virtual circuit can be dynamically assigned by the Frame Relay switches 
[CSCAW3]. 
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2.4.1.5 Synchronous Optical Networking/Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy 
Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) is 
a multiplexing fiber optical transport OSI-layer 1 protocol. SDH is the European 
equivalent of SONET and there are minor differences in the two but they can 
communicate directly with each other. It is not itself a communications protocol since all 
it does is synchronize different sources of communication but more of a transport 
protocol. SONET was at first designed to transport circuit-switched protocols and to 
synchronize the different sources with each other. This enabled simultaneous transport of 
various circuits using the same framing protocol. It evolved into transporting non circuit-
switched protocols like ATM and eventually replaced the complex circuit-switched 
source methods with a framing method that could carry protocols like Ethernet 
[WIKIPOS]. 

A SONET/SDH network consists of several Add/Drop Multiplexers (ADM) which 
typically are connected with two or four fibers, one set acting as backup if the main set 
should fail. An ADM is where the optical fiber is terminated and connected with a fiber 
connector. ADMs are typically modules in a router or switch. The optical signal carried 
on the optical fibers are classified by bandwidth and are named OC-1 to OC-192 with 
OC-1 running at a speed of 51.85 Mb/s and OC-192 running at 9953.28 Mb/s. Incoming 
traffic from other sources than the SONET/SDH network is reframed into a SONET/SDH 
frame. The SONET frame is called Synchronous Transport Signal-level N (STS-N) and 
the SDH frame is called Synchronous Transport Module level N (STM-N), where N 
range from 1 to 192 for SONET and 0 to 64 for SDH [ESSONET]. 

2.4.1.5.1 SONET frame structure 
SONET/SDH frames are sent with a fixed interval of 125 µs (8000 frames per second) 
and vary in size depending on which line speed the link operates at. The lowest SONET 
link speed STS-1 has a frame size of 9 times 90 bytes with a 3 byte header, to a total of 
810 bytes. The header is called Transport Overhead (TOH). The payload section of 87 
bytes is called Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE) with the first byte reserved for 
Payload Overhead (POH). These three sections repeat nine times for a STS-1 frame with 
the same header and a new payload for every repeat. For the lowest SDH rate STM-1 the 
frame size is 9 times 270 bytes which sums up to 2430 bytes. This is the biggest 
difference to an Ethernet frame which has a fixed size and a variable frame time. The 
most significant bit is transmitted first in a byte [ESSONET]. 

2.4.1.5.2 Packet over SONET 
Packet over SONET (POS) is a combination of SONET/SDH and Point-to-Point Protocol 
(PPP) although another protocol like HDLC can be used instead of PPP. PPP is a protocol 
designed for communications between two nodes i.e. over a serial link. Because of 
SONET/SDHs design for point-to-point circuits PPP was ideal. POS is widely used for 
transmitting IP packets over WANs and a large amount of the world’s internet traffic is 
carried over POS links [WIKIPOS]. 
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2.4.1.6 Fiber Distributed Data Interface 
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is an OSI layer 1 and 2 standard for use in token 
ring networks although it has nothing to do with the token ring protocol. It is a further 
advancement of the token bus protocol and utilizes a token that traverse the network ring. 
The nodes are connected via fiber optics in a double ring network topology. Only the 
node which has the token may transmit data on the bus. This enables for 100 percent 
collision-free communication. The two rings in the network topology have a speed of 100 
Mb/s each with a maximum distance of 2 km using multi mode fibers and even longer 
using single mode fibers. The second ring is a backup if the first should fail, but in case it 
is functional the second ring can contribute with its capacity increasing the speed to 200 
Mb/s. The rings pass their tokens in opposite directions. The frame size in a FDDI 
network is larger than in an Ethernet network thus allowing a higher throughput. Since 
FDDI is a protocol for fiber optic communications it can span large distances but can also 
be used locally supporting thousands of nodes. Since FDDI is a ring topology it is enough 
that one node or one cable fails to break the ring. To avoid total failure of the entire 
network the nodes senses the failure and reacts. If an entire node should fail the two 
neighboring nodes stop sending the token to the failed node and wraps the 
communication-direction and sends it the opposite way enabling for communication to 
flow between the functional nodes. If one cable should fail the two nodes which were 
connected by it wraps the communication direction for the token and the communication 
can function for the entire network. 

There are many protocols included in the FDDI standard like MAC and other 
management and physical connection protocols [WIKIFDD].  

2.4.1.7 Spatial Reuse Protocol/Dynamic Packet Transport 
Dynamic Packet Transport (DPT) and Spatial Reuse Protocol (SRP) are two related 
technologies that together are used for high-bandwidth optical ring topologies. SRP is the 
lower, MAC-layer protocol [CSCSRP]. 

DPT/SRP uses a bi-directional ring, one inner ring and one outer ring. One of the rings is 
used to send traffic while the other ring is used to send control information for that traffic 
the opposite way. Traffic can flow in both directions at the same time from different 
nodes. This is different from earlier optical ring technologies like SDH/SONET that 
allowed only one ring to be used with one as backup in case of failure 
[RFC2892][CSCSRP]. 

The Spatial Reuse technology allows only bandwidth in the relevant parts of the ring to 
be used when two of the nodes on the ring are communicating. This is because the 
destination node removes the packet from the ring when it arrives, saving bandwidth in 
other parts of the ring. In earlier ring protocols like token ring and FDDI, the whole ring 
bandwidth was consumed when traffic flowed inside the ring because the sender was to 
remove the packet from the ring after it looped around [RFC2892][CSCSRP]. 

DPT uses a technology called Intelligent Protection Switching (IPS) to rapidly recover 
the ring in case of a link failure, within 50 ms. If a link is broken, for example a fiber cut, 
the ring with the failure becomes wrapped in the devices connecting to the broken link. 
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Traffic that was to go over the failed link is sent back in the opposite direction on the 
other ring, creating a loop [RFC2892]. 

IPS is used if there is a failure on one ring, both rings or a device. If there are multiple 
failures on one ring however, Single Ring Recovery (SRR) deals with the problem by 
allowing SRP to function over a single ring [CSCSRR]. 

The physical Cisco SRP modules usually work in pairs, but it is also possible to configure 
a single module as a SRP interface. Two modules are installed next to each other and 
connected with a "mate cable". In the configuration both modules are bundled into a 
single logical interface with a side A (by default the left module) and a side B. Side A on 
one router must be connected to side B on the other router [CSCSRPM]. 

The modules can be long or short reach, with short reach meaning a range of at least 2km 
and long reach at least 80km [CSCSRPM]. 

2.4.2 Layer 3 
The role of the Network layer is to encapsulate higher layer data (segments) into packets 
with a source and destination address. The reason is to make sure that data can be carried 
from one host to another regardless of the type of data. 

The protocols that reside at layer 3 are among others the Internet Protocol (IPv4), IPv6, 
Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX), Appletalk and Connectionless Network Service 
(CLNS). The IP version 4 and 6 are the two protocols that are almost exclusively used for 
LAN/WAN connections and across the Internet. 

The layer 3 protocols operate unreliably as a best effort service, meaning that any 
necessary error correction has to be taken care of at higher layer protocols such as the 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 

At the network layer hosts are grouped into networks with a portion of the network 
address in common with each other. This portion is what identifies the specific network.   
 
If a network host sends a packet and the destination address is on different network, the 
packet is passed to a default gateway, usually a router, for forwarding to the destination 
network. At the gateway the destination address is examined and compared to the entries 
in the routing table. If there is a match the router forwards the packet either to a 
connected network or to the next-hop gateway. If there is no routing entry for the 
destination address, the router will drop the packet if there is no default route configured 
as a last resort. 

2.4.2.1 Internet Protocol 
Internet Protocol (IP) is a layer three 32-bit addressing protocol which is responsible for 
the network devices to locate the destination node in the internetwork. IP addresses are 
used by routers and routing protocols to find the best path between nodes on the 
internetwork and route traffic between. The version 4 (IPv4) has a theoretical maximum 
of 2554 addresses or 232 and consists of four fields with numbers ranging from 0 to 255 or 
from 00000000 to 11111111 in binary separated by dots. One field in an IP address is 
called octet because there are eight bits in every field. There are various types of 
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addresses. Private addresses are addresses used locally in a LAN either behind a NAT for 
internet access or not for local use only. A public address is a unique address that is used 
for internet access.  Every IP-address is defined with a subnet mask to divide addresses to 
different networks and to define the range of network addresses. The subnet mask can be 
written as a number after the IP address or it can be noted with the number of consecutive 
binary 1s. For example the subnet mask 255.255.255.0 consists of 24 consecutive 1s and 
is denoted /24. The common private network addresses and ranges are: 

• 10.0.0.0/8 

• 172.16.0.0/12 

• 192.168.0.0/16 

There are also addresses used for multicast streams along with other reserved addresses 
such as loopback and link-local which cannot be used as a public address for internet 
access on network interfaces. A full list is defined in RFC 3330 [RFC3330]. The address 
255.255.255.255 is called the broadcast address and is used when a network device does 
an ARP request to bind an IP address with a physical MAC address. IP is also responsible 
for data encapsulation when sent out on a network. The encapsulated data is called an IP 
packet [WIKIIP]. 

2.4.2.1.1 Network Address Translation 
Network Address Translation (NAT) is a routing function that does just what the name 
describes; it translates one network address to another. There are several great benefits 
from such a function. The most common usages for NAT are to translate non-routable 
(private) IP addresses into routable (public) IP addresses. This had great importance for 
the global networking across the Internet since this method could preserve loads of IP 
addresses by only assigning one or a couple of addresses to every site and hiding a 
private network behind NAT. When talking about NAT, Port Address Translation (PAT) 
is often the technology really meant. NAT actually means translating one IP address to 
one other, while PAT can translate many IP addresses into one other. Another benefit is 
that NAT makes your network more secure. If a network resides behind a non static 
NAT, only traffic that is part of sessions established from the LAN will be accepted for 
the reverse NAT process. Without it there is no way to reach back to hosts at the LAN, 
thus they are protected. 

2.4.2.2 Internet Protocol version 6 
An IPv6 address consists of eight groups of four hexadecimal digits that make up 128 bits 
for the whole address. The groups are separated by colons and can be shortened if the 
group consists of continuous zeros and replaced by two colons. Zeroes in the beginning 
of a group can also be removed. An example IPv6 address with a 112 network mask is 
2001:6b0:31::C01D:1CE /112, where three groups are shortened and zeros in the 
beginning of a group are removed.  

The main difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is the address space where IPv4 consist of 
232 and IPv6 of 2128 addresses. IPv4 running out of available addresses was the main 
reason for developing IPv6. Calculations predict that the IPv4 address space will be 
depleted in about two years and only 10% of addresses are unassigned [IPV4AR]. 
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Broadcast is not supported in IPv6 so when first connecting a link-local address is 
automatically configured with the help of ICMPv6 and this address starts with FE80:: for 
the first ten bits. The loopback address in IPv6 is ::1/128 and is the equivalent to 
127.0.0.1 in IPv4.   

Multicast is supported by default in IPv6 and share most abilities that are configured in 
IPv4. IPv6 is not backwards compatible with IPv4 so when interconnecting them some 
kind of translation or tunneling is needed. The IPv6 architecture has IPSec integrated by 
default [WIKIIP6].  

2.4.2.3 Subnet 
When subnetting an IP address range the subnet mask is changed to give subnets of 
various sizes. For every subnet there are always two IP addresses that are unusable. The 
network address is the first IP address in every subnet and is always an even number. The 
last IP address in a subnet is the broadcast address and is always an odd number. These 
two can never be assigned to hosts or interfaces. The network address is the address or 
identifier for the entire subnet and is used on routers for configuration. The broadcast 
address is used by network devices that need to send data to every IP address on that 
subnet. 

2.4.2.4 Variable Length Subnet mask 
The use of Variable Length Subnet mask (VLSM) decreases IP-address wastage when 
subnetting IP address ranges. If VLSM is not supported the subnets in the network must 
have the same subnet mask. That can be a problem when the same number of addresses is 
assigned to subnets with various purposes. A link network between two routers doesn’t 
need more than a subnet with four addresses, where two is usable, one per router 
interface. That subnet is achieved by using a /30 subnet mask.  If a user subnet is 
configured with the same subnet mask only two of four addresses can be assigned to 
hosts per subnet, which is 50 percent efficiency and is a huge waste of addresses. For ten 
hosts there would be needed five /30 subnets which allocates 20 IP addresses, instead of 
one /28 subnet which allocates 16 IP addresses and 14 usable addresses. When VLSM is 
supported subnets can have different subnet masks and be of different sizes. That 
simplifies configuration of link networks and user networks and saves IP addresses 
[CSCRPC6]. 

2.4.2.5 Classless Inter-domain Routing 
Classless Inter-domain Routing (CIDR) is used by routers to decrease the size of routing 
tables. A network 192.168.0.0 can be subnetted into several subnets like 192.168.0.0/26, 
192.168.0.64/26, 192.168.0.128/26 and 192.168.0.192/26. To avoid four entries in the 
routing table CIDR can be implemented and only one entry (192.168.0.0/24) exists in the 
routing table since all the four subnets is included in the network 192.168.0.0/24 
[CSCRPC6]. 

2.5 Routing protocols 
A routing protocol is a protocol used by network devices to forward packets based on 
their source and destination network addresses, as opposed to a routed protocol which is 
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the protocol assigning those network addresses. There are a number of routing protocols 
available that are of different function and complexity. 

2.5.1 Routing Information Protocol 
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a distance vector routing protocol for local area 
networks. It was one of the first routing protocols developed and is by today’s standards 
technically inferior. It supports up to 15 routers in a network segment. When updating the 
router’s routing table the entire table is sent periodically claiming a relatively large 
amount of bandwidth. RIPv1 does not support IPv6, CIDR, VLSM or authentication. It 
uses the UDP port 520 for communication between routers. RIP is a simple protocol to 
implement and needs little configuration unlike more advanced protocols like OSPF or 
IS-IS [WIKIRIP]. 

2.5.1.1 RIPv2 
The development of RIP to a more modern routing protocol resulted in RIPv2 in 1993 
and a standard in 1998. It is more secure since the implementation of MD5 as 
authentication and more flexible since it supports CIDR and VLSM. It limits the 
bandwidth requirement since it sends the routing tables on the multicast address 224.0.0.9 
where as RIPv1 sent it by unicast. It still limits the number of routers to 15 to maintain 
backwards compatible with RIPv1. RIPv1 and RIPv2 only supports IPv4 [WIKIRIP]. 

2.5.2 Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol 
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) is a proprietary protocol 
developed from IGRP by Cisco Systems. It is a hybrid between distance vector and link-
state routing protocols.  It sends partial updates of the routing table to the neighbors and 
can detect loops in the network but the EIGRP routers does not have a complete picture 
of the network topology. Every route to and from a node has a main route called 
successor route and a backup route called feasible successor route. If the successor route 
should fail EIGRP immediately switches to the feasible successor route. This procedure 
takes a few milliseconds and communication sessions can continue without interruptions. 
EIGRP supports CIDR and VLSM [WIKIEIG]. 

2.5.3 Open Shortest Path First 
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is a layer three interior gateway protocol (IGP) for local 
IP networks within a single AS. OSPF can support up to thousands of routers or routing 
modules. It is a link-state protocol and it builds its own logical topology of the network.  
It uses the SPF algorithm called Dijkstras algorithm to calculate the shortest path to the 
nodes in the network. Every router has a complete map of the entire topology which is 
shared periodically between neighboring routers. If a link should fail the protocol 
switches path within seconds and send an update to all the routers in the network which 
needs to recalculate the entire logical topology. An OSPF network can be divided into 
areas to improve scalability, performance and reduce the spread of failures and errors. 
The area can be a single number starting with the backbone area 0. When configuring the 
areas on networking devices the area is written as a four-octet number like an IP address. 
Area 0 is configured as area identifier 0.0.0.1. The OSPF router send hello packets to its 
neighbors to keep the communication alive and checking the state of the routers. Link-
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state advertisements (LSAs) are sent to keep the routers topology database updated and 
identical. LSAs are also sent to neighbors when a link goes down or a router becomes 
inaccessible [CSCSIR2]. 

2.5.4 Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System 
Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) is a routing protocol developed for 
use in Open System Interconnection (OSI) networking. OSI was an attempt by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to define standards for computer 
communication, but did not gain as much support as TCP/IP which is the dominating 
protocol of today. The term Intermediate System (IS) refers to a routing device in the OSI 
model, which means IS-IS is a protocol used between routers, as opposed to End System-
to-Intermediate System (ES-IS), where End System (ES) refers to a non-routing host or a 
computer [CPISIS]. 

Because of its fast convergence, scalability and support for new technologies IS-IS has 
become a popular routing protocol to use in ISP core networks. 

2.5.4.1 History 
IS-IS was originally called DECnet Phase V Routing when it was released in 1985 and 
renamed to IS-IS in 1990 when it was adopted by ISO as the standard for intradomain 
routing [CPISIS]. 

In 1990 RFC 1195, "Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments" 
was published which described Integrated IS-IS as an implementation for use with other 
network protocols than OSI and enables use of multiple network protocols in the same 
routing instance. Integrated IS-IS can be easily expanded and therefore allows new 
protocols and technologies, for example IPv6 and MPLS, to be implemented in IS-IS 
[RFC1195]. 

Around 1995 ISPs began adopting IS-IS as their IGP instead of its competing link-state 
protocol OSPF because of fewer technical limitations at the time. Since then IS-IS has 
been extended to provide support for, among else, IPv6 and MPLS with TE tunnels 
[CPISIS]. 

2.5.4.2 Addressing 
IS-IS uses OSI addressing to identify devices, even when only routing IP traffic. Network 
level addressing in OSI is divided into two types of hierarchical addresses called Network 
Service Access Point (NSAP) addresses and Network Entity Titles (NET). The NSAP 
can be seen as a link between the network and transport layer of the OSI model and 
identifies a device, as opposed to an IP address which identifies an interface. A NSAP 
address is similar to an IP address with port number in TCP/IP. NSAP addresses can take 
several formats between 8 and 20 bytes in length. They consist of an area address, a 
system identifier and a NSAP selector. The system identifier and the NSAP selector are 
always a fixed length of 6 and 1 bytes respectively [CSCBSI4][CPISIS]. 

There are three different standard formats for OSI addressing. In the simplest one the area 
address is a single byte and represents the area. The second format is 14 bytes long and 
adds a domain identifier while the third and longest 20 byte address includes among else 
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authority and international code fields. An address is written in hexadecimal form with a 
dot between the different sections of the address or every two bytes, for example 
49.0100.0000.0001.00 [CSCBSI4]. 

The area address must be the same for all routers in an area and the system identifier 
must be unique in the domain for a level 2 router and in the area for a Level 1 router. An 
area address of 49 is considered a private address and should not be routed between 
domains [CSCBSI4]. 

The NSAP selector identifies a service on the device and is equivalent to a socket or port 
in TCP/IP. A NSAP address with the selector byte set to 00 means that it is not associated 
with any transport layer entity (equivalent to transport protocols in TCP/IP) and therefore 
identifies the network layer, which means it is an identifier for the entire device. If this is 
the case, the NSAP address is instead called a NET and this is the address a router uses as 
its identifier in the IS-IS process [CSCBSI4]. 

2.5.4.3 Domains and areas 
IS-IS is a dynamic link-state IGP supporting large routing domains and multiple areas. A 
domain, analogous to an autonomous system, consists of Level 1, Level 2 and Level 1/2 
routers. The backbone of the domain must be continuously connected Level 2 or Level 
1/2 routers which knows the complete topology of the domain. Level 2 routers are 
responsible for routing between areas in the domain. Every link is assigned a level and 
these must be the same for both routers on the link for an adjacency to be established. A 
Level 1 router can only establish Level 1 adjacencies, a Level 2 router only Level 2 
adjacencies and a Level 1/2 router both [CPISIS]. 

An area is defined as a set of interconnected Level 1 routers with the same area identifier. 
These routers are only responsible for routing in the local area and therefore only need to 
have knowledge of other Level 1 routers in the area. For traffic to be routed out of the 
local area it must be connected to the backbone by a Level 1/2 router. Level 1/2 routers 
participate in both interarea and intraarea routing and are the boundary between an area 
and the backbone. A default route is propagated from the Level 1/2 router to the Level 1 
routers in the area to make interarea routing possible [CPISIS]. 

Interdomain routing is called Level 3 routing, but is not supported by IS-IS. 

2.5.4.4 Operation 
Since IS-IS is a link-state protocol it needs knowledge of every link in the relevant 
network. For level 2 routers this means the entire domain while for Level 1 routers the 
local area is enough. IS-IS uses hello messages on IS-IS enabled interfaces to form 
adjacencies with directly connected routers. Once a neighbor relationship has been 
established the routers exchange Link-State Packets (LSPs). These are sent as unicast on 
Point-to-Point links and as multicast on broadcast mediums. The received LSPs are then 
flooded to all other neighbors until every router have a complete topology of the network. 
The Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm on every router then calculates the shortest path 
to each network and installs it in the routing table [CSCBSI4][CPISIS]. 

The IS-IS standard specifies cost as the default metric with delay, expense and error as 
optional. By default every link is given a metric of 10 regardless of speed [CSCBSI4]. 
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2.5.4.5 Type Length Values 
IS-IS Type Length Values (TLVs) is the feature of IS-IS that has made it able to integrate 
new technologies with only minor changes. The name refers to the three fields of a TLV. 
The type and length fields are a fixed length of 1 byte while the length of the data field is 
determined by the value of the length field. The TLV is a variable part of an IS-IS PDU 
and is inserted after the fixed length header which is the same for all IS-IS PDUs. The 
type field determines what kind of information is stored in the TLV; RFC 1195 for 
example specifies types 128-133 which are used to enable IP routing capability in IS-IS 
[RFC1195][CSCITLV]. 

For some TLVs, wide metrics needs to be enabled. Wide metrics extend the interface and 
path metric fields from 6 and 10 bits to 24 and 32 bits. These new-style TLVs also 
introduces some additional features such as the sub-TLV. Sub-TLVs use the same 
principals and packet format as regular TLVs, the difference is that sub-TLVs only exist 
inside other TLVs [RFC1195][RFC3748][CSCITLV]. 

2.5.4.6 IPv6 
IPv6 routing capabilities for IS-IS was introduced with RFC 5308 “Routing IPv6 with IS-
IS”. It introduces two new TLVs with optional sub-TLVs to allow for future extensions 
and a new protocol identifier for IPv6 [RFC5308]. 

IS-IS can be run in two modes for IPv6, single-topology or multi-topology [RFC5120]. 

Single-topology does not require wide metrics and maintains a single common topology 
for IPv4 and IPv6. This requires all links to be dual-stacked with both IPv4 and IPv6 or 
else IS-IS may route traffic incorrectly. Features such as MPLS TE tunnels also cause 
problems [RFC5120][CSCISMT][RFC5308]. 

Multi-topology was introduced in RFC 5120, “M-ISIS: Multi Topology (MT) Routing in 
Intermediate System to Intermediate Systems (IS-ISs)”, requires wide metrics to be 
enabled and maintains separate databases for IPv4 and IPv6, at the cost of additional 
memory and SPF calculations. Multi-topology enabled routers advertise their capability 
to neighbors by a new TLV in the IS-IS hello packets and then form adjacencies for 
matching topologies [RFC5120][CSCISMT]. 

2.5.5 Border Gateway Protocol 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the protocol making Internet routing possible and is 
the totally dominant Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) in use today. An EGP routes 
traffic between autonomous systems (AS's), whereas an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) 
like IS-IS or OSPF routes traffic inside the AS. BGP can also be used as an IGP and is 
then referred to as Internal BGP (IBGP) as opposed to External BGP (EBGP), but the 
function is different from other IGPs. BGP first became a standard with RFC 1105 and 
the current version, BGP4, was established as a standard in 1995 by RFC 1771 and most 
recently updated by RFC 4271 [RFC1105][RFC1771][RFC4271].  

BGP has become popular because of its reliability and scalability; it is capable of 
handling hundreds of thousands of networks and has been extended to adopt new 
technologies such as IPv6. CIDR is used to supernet addresses as much as possible to 
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save memory. The current IPv4 BGP routing table for the entire public Internet is about 
300.000 networks, for IPv6 it is only just over 2000 [BGPFIB4][BGPFIB6]. 

BGP is a very large protocol and includes many special functions not present or needed 
in other protocols, for example greater update control, route reflectors and the ability to 
create VPNs. 

2.5.5.1 Operation 
BGP establishes TCP based adjacencies with explicitly configured neighbors (which do 
not need to be directly connected), IBGP if the neighbors reside in the same AS and 
EBGP if it is an external neighborship. Full routing information is sent to all neighbors 
unless specifically denied. BGP does not use periodic updates; if a route is changed the 
modified information is sent directly in an update. 

BGP operation is different from other routing protocols. It can not be classified as a 
distance vector or link-state protocol and does not use metric in the same way as other 
routing protocols to make forwarding decisions; instead it utilizes a number of attributes, 
some standard and some proprietary. Some of these attributes are: 

Weight - A Cisco proprietary attribute local to the router and not included in any updates. 

Local Preference - Decides which path out of the local AS to use if there are several and 
is propagated to all BGP neighbors in the AS. 

AS_path - The AS's the particular route have traversed to reach the current router. A route 
far away may pass many AS's before reaching the destination. 

Multi-exit discriminator (MED) - Sent to external neighbors in an attempt to influence the 
usage of that path. 

Origin - The way BGP learned the path. It can be IGP, EGP or incomplete. 

Next hop - The interface address of the external neighbor from which the route was 
recieved. This address stays the same in all IBGP updates.  

Community - A way of grouping routers together under common routing policies. 

The best path to a specific network is selected in the following way on a Cisco router: 

1. Largest weight 

2. Largest local preference 

3. Originated from the local router 

4. Shortest AS_path 

5. Lowest origin (IGP < EGP < Incomplete) 

6. Lowest MED 

7. External path 

8. Internal path 

9. Closest IGP neighbor 

10. Lowest BGP router ID 
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Higher criterias take full precedence over lower and only the best path is installed in the 
routing table and included in updates to neighbors [CSCBGP]. 

2.5.5.2 Multiprotocol BGP 
Multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP) defines extensions to BGP to carry other network layer 
protocols than IPv4, which BGP was originally designed for, and was defined by RFC 
2858 released in June 2000 [RFC2858]. 

Two new attributes are defined to achieve this: Multiprotocol Reachable NLRI 
(MP_REACH_NLRI) and Multiprotocol Unreachable NLRI (MP_UNREACH_NLRI), 
where NLRI means Network Layer Reachability Information and is the network address 
and prefix. These contain an address-family identifier that can be set to other protocols 
than IPv4, for example IPv6. In Cisco's IOS, this is configured in the BGP process with 
the command address-family protocol and used in for example MPLS VPNs where a 
VPN address family is created, and to establish separate topologies if the router is dual-
stacked. 

2.5.6 Routing Information Protocol next generation 
Since RIPv2 doesn’t support IPv6 an adaptation of it was developed and resulted in RIP 
next generation (RIPng). Besides the support for IPv6 the protocol differs from RIPv2 in 
that authentication is not supported since IPv6 comes bundled with IPSec security along 
with other minor technical differences [WIKIRIP].  

2.5.7 OSPF version 3 
With the implementation of IPv6 the OSPF protocol needed to be updated to support the 
new addressing scheme. OPSFv3 is OSPF with IPv6 support. There are a few differences 
between the two. IPv6 addresses are 128-bit long and written in hexadecimal but the area 
identifiers are still 32-bit long and in decimal notation. In OSPF routers can communicate 
with authentication to avoid hostile routers to participate in the OSPF network topology. 
In OSPFv3 the authentication is managed by IPv6 own security solution (IPSec). OSPF 
runs the protocol per subnet based on IPv4 and its subnet mask. In the case of OSPFv3 
the protocol is run per link due to the different addressing system of IPv6. In OSPFv3 all 
IP prefixes are removed from the link-state advertisements and the hello packets making 
it independent of which addressing protocol is used [WIKIOSPF]. 

2.5.8 Multiprotocol Label Switching 
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) has become a popular network technology in a 
short amount of time. Today it is widely used in core networks of large enterprises and 
service providers primarily because of its ability to carry all kinds of traffic over a 
common network. MPLS is not a routing protocol by itself, instead it is often said to 
operate on "layer 2.5" of the OSI model as it can transport any payload over an IP 
network [MPLSFUN]. 

2.5.8.1 Labels 
The power of MPLS is that it uses labels to forward traffic regardless of the original 
address type, similar to ATM and Frame Relay. A router running MPLS is called a Label 
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Switch Router (LSR) and can be classified as ingress, egress or intermediate. An ingress 
LSR labels an unlabeled packet as it moves in to the Label Switched Path (LSP), an 
egress LSR removes the label as the packet exits the LSP and the intermediate LSR 
swaps or removes labels from a packet and forwards it inside the LSP. 

The labeling is handled by a separate protocol, most commonly Label Distribution 
Protocol (LDP). MPLS needs a routing protocol such as OSPF or EIGRP to build a 
routing table of the network. It then uses the routing table to assign a label to every 
known prefix, called a local binding. LDP establishes a neighborship with other directly 
connected MPLS-enabled routers running LDP and advertises the local bindings to them, 
which in turn advertises them to their neighbors. These bindings from neighbors are 
stored as remote bindings together with the local bindings in a database called Label 
Information Base (LIB). The best path for every prefix is chosen and stored in the Label 
Forwarding Information Base (LFIB), which is used to make forwarding decisions. 

The MPLS router can now forward packets using labels by assigning the remote label 
advertised by the neighboring router for that prefix to the packet. The receiving router 
looks up the incoming label in its LFIB, swaps it for the corresponding label of the next 
hop router and forwards it or removes the label if the next hop is the edge LSR of the 
MPLS network [MPLSFUN]. 

 
Figure 2.3 Basic MPLS operation 

2.5.8.2 MPLS Virtual Private Networks 
MPLS Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) is the currently most popular reason to 
implement MPLS. MPLS VPN technology allows a core of MPLS routers to forward a 
packet based on labels only while only the edge MPLS routers need to actually have the 
destination network in the routing table. MPLS VPNs are described in RFC 4364, 
“BGP/MPLS IP Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)“ [RFC4364][MPLSFUN]. 

MPLS VPNs are often used to keep core routers from having to use BGP. BGP routing 
tables can be very large and takes up a lot of memory and processing power on each 
router, which means it should be used on as few routers as possible [MPLSFUN]. 

In a MPLS VPN implementation, edge routers run BGP and are connected by a core of 
BGP-free routers. An IGP is used on all routers in the backbone to build a map of the 
network from edge to edge. The only information the core routers need to know about the 
traffic is through which edge router the traffic entered the core and through which edge 
router the traffic should exit. This is done by adding an additional label to the MPLS 
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packet by the ingress edge router. The core routers make forwarding decisions using this 
top label which is then stripped off at the egress edge router. This router will be able to 
understand the original label and can forward the traffic based on that 
[RFC4364][MPLSFUN]. 

 
Figure 2.4 MPLS VPN labels 

The LSRs in a MPLS VPN are often called P, C, PE or CE depending on their role, based 
on a network topology with several AS’s where a provider is giving access to one or 
more customers. A P (Provider) router is a core router only forwarding traffic using 
labels. PE (Provider Edge) routers are the ones that have a complete routing table of the 
internal and external networks, running both MPLS and for example using BGP to peer 
with Customer Edge (CE) routers, which only knows about the complete customer 
network. C (Customer) routers are devices inside the customer’s internal network 
[RFC4364][MPLSFUN].   

2.5.8.3 Traffic Engineering 
MPLS Traffic Engineering (TE) is a way to control traffic flow in a MPLS network. By 
default MPLS uses the IGP metric to forward traffic down the best path, but if all traffic 
is forwarded down the same path it may get congested while other links are underutilized. 
One way to influence path decisions would be to manually set the link metrics for the 
IGP, but it may be very complex to administrate and still not give the kind of control 
MPLS TE gives.  

A better way to control traffic is MPLS TE tunnels, which essentially create LSPs inside 
another LSP. With TE tunnels it is possible to create an explicit path through a MPLS 
network, for example around a congested link. 

TE needs a link-state IGP to build a map of the network, meaning OSPF or IS-IS. Both 
these protocols have been extended with new TLVs to support MPLS TE. An algorithm 
called path calculation (PCALC) is used to calculate the best path between the LSRs and 
a signaling protocol must be used to signal the tunnel path through the MPLS network 
and reserve bandwidth for it on every device along the way. For signaling Resource 
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is used and has also been extended to support MPLS TE. 

A TE tunnel is one-way only and configured on the head end LSR. Every LSR in the 
tunnel path must be TE enabled and the interfaces must be configured to be able to carry 
the tunnels [MPLSFUN]. 
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2.5.8.4 Any Transport over MPLS 
MPLS can only be configured on an IP backbone, but since it uses labels for forwarding 
the payload of the packet can be anything. Any Transport over MPLS (AToM) enables 
MPLS to carry layer 2 protocols such as PPP, Frame Relay and Ethernet VLANs. This is 
possible by configuring pseudowires or virtual circuits through the MPLS backbone. 
Inside the MPLS network labels are used for forwarding which are stripped at the edge 
LSRs and the packet is processed as a layer 2 packet again [MPLSFUN]. 

2.5.8.5 IPv6 
MPLS is not supported on an IPv6 backbone, but it can still transport IPv6 traffic over an 
IPv4 backbone. IPv6 can be transported as a layer 2 frame using AToM, but two specific 
solutions called 6PE and 6VPE are also available. The difference between the two is that 
6PE carries IPv6 over an ordinary MPLS backbone while 6VPE carries the traffic over a 
MPLS VPN [MPLSFUN]. 

2.6 Network Services 
Services in the network are in fact applications that in one way or another are used in a 
network. These applications for example collect information, help other applications find 
information and help administer devices.  

2.6.1 Domain Name System 
A Domain Name System (DNS) is a database that contains Fully Qualified Domain 
Name (FQDN) and IP addresses for translations. DNS is defined in several RFCs that 
explain in detail how a DNS server should communicate and work correctly.  

The system is based like a UNIX tree with a root path and branches downwards for the 
local domains. Using the tree means going backwards from the root to build the name, for 
example middle.nclab.se where middle is the name of the host, nclab is the local domain 
and .se is the TLD for Sweden [DOBIND]. 

DNS is made to simplify the addressing of hosts because it is hard to remember many IP 
addresses but easier with a name. 

2.6.1.2 Name servers 
The thirteen root name servers are located around the world and if they go down the 
Internet will stop working. These servers have all of the TLDs in its database and though 
the load of these servers is very high the resolving works well. There are two different 
TLDs and they are generic TLD and country code TLDs. [DOBIND] 

The local name servers only have a database of the zone it is server for and the root 
servers. If the server acts as a forwarder it will have a set of servers that it forwards all 
request to and cache those for a specified time. 

2.6.1.3 Zones 
For example when a host needs the IP address for www.klippan.se a resolver asks the 
default DNS server if it knows. If it does not, it can try to find out depending on how it is 
asked. The server, in case of recursive queries, queries other servers hopefully beginning 
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with a root server for the top domain. It does this with iterative queries and only needs a 
hint of where it could find the address. After getting hints or answers it then sends that 
answer to the client that actually did the first query. 

Reverse lookups are based on that you know the IP address and want a FQDN, this is the 
way to learn about domain names. This part of a DNS is optional when implementing a 
DNS server but is recommended because of the use from applications in networks for 
security checks.  

Local zone is the computers own zone where the localhost is given a address that only 
works for internal use. The address that is allocated are a reserved address in the range 
127.0.0.0 – 127.255.255.255 the big range is for assigning a loopback to different 
applications or interfaces on the client.  

Root hint is a special zone that handles top-level domains (TLD) and is used when the 
DNS server needs to find out which root server in that TLD to query. The zone is used 
when the server do not know where to send it queries [DOBIND2].  

2.6.2 Terminal Access Controller Access-Control System Plus 
Terminal Access Controller Access-Control System Plus (TACACS+) is an 
authentication protocol used to authenticate users over a network. The use of TACACS+ 
simplifies the administration of user accounts by using a single server instead of 
managing it locally on every client. The client where the users log on to is configured 
with an IP-address to the TACACS+-server. The client prompts the user to input a user 
and password. The client sends the information using the TACACS+-protocol over TCP 
on port 49 to the TACACS+-server.  

The TACACS+-application checks its configuration files to match the information 
received from the client and responds to grant or deny the user access. This procedure 
correspond to the first of the three A’s. AAA stands for Authentication, Authorization 
and Accounting. A user that logs in on a client is authenticated on a server. Authorization 
is what that user is permitted to do on that system. An administrator is authorized to do a 
lot more than a regular user. Accounting is when the system logs the user activities 
[WIKITAC]. 

2.6.3 Network Time Protocol 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the system clock on various types 
of equipment to a central time server. It is designed to transmit information over a 
variable-delay network and adjusts to these restrictions. The timeservers are grouped in 
different levels to avoid cyclic dependencies and is called stratum. The stratum levels 
define the distance to a reference clock. A stratum 0 system is to be considered more 
accurate and exact than a stratum 1 system, although this is not always the truth. Stratum 
0-servers are often atomic clocks in different institutions in the world. The time is defined 
in UTC and variations considering summer time and time zones are set locally. On a 
Cisco client utilizing NTP the system adjusts its NTP clock-period automatically as the 
systems detects precision inaccuracies. Cisco recommends saving the configuration 
approximately one week after the implementation of NTP [WIKINTP][CSCCBK]. 
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2.6.4 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is used by hosts on the network to 
dynamically obtain IP addresses, domain and DNS server information from DHCP 
servers. When a host connects to the network it sends out an UDP broadcast message 
looking for available DHCP servers. The server or servers reserves an IP address and 
sends an offer to the host. The host can only accept one offer from one DHCP server and 
sends a request to that DHCP server. The DHCP server responds with the information 
configured in the DHCP pool on the server [WIKIDHC].  

2.6.5 Simple Network Management Protocol 
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is the most common protocol used to 
monitor the status of devices in a network, currently in its third major version. Every 
SNMP-enabled device has a number of Object Identifiers (OIDs), which are variables 
storing information about the device. These OIDs can be requested and read by a 
management application to extract information [CSCWT6].  

2.6.5.1 Object Identifiers 
OIDs are a string of numbers organized in a hierarchical format. OIDs are mapped to 
Management Information Bases (MIBs) which are essentially readable names for the 
OIDs. There are standard hierarchical structures for certain OIDs defined by RFCs, but 
also many vendor-specific. An example of an OID is 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1 which is a standard 
OID with the MIB name sysDescr. A sub-identifier is appended to this string to identify a 
specific instance of the MIB, for example sysDescr.0 has the OID of 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 
[RFC1157].  

The sub-identifier can be used to describe a specific interface, for example in the case of 
ifPhysAddress, which is the MIB that contains the physical address for interfaces on a 
Cisco router. Every interface is mapped to a sub-identifier which is then called ifIndex. If 
FastEthernet0/0 has the ifIndex 0, the MIB that contains the MAC address of that 
interface would be ifPhysAddress.0 [RFC1157]. 

This tree diagram shows the hierarchical structure of the MIBs sysDescr (1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1) 
and ifPhysAddress (1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.6) for a Cisco device [CSCMIBI][CSCMIBS]: 
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Figure 2.5 The hierachical structure of sysDescr and ifPhysAddress 

2.6.5.2 Operation and versions 
SNMP was first standardized in the RFC 1157, “Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP)”, released in 1990 and is called SNMP version 1. This first version of SNMP 
became a popular tool for monitoring networks [RFC1157][CSCWT6]. 

Two operations, GetRequest and GetNextRequest, were defined by SNMPv1 to read 
information from an OID on a device, which responds to it with a GetResponse packet. A 
third operation, SetRequest could be used to send information to a device, but it has not 
been widely used due to security concerns [RFC1157].  

The second version of SNMP called SNMPv2 added an additional operation, 
GetBulkRequest, which can be used to read multiple OIDs with one request and extended 
the information space of an OID to 64 bits. Both version 1 and version 2 uses 
communities for authentication. A community name is set on the device and a request for 
an OID must contain the same community to receive a reply. This is a very weak 
authentication since all information is sent in clear text and only one text string is used 
[CSCWT6][RFC1157].  

Version 3 of SNMP focuses more on security by adding stronger authentication and the 
possibility for encryption. Communities are no longer used, instead requests are 
authenticated using a username and password. SNMPv3 has three modes of operation: 
noAuthNoPriv using no authentication or encryption, authNoPriv using only 
authentication and authPriv using both authentication and encryption [CSCWT6]. 

2.6.5.3 Net-SNMP 
Net-SNMP is an application that provides tools and libraries for Linux machines to 
utilize SNMP. The latest stable version 5.4.2.1 includes an agent, libraries, tools to 
request or send SNMP information and ability to generate traps for SNMP. Net-SNMP 
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works by acting as an agent for SNMP on the machine it is installed on and other 
applications are often using it for sending/collecting of data [NETSNMP].  

2.6.6 Network Monitoring 
The way for an ISP to know what happens in its network is to have some kind of 
monitoring. In a big network you need to centralize the monitoring to get the big picture.   

The network has four different network-monitoring tools Ntop, Nagios, Cacti and 
MRTG. They work to collect information about the network by using protocols like 
SNMP and Netflow. These applications are installed on an Ubuntu-server called Galaxy. 
The information that is collected is displayed on a webpage on the local machine.  

The monitoring helps the ISP to locate errors and discover flaws in the network for 
example when a router goes down. Then you need an application that can handle error 
messaging. The choices for these applications were not simple and needed a lot of testing 
before it could be decided that the application could work for our network. 

2.6.7 Dot1x 
IEEE 802.1x, also known as dot1x is a technology to authenticate a computer or user 
before it can access the local area network. 802.1x employs the Extensible Authentication 
Protocol (EAP) to provide port-based authentication on layer 2. The 802.1x process 
defines three roles, a supplicant, an authenticator and an authentication server.  

The supplicant is the computer or other end-user device seeking access to the network. 
The supplicant must provide unique credentials to the authentication server in order to 
gain access to the network. 

The authenticator is the device to which the supplicator is directly connected and may be 
a switch or a Wireless LAN access point. It acts as a relay between the supplicant and 
authentication server and blocks network access until the supplicant is properly 
authenticated. The only messages forwarded through the device are EAP over LAN 
(EAPOL) frames between the supplicant and the authentication server. 

The authentication server is a Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) 
server responsible for authenticating the supplicant. The method of authentication can be 
a shared password or certificates. If the supplicant’s identity can be verified, the 
authentication server sends a message to the authenticator to allow the supplicant access 
to the network [CSCNS14]. 

2.6.8 Trivial File Transfer Protocol 
Trivial File Transfer Protocol is used to fetch files from a server without the complexity 
of users and passwords and is ideal for fetching system images under boot. The client 
system requires only an IP-address to the server and a filename to fetch. A main 
difference between TFTP and ordinary FTP is that file listing is not implemented in 
TFTP. The protocol does not support encryption or authentication and is only appropriate 
for internal networks. TFTP utilizes UDP port 69 and has its own session and transport 
control. The files are transmitted in a single block at a time unlike protocols using TCP 
which splits data into multiple packets and sends them in various speeds. This is called 
windowing and is not supported in TFTP. This means that the protocol is not ideal on 
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high latency links. That is another reason for the use explicitly in internal networks 
[WIKITFT]. 

2.6.9 Netflow 
Netflow is a protocol that provides the means to monitor traffic flowing into or out of an 
interface. The information gathered can be used to handle for example network traffic 
accounting, billing, planning, Denial of Service (DoS), monitoring and routing traffic. 

Cisco is the creator of Netflow and sees itself as the leader in the field of IP traffic flow 
technology. The latest version of Netflow is version 9 and works by sending out flow-
records which are based on an IETF standard in RFC 3954. Flow-records are based on 
templates and can be changed for future enhancements. [RFC3954][CSCNFL] 

The basics of Netflow are an exporter and a collector and a client that can analyze the 
results of the collected data on a web interface. [CSCNFL] 

2.6.10 Secure Shell 
There is two current versions of SSH, version 1 and 2 where the latest version supports 
IPv6. SSH is a secure and easy way to configure and administer devices like servers and 
routers remotely, because the traffic is encrypted as opposed to similar protocols like 
telnet.  

A SSH server must be installed on the device and ports opened to allow SSH sessions, by 
standard port 22. SSH can also be used for tunneling arbitrary traffic like web traffic and 
traffic, for example from an X-server, and used to securely copy files.  

When logging into a SSH server a username and password is requested and a specific 
unique RSA key is sent that acts as an identification of the device to the client [SSH]. 

2.6.11 Hot Standby Router Protocol 
Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) allows two or more routers to share a virtual IP 
address, making one router an active router that forwards traffic with the virtual IP 
address while the other becomes a backup router. The two routers exchange hello 
messages and if the active router fails to respond, the backup router takes over the role as 
the active router and assumes the virtual IP address. This gives some fault tolerance in 
case of a link failure [CSCHSRP]. 

2.7 Security 
Networking security is a wide topic concerning secured physical access to the networking 
devices, protection against access attacks and protecting traffic being sent across public 
mediums (e.g. the Internet). This thesis will mainly focus on the two later, access 
protection and protecting traffic, since physical protection is acquired by such trivial 
actions as keeping devices in locked facilities. To keep unauthorized persons from 
accessing networking devices via Telnet or SSH sessions they can be configured to 
require usernames and passwords. Protecting traffic flowing across public mediums is a 
relatively complicated task, involving very sophisticated techniques including encryption 
algorithms, encapsulation protocols and certificates. 
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2.7.1 Encryption 
Encryption is used to keep certain data secret when sent over a network. The plain-text 
data is scrambled using an algorithm with a special key before it is sent to another trusted 
party. The trusted party then uses a key to unscramble the data into the original message. 
The key can either be the same at either ends (symmetric encryption) or different 
(asymmetric encryption). The purpose is to hide data from unauthorized access and 
ensure that it is not modified along the way [WSPKICS]. 

2.7.1.1 Symmetric encryption 
Symmetric encryption uses the same keys for encrypting and decrypting for all end-
points. This is a fast method of encrypting, but the shared secret key must be exchanged 
between the communicating parties. If the key is intercepted, another party may use it to 
capture and decrypt the encrypted data. Common symmetric encryption algorithms 
include Data Encryption Standard (DES), Triple DES (3DES) and Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES) [WSPKICS]. 

2.7.1.2 Asymmetric encryption 
Asymmetric encryption uses different keys to encrypt and decrypt data. One end 
generates two mathematically related keys, a public key that is sent out to communicating 
devices and a private key that is kept secret. Anything that is encrypted using the public 
key can be decrypted using the private key and vice versa. This enables the other end to 
encrypt a message using the public key and send it to the device with the private key. 
This private key is the only one that can decrypt the message. Common asymmetric 
algorithms include Diffie-Hellman (DH) and Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) 
[WSPKICS]. 

The advantage over symmetric encryption is that the communication is secured from the 
start. The disadvantage is that asymmetric encryption is much slower than symmetric. 
Due to these reasons, the two methods are often combined. 

2.7.1.3 Combined encryption 
Combining asymmetric and symmetric encryption involves first setting up an asymmetric 
encryption and then exchange the symmetric key within that encryption. Both 
communicating parties now knows the symmetric key and uses it to encrypt and decrypt 
data between them [WSPKICS]. 

2.7.2 Hashing 
Encryption only hides data and keeps it from being modified, but senders’ identity is not 
ensured. A hash function is used to prove the senders identity as well as ensuring that the 
data has not been modified. Two known hashing algorithms are Message Digest 5 (MD5) 
and Secure hash Algorithm (SHA). 

Hashing involves using an algorithm to produce a fixed length hash value, or message 
digest. If the message is changed, it will produce a different message digest. Two 
messages may produce the same message digest, but this is very, very unlikely.  
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When used to digitally sign a message, the sender feeds the message through a hash 
function to calculate a message digest. This digest is then encrypted using asymmetric 
encryption before being sent with the message to a recipient. The recipient produces a 
message digest of the message using the same digest function as the sender and also 
decrypts the attached digest using its asymmetric encryption key. If these two message 
digest values are the same, the message has not been tampered with on its way because 
the generated digest would not be the same as the encrypted [WSPKICS]. 

2.7.3 VPN tunneling with IPSec 
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) is a technique used to protect data transfers over public 
access mediums like the Internet. With it tunnels are created, that act like pipes for 
enclosure of the traffic flow, preventing leakage of any data. This is done by protocols 
encapsulating and encrypting data packets when they are sent from one network node to 
another which then remove the encapsulation and decrypt the packets. The packets are 
encapsulated by adding new unencrypted headers and tails. Since the destination and 
source addresses in the original packet will get encrypted the headers are to be read 
instead of the original data packet so the intermediary devices understand how to forward 
it. 

There are two main categories of VPN. The first and most relevant for this thesis is Site-
to-Site tunnels (also known as LAN-to-LAN tunnels) which are accomplished at layer 2 
and/or layer 3 depending on what protocol or protocol suite is used. The other is software 
client based and could be accomplished at layer 4 with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or as 
layer 3 tunnels with IP Security (IPSec). This is commonly called Remote VPN (Cisco’s 
implementation is called Easy VPN) and provides end-to-end protection for the traffic 
while Site-to-Site tunnels are setup at network edge devices to only protect packets when 
they traverse the medium between them. There is also a third category, namely web-VPN 
which is commonly seen as a subcategory of remote VPN technology, where a client 
visits a web page residing on a network device to authenticate with SSL. 

The focus here will be IPSec Site-to-Site tunnels since they will be used in NetCenter’s 
solution. Motivation for this choice will be presented in the implementation section of the 
thesis report. 

IPSec is a modular platform for a collection of protocols that are responsible for different 
tasks concerning VPN tunneling, a strategy for safe data transfer. In IPSec there are three 
main areas of responsibilities, all of which have several options of protocols to use. This 
way, new algorithms can be implemented easily without having to reconstruct the whole 
protocol suite. IKE is one example, a protocol that dynamic key negotiation. Manual 
keying is optional with IPSec but seldom preferred because it’s less secure and tedious to 
configure.  
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Figure 2.6 IPSec protocol suite 

The areas of responsibility and associated of the most important protocols are: 

• Internet Key Exchange (IKE) 

To start sending traffic through a tunnel the nodes have to negotiate how the packets 
should be encapsulated and encrypted, the Transform Set. IKE does this with the use 
of the Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP), 
which uses the Oakley protocol [RFC2412] and some of the functions from the 
Secure Key Exchange Mechanism (SKEME) protocol [RFC2409][BVPN45]. 

ISAKMP describes the order of how IKE setup the tunnels with three modes which 
are directly implemented from the Oakley protocol modes but refer to them as phases 
instead. In phase one IKE can either use Oakley’s main mode or its aggressive mode 
to initiate negotiation of IKE Secure Associations (SAs) between the two nodes. In 
aggressive mode identity protection is sacrificed to gain slightly faster negotiations. 
Aggressive mode may also be used to address issues where the two nodes aren’t 
aware of each others IP-addresses beforehand. In phase two Oakley’s quick mode is 
used to negotiate transform sets, adopt IPSec SAs from IKE and maintain them 
[RFC2409][RFC2408].  

SKEME contributes with it’s method for exchanging public shared keys that are 
heavily encrypted with Diffie-Hellman (DH) algorithms and for its way of swift key 
renewal. DH is an asymmetric cipher; the basic function of asymmetric keys will be 
described in the section with the matching name [RFC2409].  

• Authentication Header (AH) 

IPSEC can use either the AH protocol, the Encryption security Payload (ESP) or both 
to protect data from being intercepted on their way to the intended destination. AH 
inserts a header which precedes the payload of the packet containing an Integrity 
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Check Value (ICV). This value is calculated with Hash algorithms, either MD5 or 
SHA, using a Hashed Message Authentication code (HMAC) to create the ICV based 
on the packets contents. 

AH alone is not compatible with NAT (without a technique called NAT traversal) 
because it provides authentication for the almost the whole IP header, as well as for 
upper level protocol data. The only excluded fields are the TTL and the header 
checksum, which always will be changed along the traffic path. If NAT traversal is 
not available a change in the IP header, which is the case when the packets source 
address gets translated, will deem the packet as compromised at the destination router 
because the IP address is part of the calculation of the ICV that have to match when 
reaching the destination. 

AH doesn’t provide any encryption method as ESP does, thus AH alone is not a good 
alternative when confidentiality is critical. The two problems presented are reasons 
why AH is used less frequently, although AH might be preferred since it is poses less 
overhead on devices than ESP does. AH is mandatory when using IPv6, either alone 
or in conjunction with ESP [UIPSEC].  

• Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP)  

ESP provides encryption of data packets by surrounding the payload with a header 
and a tail field. The encryption method is optional, in the Cisco IOS DES, Triple-DES 
and a couple of AES methods are commonly available. ESP can also optionally 
provide authentication in the same way as AH does with the difference that the 
authentication is for the ESP header and not the full IP packet. In practice this will not 
lessen the strength of the authentication in any way, it just performs differently. If 
needed AH can be added on top of ESP [UIPSEC]. 

2.7.4 Public Key Infrastructure 
A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the deployment of certificates in a network to ensure 
users and computers identities. A Certificate Authority (CA) issues certificates to 
requesting clients and a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is used to keep track of valid 
and revoked certificates [WSPKICS]. 

A certificate is a small file used as an electronic identification for users, services, 
computers and other devices in a network. A public and private key pair is used to 
validate the authenticity of the certificate [WSPKICS]. 

2.7.4.1 X.509 
X.509 is a Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) standard that specifies the 
format of certificates, revocation lists and more. It was originally issued in 1988 and the 
latest version released is version 3 that added support for extensions. Version 2 added 
subject and issuer unique IDs. 

The filename extension for a X.509 certificate depends on how it is coded, but .cer, .crt, 
.p7c and .p12 are common. 

The fields included in a certificate are: 
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Version - the X.509 version 

Serial Number - Issued by the CA and unique for every certificate. 

CA Signature Algorithm - The signing algorithm and encryption used. 

Issuer Name - The name of the issuing CA. The full distinguished name is used. 

Validity Period - The period of time the certificate is considered valid. the period can be a 
range from and to a date. 

Subject Name - The name of the certificate holder in a distinguished name format. 

Subject Public Key Info - The public key of the certificate holder and the algorithm used. 

Issuer Unique ID - An optional (typically) hexadecimal value for and assigned by the 
CA. Introduced in version 2. 

Subject Unique ID - An optional (typically) hexadecimal value for the certificate's subject 
assigned by the CA. Introduced in version 2 

Extensions - Extensions were introduced with version 3 and are optional. These 
extensions solve some issues with validating certificates. Extensions may be flagged as 
critical, if a critical extension is not recognised the certificate is not accepted. Some 
examples of extensions are Private Key Usage Period that is used to assign a different 
validity period to the private key and Issuer Alternative Name that specifies an alternative 
name for the issuing CA. 

Signature value - The signature value of the CA signature algorithm used to sign the 
certificate. 

[WSPKICS][WIKI509][MSPKI] 

2.7.4.2 Certificate Authority 
A CA is a server that issues and keeps track of certificates. There can be several CAs in a 
hierarchical structure in an organization. The highest one is called a root CA and is the 
trust point for every other CA in the hierarchy. The root CA is distinguishable from other 
CAs in that its certificate is self-signed. If a certificate can be traced to a trusted root CA, 
it is considered valid [WSPKICS].  

Under the root CA there may be intermediate and issuing CAs to create scalability and 
security by delegating administrative control to only specific issuing CAs. The non-
issuing CAs can be disconnected from the network until they are needed to enhance 
security. Intermediate CAs can be Policy CAs which instructs the underlying issuing CAs 
with procedures on how to validate certificate holders and other types of security 
[WSPKICS]. 

2.7.4.3 Certification Revocation Lists 
The CA is responsible for managing CRLs used to notify certificate holders if certificates 
have been revoked. The list includes the serial number of the revoked certificate and the 
reason for revocation. A CRL can be published periodically or generated each time a 
certificate is revoked [WIKICRL].  
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A system of base and delta CRLs can also be used, in which the base CRL contains all 
revoked certificates and the delta CRL contains only changes since the last base CRL. 
This allows the base CRL (which can be large and consume a lot of bandwidth) to be 
published less frequently while still keeping hosts updated on revocation status with a 
delta CRL sent out more often [WIKICRL]. 

An alternative to using CRLs is the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP). Instead of 
sending out a CRL with information on all certificates revoked, the client can query an 
OCSP responder for the status of a specific certificate. The client sends a HTTP-based 
certificate status request to the server which communicates with the CA to find out the 
status of the certificate and then sends a signed response back to the client. This 
conserves bandwidth and is faster because the OCSP response is much smaller than a 
CRL, but it also means the OCSP responder must be highly available to answer requests 
[WIKIOCS][WSPKICS]. 

2.7.4.4 Certification process 
To request a certificate, the requestor first generates a public and private key pair and 
sends a request to the server signed with its public key. The request may also be 
encrypted using the CAs public key. To issue a certificate, the CA must first verify the 
recipient’s identity. For example, the requestor may have to be an authenticated user on 
the network. If the CA deems the requestor eligible for a certificate it creates a certificate 
for the purpose requested, for example network authentication, sends it back to the 
requestor and signs it to ensure its validity [WSPKICS][MSPKI]. 

2.8 Linux 
Linux is a UNIX-based kernel mainly for personal computers but also for servers and 
other devices like mobile phones and embedded systems. It is together with the GNU-
project a complete operating system and is called GNU/Linux. The GNU-project is a set 
of various basic applications for any UNIX-based kernel and includes applications like 
cd, mkdir, ls and so on. There are a number of distributions of GNU/Linux like Debian, 
openSUSE and Ubuntu. GNU/Linux is open source and free under the GNU General 
Public License (GPL).  

2.8.1 Linux Distributions  
A distribution of Linux is an operating system (OS) that has a Linux kernel. The 
differences between the distributions are mainly the packages that are precompiled and 
are included in the installation. There are many distributions of Linux and since anybody 
can build there own there can be countless with very small differences. A timeline for 
distributions based on Debian, where the conclusion can be made that many distributions 
build on others.  
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Figure 2.7 Timeline for Debian based Distributions [FUTDEB] 

2.8.1.1 Ubuntu Server 
Ubuntu Server is a free Linux distribution for use in server applications released by 
Canonical. It lacks graphical interface unlike the desktop version of Ubuntu. Ubuntu is 
based on Debian and utilizes the packet manager Synaptic for keeping the system and 
applications updated. Ubuntu Server is fine tuned for server applications. [UBUNTU] 

2.8.1.2 OpenSUSE 
This distribution is the non-commercial version of SUSE Linux Enterprise from Novell. 
OpenSUSE is a project sponsored by Novell and is a free and easy to use distribution of 
Linux. The free distribution supports several platforms and different CPU architectures 
for example x86, x86-64 and Power PC (PPC).  

The installation can be done either via DVD, CD or a network installation. OpenSUSE 
latest version is 11.2 and if downloaded with the DVD version most of the repositories 
will be included, then the use of Internet access is not required which will make the 
installation go faster.  

The support for openSUSE is a community page where most answers can be found e.g. 
installation guide, howtos, wikis, forum and FAQ.  To install applications the use of 
YAST is recommended for easy management of packets and configuration of them. 
YAST also handle configuration for the whole computer including hardware, security, 
virtualization and viewing of the system logs. When administrating the server, YAST 
helps a lot because it gathers all the information and configuration options in one place 
instead of having the files spread all over, like most Linux distributions do.  

Installing openSUSE in server minimal text mode makes the server into a text based 
server, this means all configuration and administration are made from a command line 
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interface (CLI). Since most servers are administrated remotely the need for a GUI is not 
needed and all configurations can be made by connecting via a SSH session.  

The differences between Ubuntu and openSUSE distribution is not that big, for example 
they both have a commercial, none commercial product.and a community where users 
support each other with various problems. Ubuntu is supported by Canonical and 
openSUSE by Novell that is controlling the evolvement of the software. OpenSUSE have 
YAST for installation and configuration that is something that Ubuntu lacks however it 
could probably be installed something similar.  

The structure in openSUSE is similar to most Linux distributions and has the common 
names on the folders e.g. home, etc, lib, var, sbin and usr. These folders are the often 
installed by default in Linux distributions and are used by applications to divide its files, 
libraries and binaries for a more efficient topology [OPNSUSE]. 

2.8.2 Syslog 
Syslog is a text event protocol used to log system messages to files. It is normally used in 
UNIX-based systems as well as in various networking equipment. Syslog works in a 
client/server method and the messages sent over a network is in clear text. The syslog 
daemon logs local system events but can also be set to trap for example debug 
information from Cisco devices. Applications can log events on its own or messages can 
be sent to the syslog for processing. Syslog starts in daemon mode on startup and is 
implemented in many UNIX-based systems [WIKISYS]. 

2.8.3 Cron 
Cron is short for chronograph and is a daemon running in UNIX-based systems. Cron is 
the standard scheduler in Linux and is simple to administer. Cron can execute commands 
for every user on the system even root. The problem when creating files in a root cron 
event is that the permissions of those files are restricted to root only. The solution is to 
define a crontab for the terminal user [WIKICRO]. 

The crontab file’s syntax is pretty simple and is built of five different time-attributes 
followed by the command that is to be run. The five time fields are minute, hour, day of 
month, month and day of week, in that order separated by a blank space. Every time-
attribute can have a numeric value or a star “*”. When the value is a star the attribute is 
ignored.  

The value can also consist of multiple values separated by a comma “,”. For example if 
the command should be run every five minutes the minute-attribute can have the values 
0,5,10,15 and so on all the way up to 55. This is an unnecessary solution since the 
crontab also can do division. For example the value “/5” in the first time field, which is 
the minute field, means that the command should be run on every minute divisible by 
five. 

This example crontab file writes “hello” to the file “test” every ten minutes on the fourth 
day of the week: 
# m h  dom mon dow   command 

/10 * * * 4 echo “hello” > /home/server/test” 
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2.8.4 Apache 
Apache is a free open source web server available for Linux, Mac and Windows and is 
one of the world’s most common web servers. Apache support a large number of 
applications and languages including MySQL, Perl and PHP. It is simple to use and 
listens by default on port 80. If html files are missing in the root directory Apache 
defaults to a file listing mode which lists the files and folders in a web based interface 
[WIKIAPA]. 

2.8.5 RSYNC 
Rsync is a file synchronization application working in a client/server method. The 
transfers can be done via any remote shell and supports delta transfers which means that 
only the difference between the source file and the destination file is transferred. This 
along with compression of transfers saves bandwidth. It can synchronize with other rsync 
daemons running on servers without the need of root-access. This enables for automatic 
mirroring by a scheduler like cron [MANRSYN]. 
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3 Designing and implementing a small scale Internet 
Service Provider 
This section will present the actual work done to complete this thesis, starting with the 
planning phase and moving on to the network implementation. 

3.1 Planning and research 
The needed research for this thesis mainly consists of studying how to setup different 
services in our network and how to incorporate all network technologies that we want to 
use. There are of course other big areas that we have not come across earlier in our 
education that we had to learn about: 

• How to use other kinds of networking equipment 

• Practical usage of various layer 1 mediums 

• Applying for public IP addresses and AS numbers 

• Peering with another AS 

• Usage of the IPv6 protocol 

• Linux servers 

• Monitoring tools and services 

• Public DNS service 

• Web scripts 

• Windows Domain with PKI and Microsoft Exchange 

The methods we have used to research these areas are mainly web-browsing through 
“How-To guides” and discussions with our supervisors of this thesis. This is followed by 
testing or simulating different solutions due to the practical nature of the thesis work.  

First of all we had to define what was needed in the network based on both NetCenters 
specific demands and options available with our equipment to provide desirable services 
and functions either for the NOC or the users of the network. 

3.1.1 What is needed? 
In this specific case there are several different kinds of users/clients to please and thus 
there are also many factors to take into account. All clients have their own set of demands 
that needs to be met. Many of these are obvious and should be implemented in most 
networks, but they still have to be provided in order create a complete and satisfying 
environment. 

The four kinds of users that can be defined are: 
• Administrators – NetCenter teachers 
• NOC – NetCenter/Higher grade students 
• Remote academies 
• Students 
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At the very top we have NetCenter that wants to create a more flexible lab environment 
for their students. At the same time they also want to control the students’ Internet access 
and be able to address possible abuse errands. In the future they want to be able to take 
part in agreements with other Cisco Academies to let their respective students collaborate 
in larger lab scenarios which will demand higher security. Adding such features calls for 
an easy and organized way of changing the configurations on the network equipment, 
which will have to be devised. 

At this date it is uncertain who is going to be responsible for the NOC, but it will most 
likely be run by the teachers in collaboration with students whom are conducting their 
thesis work in a related area. The NOC technicians will be in full control of the ISP 
network and have access to all devices. 

Scalability will be one of the most important factors since the network courses offered by 
NetCenter seem to be highly attractive with a great increase in students this semester 
(autumn 2009). With the expected 110 students there will be problems making room for 
all of them in the lab premises that are available. This calls for a good lab environment, in 
which the new ISP network can contribute by letting several groups of students connect 
at the same time to preconfigured routers, thus they do not need to configure and use as 
many routers in the lab premises. 

3.1.2 A humble beginning 
It was known from the earlier work that some solutions had been tried successfully. At 
the starting date of the thesis work “IP-Hesten” + “ISP Stor & Liten” was operational as 
two separate networks.  

 
Figure 3.1 Topology from ”ISP Stor & Liten” 

At the time this provided a core network and a simulated ISP, but was missing 
connections to an ISP, thus no internet access was available. From this old topology we 
learned that the routers and interfaces, including the SRP interfaces, were functional. The 
missing factor in the “ISP Stor & Liten” thesis was that the Cisco 10700 series routers 
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were not available to complete the SRP ring. These routers are named by us as 
GW_NetC1 and GW_NetC2 or GW1 and GW2 for short. With them it was possible to 
complete the ring and their location provided easy access to the SUNET Red/Green lines 
available at MDH.  

3.1.3 Designing the network topology 
Planning the topology was the first steep threshold we had to climb over in the start of the 
thesis work before we could implement anything. We decided to use a layered approach 
designing the topology piece by piece including: 

• Internet backbone 
• Core layer 
• Distribution / Lab environment 
• NOC 
• Servers 
• Remote access 

 

All of these layers will be presented with in-depth information later in this thesis, this 
section will present the decisions we made when designing the network. The only part of 
the topology that was considered predefined was the Internet backbone. Since the GW 
and BIG + Small routers gave the highest available bandwidth and forwarding 
capabilities via their SRP interfaces they were obvious choices for the backbone. 

 
Figure 3.2 Internet backbone 

After this section was designed, we reached certain conclusions to motivate further 
decisions: 

• The GW routers would have a huge strain handling the BGP feed from SUNET so 
it is not wise to burden them with anything else than handling the routing table 
and forwarding traffic in and out of our network. 

• The BIG and Small routers are intended to handle great loads of traffic 
forwarding thus fitting perfectly into a role as a transition point between the 
Internet Access layer and the rest of the network.  
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In the next step we found inspiration by the triangular formation used in the older 
topology. In total there were three line cards for FDDI with the newer form of fiber 
interface (there were no cabling for the old interface available) so these would be perfect 
to form a triangle. In the “Stor & Liten” topology this was used for the “IP-Hesten” part 
of the network, but we decided to use this in the core of our network. The routers forming 
the triangle are all Cisco 7507 routers. 

 

 
Figure 3.3 FDDI triangle with Cisco 7507 routers 

Not used yet are the two “new” Cisco 7505 routers that wasn’t available to the “Stor & 
Liten” ISP. These together with switches make up for a distribution layer, which might be 
referred to as IPH since these routers will serve as peers in the lab environment. IPH1 and 
IPH2 are connected by single mode fiber connected to POS interfaces while the switches 
are connected by multi mode fiber converted to UTP cabling.  

 
Figure 3.4 IPH and the Lab premises 
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This leaves us with a lot of POS interfaces which are the fastest type of links we have 
next to the SRP ring. These are perfect for connecting the different parts of the network 
and creating redundant paths. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 The router setup 

The last decisions we had to make were how to handle remote access to our network and 
where to house the servers. In normal cases it is most often good to position servers close 
to the users, often meaning in conjunction with the distribution layer. In this case there 
will be both internal and external users so we made the decision to place servers close to 
the middle of the network. The routers with most capacity both in form of traffic 
forwarding and amount of interfaces are BIG and Small, making them good places to 
connect the server farm and also the NOC. At first we only had access to one bigger 
switch with fiber optic interfaces, an old Cisco Catalyst 5509. There was only one non-
fiber optic line card available for BIG and Small, so the switch had to have fiber 
interfaces since there was no more fiber converters available. This switch had a layer 3 
routing module, but it did not support IS-IS nor IPv6 which was highly desirable in this 
case. 

 
Figure 3.6 The original logical topology 
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Later on we acquired two Cisco 3560 Catalyst switches which we could use instead of 
the 5509 switch. This was a better solution in many aspects giving the server layer 
redundancy by eliminating the 5509 switch as a single point of failure, gaining IS-IS and 
IPv6 compatibility (unfortunately not IS-IS for IPv6). When doing this we also inserted a 
Cisco 2600 router between the switches to provide NAT, why this was needed will be 
explained in a later section. 

Last but definitely not least we decided on how to accommodate a function to permit 
remote academies to setup tunnels into our network. This will, as earlier mentioned, be 
used to allow students at the both sites to cooperate in more complex lab scenarios. This 
task is best performed by a firewall, in this case a Cisco ASA 5510. The positioning of 
the ASA was a bit tricky since the source and destinations for traffic flowing through it is 
external on one end and at IPH, deep into our network, at the other. We decided it was 
best to connect it to BIG as it is close to the edge of the network and fully capable of 
handling more traffic, at the other end it should preferably be as close to IPH as possible 
so that the traffic didn’t have to flow across every device in the network. We tried finding 
a solution where the firewall could be connected directly to IPH without creating any 
extra hops, but this was not possible without making the paths to IPH1 and 2 unequal so 
we decided to connect it to the Middle router instead.  

  
Figure 3.7 The current logical topology  

We also discussed solutions with another modular approach where modules would be 
connected directly to the BIG and Small routers without having the extended core 
network. 
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Figure 3.8 Without an extended core 

While this kind of topology may have worked perfectly we reconsidered it since there 
were too many potential problems that could arise. This network would be harder to 
maintain and put more strain on the BIG and Small routers but the biggest problem is 
scalability since the BIG and Small routers would be using almost every interface 
available, in this design. The types of interfaces available on those routers would most 
likely cause incompatibility toward all the different kinds of switches and firewalls, some 
may have been avoided or fixed, but there was simply nothing to compensate for all these 
cons and motivate usage of this design. 

3.1.4 Addressing 
Two public IPv4 C-class networks were received from SUNET; 77.238.56.0 and 
77.238.57.0 and later on a huge span of IPv6 addresses; 2001:6B0:31::/48. After a long 
time waiting for SUNET to prepare peering with us we also got assigned specific 
addresses for usage on outbound links to SUNET; 130.242.82.10 / 2001:6b0:1e:2::e for 
the first link and 130.242.82.254 / 2001:6b0:1e:2::12 for the other. These also represent 
our site publicly on the internet. 

The public IPv4 addresses was subnetted variably to save as many addresses as possible 
for future use. The IPv6 address space was also subnetted but not to save addresses, there 
are simply too much IPv6 addresses for NetCenter to ever be able to use. Subnetting IPv6 
in this design was more of an aesthetic reason, making it easier to organize certain parts 
of the network into specific address ranges. 
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Public Networks IPv4 Network ID 
IPv4 

Subnet 
mask 

IPv6 Network ID 
IPv6 

Subnet 
mask 

Links     
BIG - Ambassador 77.238.56.0 /30 2001:6B0:31::A5A:0 /112 
NAT 77.238.56.4 /30   
     
IPH1 Internet-VLAN79 77.238.56.16 /28 2001:6B0:31::BEEF:0 /112 
IPH1 Internet-VLAN82 77.238.56.32 /28 2001:6B0:31::D1CE:0 /112 
IPH2 Internet-VLAN79 77.238.56.48 /28 2001:6B0:31::1337:0 /112 
IPH2 Internet-VLAN82 77.238.56.64 /28 2001:6B0:31::ABBA:0 /112 
      
Public Servers 77.238.56.8 /29 2001:6B0:31::C01D:0 /112 
     
Unused address ranges: 77.238.56.80 /28   

: 77.238.56.96 /27   
: 77.238.56.128 /25   
:     
: 77.238.57.0 /24   

 
Private addresses was used for all devices, interfaces and hosts that is not intended to be 
directly accessible from the Internet, even they were subnetted to organize networks into 
smaller chunks. 

Private Networks IPv4 Network ID 
IPv4 

Subnet 
mask 

IPv6 Network ID 
IPv6 

Subnet 
mask 

Loopback Interfaces 10.0.0.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::0 /108 
Local Servers 10.0.2.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1:0CA1:0 /112 
NOC 10.0.3.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::20:E6A5:0  
Links 10.0.1.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1:0 /104 
SRP-ring 10.0.1.0 /29 2001:6B0:31::1:0 /112 
FDDI-ring 10.0.1.8 /29 2001:6B0:31::2:0 /112 
BIG - UPPER 10.0.1.16 /30 2001:6B0:31::3:0 /112 
SMALL - LOWER 10.0.1.20 /30 2001:6B0:31::4:0 /112 
UPPER - IPH1 10.0.1.24 /30 2001:6B0:31::5:0 /112 
LOWER - IPH2 10.0.1.28 /30 2001:6B0:31::6:0 /112 
MIDDLE - IPH1 10.0.1.32 /30 2001:6B0:31::7:0 /112 
MIDDLE - IPH2 10.0.1.36 /30 2001:6B0:31::8:0 /112 
IPH1 - IPH2 10.0.1.40 /30 2001:6B0:31::9:0 /112 
IPH - LabbSW79 10.0.1.48 /29 2001:6B0:31::10:0 /112 
IPH - LabbSW82 10.0.1.56 /29 2001:6B0:31::11:0 /112 
BIG - SMALL SRP 10.0.1.64 /30 2001:6B0:31::12:0 /112 
Ambassador - MIDDLE 10.0.1.68 /30 2001:6B0:31::13:0 /113 
BIG - SrvSW1 10.0.1.72 /30 2001:6B0:31::14:0 /114 
BIG - SrvSW2 10.0.1.76 /30 2001:6B0:31::15:0 /115 
SMALL - SrvSW1 10.0.1.80 /30 2001:6B0:31::16:0 /116 
SMALL - SrvSW2 10.0.1.84 /30 2001:6B0:31::17:0 /117 
Lab Premises 172.16.0.0 & /24   
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172.17.0.0 

IPH1 - LabbSW79 172.16.1.0 - 
172.16.12.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1ABB:1:0 - 

2001:6B0:31::1ABB:12:0 /112 

IPH1 - LabbSW82 172.17.1.0 - 
172.17.12.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1ABB:13:0 - 

2001:6B0:31::1ABB:24:0 /112 

IPH2 - LabbSW79 172.16.13.0 - 
172.16.24.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1ABB:25:0 - 

2001:6B0:31::1ABB:36:0 /112 

IPH2 - LabbSW82 
172.17.13.0 - 
172.17.24.0 /24 2001:6B0:31::1ABB:37:0 - 

2001:6B0:31::1ABB:48:0 /112 
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3.1.5 Equipment 
This section will present the equipment currently in use in the network implementation. 

3.1.5.1 gw_NetC1  
Modell: 
Cisco 10720 Internet Router 
 
IOS: 
c10700-k4p-mz.120-32.SY9.bin 
 
Specifications:  
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps147/ps148/product_data_sheet09
186a0080091b6b.html 
 
Interfaces:   
1x one-port OC48 SONET based SRP controller. 
1x 4 Port SFP Gigabit Ethernet + 8 Port FastEthernet TX controller 
8x FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
4x GigabitEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
1x SRP network interface(s) 
 
Connected to: 
GW2, Small, SUNET red connection 
 

3.1.5.2 gw_NetC2 
Modell:  
Cisco 10720 Internet Router 

IOS: 
c10700-k4p-mz.120-32.SY9.bin 

Specifications: 
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/route
rs/ps147/ps148/product_data_sheet09186a008009
1b6b.html 
Interfaces:  
1x one-port OC48 SONET based SRP controller. 
1x 4 Port SFP Gigabit Ethernet + 8 Port FastEthernet TX controller 
8x FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
4x GigabitEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
1x SRP network interface(s) 

Connected to: 
GW1, BIG, SUNET green connection 

Figure 3.9 gw_NetC1 

Figure 3.10 gw_NetC2 
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3.1.5.3 BIG  
Modell: 
Cisco 12016 GSR 
 
IOS: 
gsr-k4p-mz.120-32.SY8.bin 
 
Specifications: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps167/pr
oduct_data_sheet0900aecd8027c8dd.html 
 
Interfaces: 
3x one-port OC48 SONET based SRP controllers (3 SRP). 
1xThree Port Gigabit Ethernet/IEEE 802.3z controller (3 
GigabitEthernet) 
3x eight-port FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3u controllers (24 FastEthernet) 
1x Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
24x FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
3x GigabitEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
2x SRP network interface(s) 
 
Connected to:  
GW2, Small, Ambassador, Upper, SrvSW1, SrvSw2 
  

3.1.5.4 Small  
Modell: 
Cisco 12008 GSR 

IOS: 
gsr-k4p-mz.120-32.SY8.bin 

Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps167/pr

oduct_data_sheet0900aecd8027c8dd.html 

Interfaces: 

4x one-port OC48 SONET based SRP controllers (4 SRP). 
1x OC12 POS controller (1 POS). 
1x eight-port FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3u controller (8 FastEthernet) 
1x Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
8x FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
1x Packet over SONET network interface(s) 
2x SRP network interface(s) 

Connected to: 
GW1, BIG, Lower, SrvSW1, SrvSw2 

Figure 3.12 Small 

Figure 3.11 BIG 
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3.1.5.5 Upper  
Modell: 
Cisco 7507 router 
 
IOS: 
rsp-jk9su2v-mz.124-23.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps359
/product_data_sheet0900aecd800f5542.html 
 
Interfaces: 
3x FastEthernet interfaces 
12x Serial interfaces 
2x FDDI interfaces 
1x Packet over SONET interface 
 
Connected to: 
BIG, Middle, Lower, IPH1 
 

3.1.5.6 Middle 
Modell:  
Cisco 7507 router 
 
IOS: 
rsp-jk9su2v-mz.124-23.bin 
 
Specifications: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/p
s359/product_data_sheet0900aecd800f5542.html 
 
Interfaces:  
1x FastEthernet interface 
9x Serial interfaces 
1x FDDI interface 
2x Packet over SONET interfaces 
 
Connected to:  
Upper, Lower, IPH1, IPH2, Ambassador 

Figure 3.14 Middle 

Figure 3.13 Upper 
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3.1.5.7 Lower  
 
Modell: 
Cisco 7507 router 
 
IOS: 
rsp-jk9su2v-mz.124-23.bin 
 
Specifications: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/p
s359/product_data_sheet0900aecd800f5542.html 
 
Interfaces:  
1x FastEthernet interface 
8x Serial interfaces 
1x FDDI interface 
1x Packet over SONET interface 
 
Connected to:  
Small, Upper, Lower, IPH2 
  

3.1.5.8 IPH1  
Modell:  
Cisco 7505 router 
 
IOS: 
rsp-jk9su2v-mz.124-23.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/p
s359/product_data_sheet0900aecd800f5542.html 
 
Interfaces:  
3x FastEthernet interfaces 
3x Packet over SONET interfaces 
 
Connected to:  
Upper, Middle, IPH2, U279, U282 
 

Figure 3.15 Lower 

Figure 3.16 IPH1 
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3.1.5.9 IPH2 
Modell: 
Cisco 7505 router 
 
IOS: 
rsp-jk9su2v-mz.124-23.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/route
rs/ps359/product_data_sheet0900aecd800f5542.ht
ml 
 
Interfaces:   
3x FastEthernet interfaces 
3x Packet over SONET interfaces 
 
Connected to: 
Lower, Middle, IPH1, U279, U282 
 

3.1.5.10 Ambassador 
Modell:  
Cisco ASA 5510 
 
IOS: 
asa722-k8.bin 
 
Specifications: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/vpndevc/ps6032/ps6094/ps6120/product_dat
a_sheet0900aecd802930c5.html 
 
Interfaces:  
4x Ethernet interfaces 
1x Management interface 
 
Connected to:  
BIG, Middle 

Figure 3.17 IPH2 

Figure 3.18 Ambassador 
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3.1.5.11 SrvSW1  
Modell:  
Cisco Catalyst 3560 switch 
 
IOS: 
c3560-ipservicesk9-mz.122-50.SE1.bin 
 
Specifications: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps5528/product_data_sheet
09186a00801f3d7d.html 
 
Interfaces:  
24x FastEthernet interfaces 
2x GigabitEthernet interfaces 
 
Connected to:  
BIG, Small, NATROUTER, SrvSw2, NOCSwitch 
  

3.1.5.12 SrvSW2  
Modell: 
Cisco Catalyst 3560 switch 
 
IOS: 
c3560-ipservicesk9-mz.122-50.SE1.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps5528/product_data_sheet
09186a00801f3d7d.html 
 
Interfaces: 
24x FastEthernet interfaces 
2x GigabitEthernet interfaces 
 
Connected to: 
BIG, Small, NATROUTER, SrvSw1, NOCSwitch 

Figure 3.19 SrvSW1 

Figure 3.20 SrvSW2 
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3.1.5.13 NATROUTER  
Modell: 
Cisco 2600 router 
 
IOS: 
c2600-j1s3-mz.123-15b.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps259/product_data_sheet0900aecd8
00fa5be.html 
 
Interfaces:  
2 FastEthernet/IEEE 802.3 interface(s) 
 
Connected to:  
GW1, BIG, Lower, SrvSW1, SrvSw2 
 

3.1.5.14 NOCSwitch  
Modell:  
HP ProCurve 2626 
 
OS: 
H.10.50 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.procurve.com/products/switch
es/HP_ProCurve_Switch_2600_Series/ove
rview.htm?jumpid=reg_R1002_USEN 
 
Interfaces:  
24x FastEthernet interfaces 
2x GigabitEthernet interfaces 
2x Gigabit 1000Base-T Mini-GBIC 
 
Connected to:  
GW1, BIG, Lower, SrvSW1, SrvSw2 

Figure 3.21 NATROUTER 

Figure 3.22 HP ProCurve 
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3.1.5.15 Switch79  
Modell:  
Cisco Catalyst 2960 switch 
 
IOS: 
c2960-lanbase-mz.122-50.SE1.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps6406/product_data_sheet
0900aecd80322c0c.html 
 
Interfaces:  
24x FastEthernet interfaces 
2x GigabitEthernet interfaces 
 
Connected to:  
GW1, BIG, Lower, SrvSW1, SrvSw2 
 

3.1.5.16 Switch82  
Modell:  
Cisco Catalyst 2960 switch 
 
IOS: 
c2960-lanbase-mz.122-50.SE1.bin 
 
Specifications:  
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps6406/product_data_sheet
0900aecd80322c0c.html 
 
Interfaces:  
24x FastEthernet interfaces 
2x GigabitEthernet interfaces 
 
Connected to:  
GW1, BIG, Lower, SrvSW1, SrvSw2  

Figure 3.23 Switch79 

Figure 3.24 Switch82 
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3.1.6 Open vs. closed source 
Software is written in code and could be divided in two or more camps, open source and 
closed source. Open source means that the code is open for others to change and view 
depending on the license it is written under. Closed code on the other hand is the opposite 
and is not available either for viewing or changes by the public.  

These are some of the pros and cons of open and closed source applications according to 
us: 

Open source pros 

• Small license costs or free 

• Most projects have a community for support 

• Other developers don’t need to start from scratch 

• Open for others to change, this can make it more stable and secure 

Open source cons 

• The software is often made for the developer not the end user 

• Not always the best documentation 

• Hardware support   

Closed source pros 

• Support if you pay 

• Good documentation  

• Hardware support 

Closed source cons 

• Stability is not always the best   

• License cost can be very high 

• No insight how to software works 

• No community for support 

In this project we have often chosen to work with open source applications when 
available, much due to the easy availability and the absence of a cost. 
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3.2 Implementation 
This section presents the actual network implementation, divided into logical layers. 

 
Figure 3.25 The logical topology 

3.2.1 Core 

 
Figure 3.26 The logical Core layer 

The core is the backbone of the network interconnecting the other different layers. The 
main purpose of the core is to forward traffic between the other layers of the network as 
fast as possible through high-speed links. A failure in the core can mean a total loss of 
connectivity between layers of the network, therefore the core routers need to be stable 
even during high loads and have redundant paths to ensure availability. 

The forwarding is done through high-speed routing and switching technologies like IS-IS, 
MPLS and CEF. To ensure high speed, the core routers should only look up the 
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destination of the packet and forward it, not perform any packet manipulation like 
policing through access-lists. 

3.2.1.1 Design 
The Core is designed with redundancy and speed in mind, with at least two paths where 
possible. There are two Single Point of Failures (SPOFs) related to the Core and those are 
the routers connecting to the Remote access layer. Other than that, any failure of a link or 
device in the Core should not mean a loss of connectivity between the other layers. 

BIG and Small, the routers with the highest bandwidth and best hardware are connecting 
the Core to the Internet Access layer. This is the OC-48 SRP ring meaning a bandwidth 
of about 2,4Gbit/s. Between the BIG and Small routers is an additional SRP connection 
of the same speed. Since SRP is designed for much longer distances than is present here, 
optical dampeners must be used to lower the signal strength by 10 dB between the routers 
connected by the SRP interfaces.  

Since the gw routers are placed in a different location, the actual physical connections 
from them to BIG and Small are patched through the school’s internal fiber network and 
a number of intermediate distribution facilities which can be seen in the following figure: 

 
Figure 3.27 The SRP ring physical topology with names of fiber patch panels 

The rest of the Core is much slower, the links from BIG to Upper and Small to Lower are 
100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet FX multi mode fiber and connecting Lower and Upper to the 
IPH routers in the Lab network are POS single mode fiber interfaces of 155Mbit/s. This 
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allows for at best 200Mbit/s full duplex of bandwidth between the Lab network and the 
Internet.  

For additional redundancy a router called Middle is connected between Upper, Lower 
and the lab routers. Upper, Middle and Lower are connected in a FDDI ring with 100 
Mbit/s of bandwidth shared in the ring. The links to the Lab network are equivalent POS 
interfaces as the ones from Lower and Upper. Middle is also the router connecting the 
inside of the Remote access layer to the core with a 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet copper 
cable. 

The final layers of the network, the server networks and the NOC, is attached to the core 
by two server switches connecting to BIG and Small. Both switches have links to BIG 
and Small to ensure availability. The links to BIG is preferred since they are 1 Gbit/s 
single mode fiber connections while the links to Small are 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet UTP 
cables from the switches, converted through a fiber converter to Fast Ethernet FX fiber 
cables connected to Small. The transmit side of the fiber link from Small must be 
dampened by 5dB by optical dampeners; otherwise the signal is too strong for the fiber 
converters. 

The primary bottlenecks of the network are the links BIG-Upper and Small-Lower. These 
are the slowest in the core, 100 Mbit/s, and most traffic is required to traverse them. 
Unfortunately there are no other compatible higher speed physical interfaces on the 
involved routers. 

3.2.1.2 Networks and addressing 
Mostly private IPv4 addresses are used in the core since they do not need to be visible to 
the public Internet. The loopback interfaces used for router ID and the links between core 
routers are private. The only link that needs public addresses is the one connecting the 
outside of the Remote access layer to the core. The IPv6 addresses are public since there 
is no shortage of them and therefore no need for private ones. The interfaces loopback 0 
and loopback 6 are used as router IDs for administration and in routing protocols for IPv4 
and IPv6 respectively on all the core routers. 

For the IPv4 addressing, /32 host addresses in the 10.0.0.0/24 network is used for all 
router ID loopback interfaces while the 10.0.1.0/24 network is subnetted to accommodate 
all link addresses. The ring networks need more than two addresses per network and are 
subnetted with a /29 mask while the other links are just point-to-point which means a /30 
mask is enough. 

The IPv6 addressing is similar to the IPv4 with the address of the loopback interfaces 
being of the corresponding host mask /128 in the 2001:6B0:31::/112 network and with 
the same last octet. The mask for the link networks is /112 starting with the 
2001:6B0:31::1:0 network, giving 65535 available addresses for each link of which only 
2-4 are being used. This means the vast percentages of available addresses are being 
wasted, but since there are so many IPv6 addresses this is acceptable in favor of an 
easier-to-understand addressing scheme. 

For a logically structured addressing scheme, the addresses have been assigned starting 
with the ring networks because of the different IPv4 subnet mask, and then in an 
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ascending order from the left of the logical topology. The point-to-point SRP link 
between BIG and Small was added later and therefore given a higher address. 

3.2.1.3 Routing 
IS-IS is the main core routing protocol and is enabled for both IPv4 and IPv6 with multi-
topology. BIG and Small are also configured with OSPFv3 on the links toward the server 
switches. While IS-IS is used to build the topology and routing table, MPLS is the 
protocol responsible for forwarding traffic through the core. 

3.2.1.3.1 IS-IS 
The area address used in the core network is the private 49 and the NET format is the 
shortest one of 8 bytes. The system ID on all routers is generated from their IPv4 router 
IDs, or address of the loopback 0 interfaces. The loopback address on BIG for example is 
10.0.0.3 which gives a system ID of 0100.0000.0003 and a NET address of 
49.0100.0000.0003.00. 

To enable IS-IS to route IPv6 traffic and handle MPLS TE tunnels, wide metrics is 
enabled on all core routers with the command metric-style wide. For IPv6, multi-
topology ensures that the IPv6 network functions correctly. 

The core routing is level-2 with BIG and Small being level-2-only routers. Upper, Middle 
and Lower are level1/2 routers with level-1 links towards the IPH routers. BIG and Small 
redistributes routes from OSPFv3 into the IPv6 address-family as the server switches do 
not have the capability to run IS-IS for IPv6 with the command: 
 redistribute ospf 1 metric 200 

All interfaces connecting to another core router have the following configuration to 
enable IS-IS and to ensure the routers establish a level-2 relationship: 
ip router isis core 

isis circuit-type level-2-only 

ipv6 router isis core 

The default behavior of IS-IS is to assign a metric of 10 to each link regardless of 
bandwidth. Since the core has symmetric bandwidth for most redundant paths and no 
bottlenecks that can be avoided the default behaviour is sufficient. If this is changed in 
the future, for example if a core router is replaced or another router is added giving paths 
with different bandwidth, this has to be taken into consideration and static metrics have to 
be added. 

The loopbacks and other interfaces that are not connected to other IS-IS routers (the links 
to the Remote access layer) are included in the IS-IS process as passive interfaces. 

The basic IS-IS configuration on every router is as follows: 
router isis core 

 net 49.0100.0000.00xx.00 

 metric-style wide 

 mpls traffic-eng router-id Loopback0 
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 mpls traffic-eng level-2 

 passive-interface Loopback0 

 passive-interface Loopback6 

address-family ipv6 

  multi-topology 

 exit-address-family 

3.2.1.3.2 MPLS 
MPLS is activated for every core router and is used to forward traffic throughout the 
core. The label protocol used is LDP and the loopback 0 interface is the router-id of all 
routers. 

MPLS is activated on every link in the core, on the links toward the server switches and 
the links toward the gateway routers with the interface command mpls ip. 

Traffic Engineering (TE) tunnels are activated globally on all core routers and on all 
MPLS interfaces in the core, although there are presently no active tunnels. On the 
interfaces, the command required to enable TE tunnels is mpls traffic-eng tunnels. 
In the IS-IS process mpls traffic-eng router-id Loopback0 and  mpls traffic-
eng level-2 are required to enable TE tunnels on level 2 links with the correct router 
ID. 

3.2.1.3.3 OSPFv3 
Since the server switches cannot run IS-IS for IPv6 which is the primary protocol for 
routing IPv6 in the core, OSPFv3 is used to carry IPv6 routes from the server switches to 
BIG and Small instead. OSPFv3 is activated on the interfaces connecting to the server 
switches using the command ipv6 ospf 1 area 0. The information is then redistributed 
into the IS-IS process under the IPv6 address-family using redistribute ospf 1 
metric 200. 

Instead of redistributing the entire IPv6 routing table into the OSPFv3 process, BIG and 
Small advertises a default route to the server switches. Because the links from BIG are 1 
Gbit/s and the links from Small are 100 Mbit/s, the default route to BIG should be 
preferred. The default route is redistributed using default-information originate in 
the OSPFv3 process on BIG and default-information originate metric 100 on 
Small. The default metric for an OSPF route is 1 for a 1 Gbit/s link, which means the path 
to BIG will be preferred while the path to Small will act as a backup. 

The default administrative distance for OSPFv3 is 110, lower than IS-IS's default of 115. 
If OSPFv3 routes are preferred over IS-IS routes, routing loops can occur. To prevent 
this, the administrative distance of OSPFv3 is changed to 130 using the command 
distance 130 in the OSPFv3 routing process. 

3.2.1.3.4 Static routes 
Some static routes are used in the core as well. The IPH lab server must be reachable 
from the NOC for configuration purposes, so two static routes are configured on Middle 
to make it reachable through both IPH1 and IPH2: 
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ip route 172.16.0.10 255.255.255.255 10.0.0.8 

ip route 172.16.0.10 255.255.255.255 10.0.0.9 

The static routes are then redistributed into the core IS-IS process using the command 
redistribute static ip. 

3.2.2 Servers and Network Operations Center 

 
Figure 3.28 The logical Servers and NOC layer 

The Server layer contains both the private (internal) and the public (external) servers 
running necessary services in the network. Included in this layer is also the Network 
Operations Center (NOC), essentially a management and surveillance network.  

The private servers are mostly for management and network surveillance, like Defiant 
and Galaxy, but also for authenticating users and providing them Internet access which is 
the role of Constitution. The public servers provide external services, mainly DNS by 
Excelsior and Sequoia, but also a mail server running on Constitution.  

There are three private and two public servers plus Constitution with both private and 
public functions.  

A simple overview of the servers and their functions: 

Private 

Defiant - Network management and internal services 

Galaxy - Network surveillance 

Nebula - Backup 

Constitution - User network access 

Public 

Excelsior - DNS 

Sequoia - DNS 

Constitution - Mail server 
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Configuration files and application directories for most of the applications installed on 
the servers can be found in Appendix V. 

In the Server layer there are also three switches, two called SrvSW1 and SrvSW2 (or 
server switches) that provide the servers with access to the network, and one switch for 
the NOC computers. Here is also a router called NATROUTER which handles address 
translation for the private devices to allow them Internet access. 

3.2.2.1 Design 

 
Figure 3.29 Overview of the Server and NOC layer 

The Server layer needs high availability and reliability due to the vital network services 
running on the servers, both internal and external. To achieve this, the two server 
switches are connected to the core by both BIG and Small and one server switch can take 
over for the other in case some of these links fail. The server switches are of very similar 
configuration and one switch would be sufficient to handle all the servers, but two 
switches provide higher reliability and redundancy. A trunk cable between the two server 
switches allow them to communicate with each other on layer 2. 

The connections between BIG and the switches are Gigabit Ethernet fiber connections, 
while the connections from the switches to Small are only Fast Ethernet UTP cables 
converted into Fast Ethernet FX fiber cables on the Small side. Due to this, the path over 
BIG should be the preferred way for traffic out of the Server layer. 

Some of the servers have Gigabit NICs, but the switch ports are Fast Ethernet only, 
limiting traffic to 100Mbit/s.  
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Apart from the private and public servers, the server switches connect other servers and 
devices. An additional server, the IPH lab server, is connected to SrvSW1, but separated 
from the other servers and is really a part of the lab network. Other devices connected to 
the switches include the management port of the fiber converter, a computer in the server 
room and the connection to the NOC switch. 

The following ports are configured and active on the server switches: 

SrvSW1: 
Fa0/1 - Galaxy 

Fa0/2 - Nebula 

Fa0/9 - IPH lab server 

Fa0/11 - Link to IPH1 

Fa0/13 - Constitution public 

Fa0/14 - Sequoia 

Fa0/20 - Server room computer 

Fa0/21 - Trunk to NATROUTER 

Fa0/22 - Link to Small 

Fa0/23 - Trunk to NOC 

Fa0/24 - Trunk to SrvSW2 

Gi0/1 - Link to BIG 

SrvSW2: 
Fa0/1 - Defiant 

Fa0/2 - Constitution private 

Fa0/11 - Link to IPH2 

Fa0/13 - Excelsior 

Fa0/20 - Fiber converter 

Fa0/21 - Trunk to NATROUTER 

Fa0/22 - Link to Small 

Fa0/24 - Trunk to SrvSW1 

Gi0/1 - Link to BIG 

3.2.2.2 Networks and addressing 
As with the other devices, the server switches and NATROUTER are configured with a 
loopback 0 interface for internal identification; 10.0.0.10/32 for SrvSw1, 10.0.0.11/32 for 
SrvSw2 and 10.0.0.12/32 for NATROUTER. SrvSW1 and SrvSW2 also have a loopback 
6 interface for internal IPv6 identification; 2001:6b0:31::10/128 and 
2001:6b0:31::11/128. 
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Both server switches share VLANs and networks configured to give each server two 
possible gateways. There are four main VLANs shared between the switches, one for the 
private servers (VLAN 100), one for the public servers (VLAN 200), one for the NOC 
(VLAN 300) and one for the IPH lab network (VLAN 400). Each switch also has two 
private VLANs, 151+161 for SrvSW1 and 152+162 for SrvSW2, used for the traffic to 
and from NATROUTER. 

The private server network uses the IPv4 address 10.0.2.0/24 and the IPv6 address 
2001:6b0:31::1:0cal:0/112 with SrvSW1 assigned the first address and SrvSW2 assigned 
the second.  

The public servers have public IP addresses which means the network must be subnetted 
to waste as few addresses as possible. Presently there are three public servers requiring 
addresses, plus the two gateway interfaces. A /29 mask gives seven usable host addresses, 
meaning there are two unused addresses that can be assigned to future servers. The 
network is 77.238.56.8/29, with the server switches assigned the first and last usable 
address, 9 for SrvSW1 and 14 for SrvSW2. With IPv6 there is no need to worry about 
wasted addresses, so the network 2001:6b0:31::c01d:0/112 is used for the public server 
network and the switches are assigned the first two addresses. 

The NAT networks only need to be point-to-point network, and are assigned the networks 
10.0.1.92, 10.0.1.96, 10.0.1.100 and 10.0.1.104 to VLAN 151, 152, 161 and 162 
respectively. These VLANs need no IPv6 addresses since the links are only used for 
translating private IPv4 addresses into public ones, for which there is no need in IPv6. 

3.2.2.3 Routing 
The server switches participate in the Core IPv4 IS-IS routing. The system ID is 
corresponding to the loopback addresses as usual, giving SrvSW1 the ID 0100.0000.0010 
and SrvSW2 0100.0000.0011. Wide metrics is enabled and all server and host networks 
are configured as level 1 networks and included as passive interfaces in the IS-IS process 
to prevent unnecessary routing updates. 

Even though the server switches can run IPv6, there is no IOS that supports IPv6 routing 
with IS-IS. To enable IPv6 routing updates OSPFv3 is used instead between the server 
switches and the Core routers, and then redistributed into IS-IS on BIG and Small. All 
IPv6 enabled networks are included in OSPFv3 in area 0. Since the Server layer is only 
connected to the Core, a default route to the Core is sufficient and redistributed into 
OSPFv3 from BIG and Small. 

There is also a need for a couple of static routes to NATROUTER. These are configured 
on SrvSW1 as ip route 77.238.56.4 255.255.255.255 Vlan161 and on SrvSW2 as 
ip route 77.238.56.5 255.255.255.255 Vlan162. This is to make sure the return 
traffic that has been translated through NAT is sent to the outside interface on 
NATROUTER. The default routes are redistributed into IS-IS using the command 
redistribute static ip in the IS-IS process. 

The NAT process uses policy routing which is explained in detail in the chapter “3.2.2.10 
Internet access for private networks”. 
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3.2.2.4 Defiant 
The Defiant server is the server which runs the most services and applications used in the 
project. Network applications like TFTP, TACACS+, Apache web server and the backup 
solution together with services as syslog and the log sorting script are run on Defiant. 

3.2.2.4.1 TACACS+ 
The application running on the Defiant-server is the tacacs+-package from shrubbery.net. 
The tacacs+-server-application resides in a UNIX-based system running as a daemon. 
The users are divided into two groups called users and admins. The admin-group has a 
privilege level of 15 and the user-group has a privilege level of 1. To test the 
functionality of this, the user “tobias” was included in the group users and thus granted a 
privilege level of 1 to see what commands the user could issue.  

When this worked the user was prohibited to use the “show running-config”-command on 
the client by changing the configuration file on the tacacs+-server. This procedure was 
functional and the tacacs+-implementation was ready. The user student is prohibited to 
end up in privileged exec-mode and thus cannot execute most of the commands available. 
Some “show”-commands are also a possible security issue and the following commands 
are denied by the server for the user student: 
show ip 
show dot1x 
show vlan 
show mpls 
show bgp 
show policy-map 
show ppp 
show version 

A group called “mrlg” with the user “mrlg” is also present. This is the user that the 
looking glass script on the IPH lab server uses to gather the needed information. The 
group configuration is similar to the “users” group, with privilege-level 1 used and 
permitting only the commands used by the script: 
permit bgp 
permit eigrp 
permit multicast 
permit pim 
permit igmp 
permit ospf 
permit rip 
permit mroute 
deny .* 

3.2.2.4.2 Logging 
Defiant is the logging server for all devices on the network. It sorts and displays the logs 
through a web interface for easy exploring. 

3.2.2.4.2.1 Syslog 
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Syslog is the standard logging facility in UNIX-based systems and is easy and 
understandable to use. In this implementation the there where no need for any other 
applications since syslog can log the level 7 debug messages from the Cisco devices. 

Syslog writes log files to /var/log/ by default. That folder is owned by root so the 
permissions are restricted. The solution was to let syslog save the level 7 debug messages 
from the Cisco systems to the home folder of the user server. 

3.2.2.4.2.2 Logging on Cisco-devices 
The Cisco devices have eight different levels of severity when it comes to messages to be 
logged or sent out to the terminal. The severity levels are, starting from 0: 

Emergencies: System is unusable 

Alerts: Immediate action needed  

Critical: Critical conditions 

Errors: Error conditions 

Warnings: Warning conditions 

Notifications: Normal but significant conditions 

Informational: Informational messages 

Debugging: Debugging messages 

When the logging trap command is set to 7 all the messages with a severity level of 7 or 
under is logged to the specified server. 

3.2.2.4.3 TFTP 
When a Cisco device boots it normally reads the system image on a PCMCIA memory 
card. If that for some reason should fail the device can fetch the system image via a tftp-
server. The implementation of this on the Defiant-server is a tftp daemon application with 
a root folder including all the system images. A problem occurred that the system images 
filenames needed to be created before the file was transferred from the device to the 
server the first time. The solution that solved the problem was to create a user that the 
devices use to read and write files to in the root folder. To prevent intrusions and enhance 
security the user is assigned a false shell that makes it incapable to issue commands in the 
standard bash-shell. The settings on the Cisco devices are a simple line that specifies 
what system image file to fetch from the Defiant-server. 

3.2.2.4.4 Network Time Protocol (NTP) 
NTP is easily installed via synaptic in Ubuntu Server 8.10, is easy to implement and 
needs just a few settings. All the Cisco devices and the servers in the project are set to 
synchronize with the Defiant-server which itself is synchronized with a server in the 
pool.ntp.org-project.  
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3.2.2.4.5 The log sorting script - run.sh 
This is a simple bash script designed to sort the log files created by syslog. It would be 
too time consuming and problematic to search for specific events in a single log file. 
Eventually it would be untenable as the log file increases in size over time. 

3.2.2.4.5.1 Problems during the testing of run.sh 
Some complications occurred during the testing period of run.sh. The crontab which 
contains the command that runs the script also pipes the output (STDOUT) of the script 
to a file called script.log for error checking purposes. In reality cron pipes the output of 
the script to an application called tee. 

Tee reads input and writes to a file with the option to append to that file. The problem is 
that only STDOUT is piped to the application after the “|” character. That means that any 
error reported by the script (STDERR) isn’t presented anywhere. The solution is to 
redirect STDERR to SDTOUT using a simple procedure in bash. The command 2>&1 
writes the output of 2 (STDERR) to the input of 1 (STDOUT). By doing this tee gathers 
both STDOUT and STDERR to append to script.log. 

3.2.2.4.5.2 The logrotate problem 
This application is run by cron and rotates the syslog log files on a daily basis. If a log 
file is bigger than 1 MB when logrotate is run the log file is renamed to <filename>.0 and 
a new file <filename> is created. On the Defiant-server this translates to the file cisco.log 
being renamed to cisco.log.0 and a new file called cisco.log is created. The problem that 
occurs is that the newly created cisco.log has completely other permissions and is owned 
by the user syslog. This affects the null’ing process in the script run.sh and the result is 
duplicate entries in the sorted log files in the /home/server/www folder. The solution is 
to increase the size that a log file is allowed to have. 

For some unknown reason the syslog facility retakes ownership of the file randomly. It is 
not set if it is syslog itself or logrotate that takes over the ownership of cisco.log. To 
avoid duplicate entries in the sorted log files a cron event takes place 23:58 every day that 
sets the permission to allow everything for everyone. 

This problem occurred only if a device spams the syslog facility with messages, like 
flapping interfaces on the Cisco devices. 

All the information is extracted from the log files, sorted and finally saved in the web 
server root folder /home/server/www in the following hierarchy: 

 

Folder Folder Folder Folder File 

Type of message Year Month Day IP-address 

event 2009 05 31 10.0.0.4 
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Folder Folder Folder Folder Folder File 

Type of message Year Month Day IP-address User 

account 2009 05 29 10.0.0.5 tobias 
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3.2.2.4.6 Flow chart of the event part of run.sh 

 
Figure 3.30 The event part of run.sh 
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3.2.2.4.7 Flow chart of the account part of run.sh 

 
Figure 3.31 The account part of run.sh 
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3.2.2.4.8 Apache web server 
To view the log files in a simple way without the use of additional software a simple 
html-based interface was the best and easiest way of doing this. Apache comes with a 
built-in file listing web page. If there are no html-files in the apache www-root folder 
apache automatically switches to the file listing view. This enables for administrators to 
easy view the log files just by typing in the Defiant-servers IP-address in the web 
browser. The index of the web interface looks like the following: 

Figure 3.32 Screenshot of the web-based interface on Defiant 
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3.2.2.5 Galaxy 
Galaxy is running Ubuntu Server 8.10 and has lots of different networking monitor tools 
installed. The hardware is a simple HP Pentium 4 computer previously used by 
NetCenter.  

Most software has been compiled from source to get the right configuration and the latest 
version. 

3.2.2.5.1 RRDTool 
RRDTool (Round Robin Database Tool) is a tool for storing data in Round Robin 
Databases that maintain a fixed size over time. This is accomplished by compressing and 
averaging data as it ages, converting many smaller samples into a single, larger one when 
a specific amount of time has passed. It can for example compress a week's worth of 
hourly data into a single average sample of that week when the hourly data becomes old 
and irrelevant [GWOSRRD][OETRRD1][OETRRD2]. 

RRDTool can also create graphs from data gathered in RRDs. 

3.2.2.5.2 Cacti 
Cacti is an open source tool that is "a complete network graphing solution designed to 
harness the power of RRDTool's data storage and graphing functionality" according to its 
homepage. It really means that Cacti is a frontend to RRDTool, providing an interface for 
gathering and displaying data, PHP to create web pages for administration and display of 
the data and graphs. A web server such as Apache is used to host the pages [CACTI]. 

Cacti uses a poller to gather data from devices, commonly SNMP data. The poller is run 
by a crontab every 5 minutes by default and invoked by a script called poller.php. The 
default poller is the PHP-based cmd.php, but an executable replacement called Spine is 
available which is faster for a large number of data sources [CACTI].  

When a device is added into Cacti a number of data sources can be created for that 
device, for example bandwidth usage on an interface. Cacti then uses the poller to gather 
data and store it using RRDTool in RRDs, one for every data source. Graphs can then be 
created from templates using RRDTool graph and displayed on a web page [CACTI]. 

Cacti is used to collect and graph CPU usage, memory usage, interface bandwidth usage 
and temperature where possible on the routers and switches. The 7200 Cisco Router 
template found on Cacti’s template forum [CACTITE] is used on all routers and adds the 
memory and temperature graphs. 

On the Linux servers Cacti measures CPU usage, memory usage, average load, logged in 
users, number of processes running and on Galaxy only hard disk usage as well. 

The SNMP version used is version 3 where possible and is running in authentication 
mode with MD5 as the authorization protocol.  

The graph tree is divided into Core (BIG, GW_NETC1, GW_NETC2, IPH1, IPH2, 
Lower, Middle, NAT-router, Upper and Small), Linux (Defiant, Galaxy, Nebula and 
Excelsior), Switches (Switch U2-079, Switch U2-082, SrvSW1 and SrvSW2), VPN 
(Ambassador) and windows2008 (Constitution) and lists all the devices in each tree. 
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The poller used is Spine instead of php.cmd. Cacti keeps track of 499 data sources and 
processes 288 RRDs in each update. A typical update in the Cacti log is:  
06/08/2009 12:35:08 PM - SYSTEM STATS: Time:6.3543 Method:spine 
Processes:1 Threads:20 Hosts:15 HostsPerProcess:15 DataSources:344 
RRDsProcessed:208. 

Most of the settings are default. The SNMP-utility version is NET-SNMP 5.x. The 
RRDTool version used is 1.3.x. Cacti stores the rrd files in /var/www/cacti/rra/. 

3.2.2.5.3 Ntop 
Ntop is an application that runs as a collector of network traffic, and put that information 
together for a human to understand. Ntop is an open source application protected under 
the General Public License (GPLv3) [NTOP09]. It is also a commercial product with 
extensions like nProbe that could be used in a standalone environment or together with 
Ntop. The supported protocols that Ntop can understand and analyze are 
TCP/UDP/ICMP, ARP, IPX, DLC, IPSec, Appletalk, Netbios and Fiber Channel traffic. 
 
The function of Ntop is to gather information from the two Netflow agents that are 
configured to send Netflow information to the server. Ntop collects that information on 
the port of 2055 configured on both agents and server. Ntop supports the latest version of 
Netflow, version 9 and are configured for this on the agents.  

The web interface displays all information that have been gathered it does this with the 
help of Round Robin Database (RRD)graphs and several tabs for traffic, protocols and 
specific plug-ins like Netflow. This information are stored in RRD files in 
/usr/local/var/ntop/rrd/ tree structure, in that structure interfaces, hosts, networks, 
flows and graphs located.  

Ntop is configured with session handling to better get view of the traffic in the local 
network to the outside. With it configured you can see specific hosts and what it has 
connected to.    

Local networks are 10.0.0.0/16 and 77.238.56.0/23 that is configured under Local Subnet 
Address for Ntop to distinguish between local and remote hosts. The web interface is 
running on a Apache server and is configured to listen on all the servers addresses on the 
port of 3000.  

3.2.2.5.4 Nagios 
Nagios is a network monitoring tool that utilizes SNMP for information gathering. It can 
monitor hosts and services that you specify in a simple configuration file. The application 
handles status of devices and services that are monitored to provide a view of the network 
and how services are performing. Nagios runs under Linux but could be compiled for 
others as well.  

The version 3.06 was the latest stable version of Nagios when installed however there are 
newer version published but no significant changes have been made.  

The services that can be monitored are Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Post 
Office Protocol 3 (POP3), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and other several key 
services. There are lots of more services under Windows that you can monitor for 
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example DNS, Exchange and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Server. 
Nagios collect information from the host or service and then sets a state based on the 
performance. State changes are made in three stages to get a hard state for example when 
a service doesn’t answer to Nagios SNMPget status it will try this three times before a 
hard state. Hard state means that the service is not flapping and has not changed for three 
check times. If the state is down or if the service has reached a limit configured, it will 
send out a notification.  

Notifications are sent if the requirements are fulfilled, these are what time it is, if the 
service is important enough or it should be send out on some other media such as Short 
Message Service (SMS).   

When a notification is about to be sent; Nagios uses the contact information configured 
for that specific host/host group or service/service group and looks for what way it should 
be sent. The contact information also specifies at what time the contact are to be notified 
about the current status. This time information settings are complex and should be 
configured fore all technicians and administrators separately so that the right person gets 
right notifications at the right time.    

The application uses configuration file that defines commands, services, hosts, templates, 
time periods and a main configuration file that handle how these files are to be used. The 
main configuration file determines what user that runs Nagios and what files that have the 
host/ service configurations. The sample configuration is used and no changes have been 
made since installation, because of the extreme amount of options and no need for 
changes. The path for this file is /usr/local/nagios/etc/nagios.cfg requires root permission 
for editing. 

The local host configuration file handles the checks for the local machine where Nagios 
is installed. The local host template file can only be used for one machine and don't need 
SNMP to collect information. Located in the /usr/local/nagios/etc/objects/ path where all 
configuration files are located for objects.  

Configurations for contacts are made in contacts.cfg, either groups or single contact 
information. This information is then used in the switch.cfg file. The usefulness haven't 
been implemented at a full extent in the configuration for Nagios at this time because 
there have not been a need.  

The templates that are used for host and services are defined in templates.cfg. Templates 
are used for general configuration of objects in switch.cfg file for those with different 
options you can configure it separately in the switch.cfg file. This way it gets nested 
options and makes it simple to configure for many objects at once.  

The timeperiods.cfg file declares time periods like normal work hours and holidays. With 
the help of time periods you can control when notifications should be send out to whom it 
concern.   

Windows clients have there own template file and the windows.cfg file contains the basic 
configurations for a host and service for the windows operating systems.  

When using check commands in the switch.cfg file you are actually using the predefined 
template in the commands.cfg file. The commands used still need to follow a specific set 
of flags and arguments for the check command. For example check_snmp! -P 3 -L 
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authNoPriv -U IPHuser -A password -o ifOperStatus.4 -r 1 -m RFC1213-MIB, this check 
command collects information with SNMP version 3 about the interface with interface 
index (ifindex) value four, on the host defined in the service.  

The main object configuration file is called switch.cfg and contains services and hosts 
configured for all hosts in the network accept the management network. An extraction 
from switch.cfg file for host GW1 and service checks that belong to it: 

 
#### ROUTERS / SWITCHES #### 

define host{ 

use  generic-switch     ; Inherit default values from a template 

host_name  GW_NETC1     ; The name we're giving to this switch 

alias      GW_NETC1     ; A longer name associated with the switch 

address    10.0.0.1     ; IP address of the switch 

hostgroups routers      ; Host groups this switch is associated with 

} 

define hostextinfo{ 

host_name  GW_NETC1 

notes      1 

2d_coords  50,50        ;x_coord, y_coord 

#3d_coords              ;x_coord, y_coord, z_coord 

} 

define hostdependency{ 

host_name     GW_NETC1 

dependent_host_name  GW_NETC2  ;dependency short_name 

} 

 

define hostgroup{ 

hostgroup_name    routers   ; The name of the hostgroup 

alias                   Network Routers     ; Long name of the group 

members           GW_NETC1, GW_NETC2, NATROUTER, BIG, SMALL, 
UPPER, MIDDLE, LOWER, IPH1, IPH2, SRVSW1, SRVSW2, SWITCH79, SWITCH82 

} 

define service{ 

use                generic-service 

host_name               GW_NETC1, GW_NETC2 

service_description     SRP 1/1 Link Status 

check_command           check_snmp!-P 3 -L authNoPriv -a md5 -U 
IPHadmin -A m0t0rB1n4ry -o ifOperStatus.1 -r 1 -m RFC1213-MIB 

} 
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Predefined configuration files that came with the application and are used frequently in 
the switch.cfg file, this helps the configuration of hosts and services.  

  

 
 

Figure 3.33 Screenshot of Nagios status details. 
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Figure 3.34 Screenshot of the Nagios status map of the network. 

3.2.2.5.5 MRTG 
Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) a graph drawing application that use SNMP to 
collect information about e.g. the use of bandwidth of specific units. 

The application is open source and written in Perl, it works under Linux, Windows and 
Netware. Tobias Oetiker is the author that started the project and still runs it, but there 
have been contributions of code from others as well.  

Graphics draw (GD) [GDL] is used for creating the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) 
pictures made for the four graphs that are updated by a Cron interval of five minutes.  
One of these graphs are generated based on data gathered over five minute intervals, then 
displayed as an average calculated for each five minute interval and put together to form 
a daily graph. This graph is shown on the first page of MRTG and if you click on the 
graph, the rest of the graph will be displayed. 

 
Figure 3.35 Screenshot of a MRTG graph displaying bandwidth usage 
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When this is written the latest stable version is 2.16.2 but no major changes have been 
made from the version before it.  

The configuration of MRTG is very simple, with the application a special config maker 
(cfgmaker) that generates the configuration file. The cfgmaker needs a lot of options to 
generate a correct file and these options are found on the MRTG web page [MRTGCFG]. 
Because of the way traffic flows out and into the network, the outside interfaces needed 
to be added into one graph. This graph will show how much traffic going out and in for 
the entire network.    

The problem was that it was very simple to configure, so simple that the MRTG 
community members felt no need to explain how to put two interfaces in one graph. 
Cfgmaker collect information about the router and all of its interfaces that are supported 
and if the interface is inactive it will be commented out.   

Here is how it was done: 
cfgmaker --global 'WorkDir: /var/www/mymrtg'  --global 'IconDir: 
/var/www/mymrtg' --output /etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg --enablesnmpv3 --
username='IPHadmin' --authpassword='password' --
contextengineid='0000000902000008A3BC9980' --authprotocol='md5' --snmp-
options=:::::3 IPHadmin@10.0.0.1 

cfgmaker --enablesnmpv3 --username='IPHadmin' --authpassword='password' 
--contextengineid='0000000902000008A3D87780' --authprotocol='md5' --
snmp-options=:::::3 IPHadmin@10.0.0.2 >> /etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg 

Too explain, the first configuration was placed in /etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg and the second one 
was added separately by pointing the output at the end of the file. The configuration file 
only needed the two interfaces on the outside; put into one graph so there had to be made 
some changes. The main difference being that since the application is written in Perl the 
two outside interfaces was added together in one graph. 
Target[InOut]: #Gi2/1:IPHadmin@10.0.0.1:::::3 + 
#Gi2/1:IPHadmin@10.0.0.2:::::3 

 

To generate the index file for the webpage an index maker is included with MRTG and 
simply needs the configuration file compiled by cfgmaker and where to place the index 
file.  
indexmaker --output=/var/www/mymrtg/index.html /etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg 

 

The cron file located at /etc/cron.d/mrtg installed when MRTG was compiled and then 
changes where made manually after name and destinations of the files generated from 
configuration.   

*/5 * * * *   root    if [ -d /var/lock/mrtg ]; then if [ -x /usr/bin/mrtg ] && [ -r 
/etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg ]; then env LANG=C /usr/bin/mrtg /etc/mrtg/in_out.cfg >> 
/var/log/mrtg/mrtg.log 2>&1; fi else mkdir /var/lock/mrtg; f 
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3.2.2.5.6 Netflow 
The agents are the edge routers GW1 and GW2 who are configured to have all external 
traffic go in on GW1 and out on GW2. The configuration to monitor all session going in 
and out from the network, sampling one out of a hundred packets.  
ip flow-sampling-mode packet-interval 100 

Netflow can only collect traffic as incoming traffic on an Cisco 10700 interface, so 
choosing the interface for the router with outgoing traffic is based on what interface that 
receives those packets. For GW1 the GigabitEthernet2/1 interface have ip flow ingress 
command configured and GW2 have ip flow ingress command on the SRP1/1 
interface. The loopback is the source interface for the routers for easier management and 
configured with ip flow-export source Loopback0. The port and destination of the 
Netflow's command ip flow-export destination 10.0.2.21 2055 and version 
command ip flow-export version 9 are configured for both routers.  

Templates are used for sending and receiving Netflow packets so it can be correctly 
interpreted by the server. 

3.2.2.5.7 The Comprehensive Perl Archive Network 
Perl is a programming language and in Linux there are libraries that several of the servers 
utilize to run applications. Perl CPAN is a way to install those libraries that are Perl 
specific. For example the Net::SNMP can be installed for example in use with MRTG 
that uses SNMP version 3 to pull information.  

Installing Net::SNMP with the correct flags; perl -MCPAN -e "install Net::SNMP". 
CPAN is text based and has no ability to search for libraries in the application. The 
search page on CPAN [CPAN] has the whole library [LIH]. 

3.2.2.6 Nebula 
Nebula is the backup-server for the server network. It uses RSYNC to back up the 
important files on the other servers once a day. The operating system running is 
openSUSE 11.1. Nebula runs NTP just like the other servers and was installed via YAST. 

3.2.2.6.1 The backup script – backup.sh 
This script is located in the home folder on the Nebula-server. It is run by cron every 
night. The script issues the rsync application to synchronize with the files on the other 
servers that’s crucial for their functionality. It is simply a script that issues the following 
line with the correct values: 
rsync -avxz --delete user@server::module local-folder 

user@server is the default user on the server to connect to. On the Defiant-server it is 
server@10.0.2.20. The “module” attribute is one of the specified modules in the rsync 
configuration file on the server to connect to.  

Following is a list of the flags and their meaning. 

-a --archive: Preserves ownership, permissions, and timestamps. Also recurs into 
directories. 
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-v --verbose: Shows to the user what the application is doing 

-x Do not cross file system boundaries. 

-z --compress: Compress the files before transferring them. Good for large 
number of files 

--delete Delete files on the backup-server if it has been removed on the source. 

The files are copied to the following folder hierarchy on the Nebula server: 

www 

logs defiant 

tftpboot 

apache2 

ntop galaxy 

cacti 

named 

 

/home/ispconfig/backup 

excelsior 

 

3.2.2.7 Constitution 
Constitution is a server running Microsoft Windows 2008 Server Enterprise 64-bit 
version and functions as both a private and public server. In the private network it 
handles authentication for users accessing the Windows domain and provides them with 
Internet access. As a public server it handles incoming mail through Exchange. Because 
it acts as both a private and a public server, it has separate IP addresses for both 
functions. 77.238.56.12 and 2001:6b0:31::c01d:beef are the public IP addresses and 
10.0.2.10 and 2001:6b0:31::10:ca1:10 are the private addresses. The server has two 
network interface cards (NICs) with the private addresses assigned to one called the 
internal interface and the public addresses to the other which is called the external 
interface. Physically the interfaces are connected to separate switches, the external one to 
SrvSW1 and the internal one to SrvSW2. 

The following roles and features have been installed and are running on Constitution: 
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Figure 3.36 Screenshots of the roles and features on Constitution 

3.2.2.7.1 Active Directory 
The Active Directory is configured with the domain netcenter.local, and the server name 
is therefore Constitution.netcenter.local. There are no active users added, except for some 
test users and default users created by services and applications such as NPS and 
Exchange. The default user Administrator is used for all configuration done on the server. 

The Active Directory has not been configured with anything special and for the most part 
uses the default configuration, which is enough since it is the only domain controller. 

3.2.2.7.2 Dot1x 
The dot1x solution is composed of the lab switches as authenticators, Constitution as the 
authentication server running Windows built-in NPS server role and students as 
supplicants. The main purpose of the system is for students to gain Internet access when 
they try to log in to the Windows domain while allowing lab access if logging in locally 
on the computer. To accomplish this, different VLANs are used on the switch depending 
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on whether the students are authenticated or not by the Windows server. The dot1x 
solution uses the PEAP access method and requires certificates to authenticate users and 
computers. 

At the time of writing, the dot1x solution is theoretical. The configuration on the server 
side explained here is implemented and tested, but it is not yet actually implemented in 
the lab premises. 

3.2.2.7.2.1 NPS 
The Network Policy Server (NPS) role in Windows 2008 Server allows the server to be 
used as the dot1x authentication server. It is essentially a RADIUS server with additional 
functions for integration with a Windows environment. NPS is installed as a separate role 
and the server is added as a RADIUS server in the domain by adding it to the RAS And 
IAS Servers group in the Active Directory. 

In NPS devices are added as RADIUS clients, which mean authenticators in the dot1x 
model. None of the options other than IP address and password make much difference in 
the current setup. The vendor name of Cisco enables some additional features; the 
devices send the Message-Authenticator attribute by default and are NAP-capable. 
Network Access Protection (NAP) has not been enabled. 

To enable dot1x authentication, three policies must be created: a Connection Request 
Policy, one or more Network Policies and one or more Health Policies (which can be 
optional). 

The connection request policy decides which authentication methods are allowed and is 
configured to use Protected EAP (PEAP) authentication with certificates issued by the 
certificate server running on Constitution. 

The Network Policies decides what to do with the authentication request based on the 
Health Policies. Health policies use Security Health Validator (SHV) checks to check the 
supplicant computer for certain settings or configuration, such as whether Windows or an 
antivirus application is properly updated. By default three Network Policies are created, 
one for NAP-compliant requests, one for non-NAP-compliant requests and one for non-
NAP-capable requests, and which one is used depends on the report of the Health Policy. 
A Network Policy can grant full access to the network or grant limited access, for 
example only to an update server to download updates. Since NAP is not used, all 
requests will be non-NAP-capable and they will have full access to the Internet. 

If the user authentication with PEAP is successful, the Network Policy will send a VLAN 
to the switch to be configured on the port the supplicant is connected to; this is the 
Internet access VLAN. For this configuration three standard RADIUS attributes must be 
added under the settings tab. 

Tunnel-Medium-Type - The type of the tunnel, which is Ethernet (802). 

Tunnel-Pvt-Group-ID - The ID of the tunnel being sent, in this case 2 for VLAN 2. 

Tunnel-Type - The type of the tunnel, which in this case is Virtual LAN (VLAN). 

The Internet access VLANs are configured as subinterfaces on both the IPH routers and 
are separate from the lab networks. 
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Once the users have been authenticated and granted access, the Windows server will 
assign them an IP address using the DHCP server based on which switch the request is 
coming from. 

3.2.2.7.3 PKI 
The Public Key Infrastructure is based on the certificate server running on Constitution. 
Since it is the only server it handles all certification requests and acts as the root CA. The 
certification role uses the web server (IIS) to make certificates and revocation lists 
downloadable for users. 

The certificates configured to be issued by the server include: 

Netcenter-Administrator - Issued to users with administration privilegies  

Netcenter-Root Certification Authority - Identifies the server as a root CA. 

Netcenter-RAS and IAS Server - Used by the server to identify it as a RADIUS server in 
the PEAP authentication process. 

Netcenter-OCSP Response Signing - Allows the server to be an OCSP responder. 

Netcenter-User - Used to authenticate a regular user in the domain. 

Netcenter-Workstation Authentication - Issued to computers gaining access to the 
domain. 

Directory Email Replication - A default certificate issued to the server but not 
specifically used. 

Domain Controller Authentication - Issued to the server to identify it as a domain 
controller. 

EFS Recovery Agent - Used for file recovery. 

Basic EFS - Used for encrypting files. 

Computer - Issued to computers in the domain. 

Domain Controller, Web Server, Subordinate Certification Authority - Unknown or not 
used. 

All certificates beginning with Netcenter have been configured with the appropriate 
security settings to allow users to enroll and autoenroll and for administrators to have full 
control, the others are standard certificates issued by the CA. 

To add a computer and user to the domain, the root certificate has to be downloaded from 
Constitution and added to the trusted certificates of the computer and user. This can be 
done through the web server on Constitution with the address 
http://constitution.netcenter.local/certsrv. When the root certificate is in place, the 
workstation and user certificates can be downloaded and the user can log on to the 
domain. 

The group policy is changed to allow computers and users to be auto-enrolled when they 
have the root certificate and are authenticated in the domain. This is done under the 
"Public Key Policies" in the Default Domain Policy. The group policy is also changed to 
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automatically enable dot1x authentication for clients, configured under the Wired 
Network (IEEE 802.3) Policies folder. The configuration is changed to add Constitution 
as a trusted root server and to authenticate users with PEAP as the authentication protocol 
by default. 

3.2.2.7.3.1 OCSP 
The server is running an OCSP service to handle revoked certificates and is called 
"Online Responder" in Windows Server. It is using the certificate "Netcenter-OCSP 
Response Signing" to identify itself to users and is configured with the base CRL located 
at http://constitution.netcenter.local/CertEnroll/netcenter-CONSTITUTION-CA(4).crl to 
list revoked certificates. 

3.2.2.7.4 DHCP 
To assign users an IP address automatically when they log in as authenticated users, 
Constitution acts as a DHCP server using the built-in feature of Windows 2008 Server. 

There are 4 public networks configured for both IPv4 and IPv6, one for each IPH router 
in each of the lab rooms. 

77.238.56.16/28 and 2001:6B0:31:BEEF::/64 - IPH1 room U2-079 

77.238.56.32/28 and 2001:6B0:31:D1CE::/64 - IPH1 room U2-082 

77.238.56.48/28 and 2001:6B0:31:1337::/64 - IPH2 room U2-079 

77.238.56.64/28 and 2001:6B0:31:ABBA::/64 - IPH2 room U2-082 

There are only 12 ports available for each network and the IPv4 address is subnetted with 
that in mind to waste as few addresses as possible. The IPv6 networks on the other hand 
have a huge amount of addresses going to waste. This is actually a built-in security 
feature in Windows 2008 Server, where IPv6 network ranges have to be /64-networks to 
make it harder to scan and find connected hosts in a network. The available addresses are 
so many that this is considered feasible. 

3.2.2.7.5 DNS 
Constitution must be running a DNS server for the Active Directory which keeps track of 
the local domain netcenter.local and the devices and users within it; only authenticated 
domain users should be able to use this DNS service. DNS requests for other domains are 
sent to the external DNS servers Excelsior or Sequoia through the external NIC. 

3.2.2.7.6 Exchange 
Microsoft Exchange 2007 is the mail server that handles incoming mail for the network. 
It is supposed to be used for both administrative purposes, such as support and contact for 
customers and external users, and be able to provide users with a mail address in the 
domain. This means it has to be accepting mail for both the local domain netcenter.local 
and for the external domain nclab.se. Because netcenter.local is the default domain, 
nclab.se is added under the "Accepted Domains" tab in the Hub Transport to be able to 
receive mail. Since there are no users in the domain except Administrator, this is the only 
user configured to receive mail. The default address is Administrator@netcenter.local, 
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but a second address has been added, info@nclab.se, which is reachable from the Internet 
and currently the only external address configured. 

3.2.2.7.7 Network configuration 
Because the server is using different NICs for different roles, they have to be configured 
so that traffic will not be sent out the wrong interface and dropped. This is done through 
the basic Windows routing table, which is accessible by the command >route print< in a 
command-shell. 

To achieve the planned function, the internal NIC should only communicate with other 
network devices as a dot1x authentication server, with the hosts in the lab premises as a 
domain controller and send network management traffic to the other servers. All other 
traffic should be sent out the external NIC because it will be intended for the Internet or 
the public servers. This is achieved by the following commands: 
route -p add 10.0.0.0 mask 255.0.0.0 10.0.2.2 metric 100 if 11 
route -p add 10.0.0.0 mask 255.0.0.0 10.0.2.1 metric 200 if 11 
route -p add 77.238.56.0 mask 255.255.254.0 10.0.2.2 metric 100 if 11 
route -p add 77.238.56.0 mask 255.255.254.0 10.0.2.1 metric 200 if 11 
route -p add 172.16.0.0 mask 255.240.0.0 10.0.2.2 metric 100 if 11 
route -p add 172.16.0.0 mask 255.240.0.0 10.0.2.1 metric 200 if 11 
route -p add 2001:6b0:31::/48 2001:6b0:31::1:0ca1:1 metric 100 if 11 
route -p add 2001:6b0:31::/48 2001:6b0:31::1:0ca1:2 metric 200 if 11 

This is the only configuration needed if a default gateway is set on the external NIC in 
the graphical interface configuration; the internal NIC should not be configured with a 
default gateway. A default gateway can also be added through the command line with 
these commands to achieve the same results: 
route -p add 0.0.0.0 mask 0.0.0.0 77.238.56.9 metric 120 if 10 
route -p add 0.0.0.0 mask 0.0.0.0 77.238.56.14 metric 220 if 10 
route -p add ::/0 2001:6b0:31:c01d:1 metric 120 if 10 
route -p add ::/0 2001:6b0:31:c01d:2 metric 220 if 10 

Interface 11 is the internal NIC and interface 10 is the external. There is a backup 
gateway configured for both the internal and external networks since there are two server 
switches with different IP addresses. 

3.2.2.7.8 NSClient++ 
NSClient++ is an application for Windows machines that acts as a monitoring service and 
answers to SNMP specific requests. The latest stable version is 0.3.6.735.  [NSC] 

The function of NSClient is to answer on the requests from Nagios and collect 
information from the local machine, which in this case is Constitution.  

NSClient gather information about CPU usage, memory usage, uptime and specifics 
about services installed for example MS Exchange. The firewall on Constitution is 
configured to let the service NSClient++ send and receive data in the internal network.   
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3.2.2.8 Excelsior and Sequoia 
The name Excelsior and Sequoia have been given the name after a class of spaceships in 
Star Trek, like all the other servers. More than one server is required according to the 
RFC 1035 and it recommends three which is a little bit excessive for a small zone like 
nclab.se. 

These are the two external DNS servers that handle external lookups and requests from 
the outside network. They are both running openSUSE 11.1 installed in server minimal 
text mode for a more efficient server.  Excelsior is the master server and when making 
changes in a zone, changes are only to be made here. When Sequoia’s refresh time in the 
zone have gone four hours it will automatically update the zone.   

The remote configuration can only be made from the inside network. This is simply 
configured in the /etc/hosts.allow file where only the 10.0.0.0/8 network is allowed to 
connect with SSH. If the host is not allowed it will get a message to “Go away” and can 
not try to connect for another two seconds.   
sshd : 10.0.0.0/8 :ALLOW 

sshd : ALL : \ 

 twist /bin/echo -e "\n\raccess from %h declined.\n\rGo away.";sleep 2 

The use of a DNS server in an ISP's internal and external network is second to none 
because of the wide range usefulness and implementation of it in all applications. 

In our network Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND9) is the application on the 
external servers that controls and answers on query's from other hosts or servers. Forward 
lookups are requested either iterative or recursive, the difference is that recursive needs a 
full answer and iterative queries could satisfy with a hint.  

The domain name nclab.se was ordered from Loopia.se and paid for by NetCenter. The 
domain is active until either NetCenter stops paying or 2010-07-15. At loopia.se 
configurations can be made for the domain for example which name server that should be 
used for the domain. ns.nclab.se was configured as the first name server and ns2.nclab.se 
as the second server.   
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 Figure 3.37 Screenshot of the management page at loopia.se 

3.2.2.8.1 Bind9 
BIND is installed on two servers called Excelsior and Sequoia. Excelsior is the master of 
the two and Sequoia works as a slave. That means that Sequoia gets all the information 
from an AXFR transfer made possible by the master and slave roles.  

It's also very easy to install and our servers have installed BIND by “Yet Another Setup 
Tool” (YAST) [OPEN] which can handle all installation for openSUSE. After installation 
you are able to configure BIND either from YAST or just edit the configuration file. 
Since most Linux distributions have the same structure the configuration files will end up 
were they normally end up. Most configuration files have a path resembling 
“/etc/named.conf”. This is exactly the path for BIND's main configuration file and the file 
could be edited by Vi IMproved (VIM).  

The use of guides for the different zones have been found from BIND´s official 
homepage and abbreviated for our DNS zone [BIND].  

The forward zone that translates all lookups for any FQDN in the zone nclab.se is 
determined in named.conf with a special syntax. The syntax saying what name the zone 
has, what type of server role it will take and in what file information about the zone could 
be found.  
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zone “nclab.se” in { 

 type master; 

 file “nclab.se.zone”; 

 notify yes; 

};  

Reverse lookup zone are defined in 56.238.77.in-addr.arpa.zone file. The zone files are 
located at /var/lib/named/ and given the user/ group ownership of Named so they can be 
transferred whit an AXFR request from the slave server.  

Asynchronous Full Transfer Zone (AXFR) is a query that requests a full transfer of the 
zone requested. The configuration for this is made in the named.conf file on the master 
server by editing allow-transfer { IP-address of slave server; };.   

Incremental zone transfer (IXFR) are when a server or client does a query for the changes 
made in the zone. This method has its limitations when manually updating the zone file, 
the whole zone is reloaded and neither the master nor slave can see what has been 
changed. Because of this limitation it is only used when dynamically updating the zone. 
[DOBIND4]   

The output from /var/log/messages on Sequoia when a successful transfer request is made 
and when a transfer is denied.  
Sequoia named[11512]: client 77.238.56.10#55024: query: nclab.se IN 
AXFR  

Sequoia named[11512]: client 204.74.106.104#55481: query: nclab.se IN 
AXFR - 

Sequoia named[11512]: client 204.74.106.104#55481: zone transfer 
'nclab.se/AXFR/IN' denied 

The DNS server also supports IPv6 both forward lookups and reverse, the forward zone 
of IPv6 is in the same zone file as IPv4. The added configuration was made with the quad 
A record and are located after the forward records in the zone file. An example of the 
forward zone file and the address is for the name server ns.nclab.se.   
ns   IN A   77.238.56.10 

ns      IN AAAA          2001:6B0:31::C01D:1CE 

For the reverse zone there are separate files for IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. The IPv6 are 
with the ip6.int formatting. 

IPv4:  
10  IN PTR  ns.nclab.se 

IPv6: 
e.c.1.0.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0        IN      PTR     ns.nclab.se 
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3.2.2.8.2 DNS zones 
The configured zones for the domain nclab.se. 

• 127.0.0.zone 

• 56.238.77.in-addr.arpa.zone 

• localhost.zone 

• nclab.se.zone 

• reverse-2001-6B0-31_48.IP6.ARPA.zone 

• root.hint 

These zones except the reverse zone for IPv6 are manually edited. The master server 
keeps the slave server updated when changes are made. The slave server on the other 
hand refreshes its zone every four hours. The master server sends out NOTIFY messages 
when the serial number has been changed and the slave sends a QUERY message when it 
needs to refresh. This function to send NOTIFY messages are enabled for nclab.se.zone, 
56.238.77.in-addr.arpa.zone and reverse-2001-6B0-31_48.IP6.ARPA.zone by first 
globally disable notify and then activated for every zone. 

The reverse zone for IPv6 is generated by http://tools.fpsn.net/ipv6-inaddr where you add 
your hosts and the network address. The page then generates the zone file that you can 
copy to the name server. Generating the zone by the RFC 3596 saves a lot of time 
because of the unnecessarily difficult way to write out all nibbles in the hexadecimal 
address in reverse. [DOBIND3] 

3.2.2.9 Network Operations Center 
Currently serving as NOC is a room next to the lab premises, called U2-078. It is a small 
room with 3 computers connected to the NOC switch giving access to the rest of the 
network. Here is also another surveillance computer to which the cameras in the lab 
premises are connected, but this is separate from the NOC network. The NOC computers 
run Windows XP and have some special applications such as PuTTY installed for 
network configuration and monitoring. 

The NOC switch is the only non-Cisco networking device in the network, a HP procurve 
2626 switch. It has 24 Fast Ethernet ports, 2 Gigabit Ethernet ports and two empty mini-
GBIC ports. The Fast Ethernet ports are used for the computers and one of the Gigabit 
ports is connected to SrvSW1. The connection to the server room goes through the same 
intermediate distribution facility as the connections from the lab premises, meaning it 
must be converted through the fiber converters in the internal school network. The 
configuration of the switch is very basic, with just a VLAN configured on all the ports. 

3.2.2.10 Internet access for private networks 
The private servers and the NOC have to access the Internet now and then, for example to 
download updates. To spare addresses and to give some additional security by not having 
a public address exposed to the Internet, this is accomplished through the use of NAT. 
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A separate router, NATROUTER, is used to handle address translation because the server 
switches does not have the capability to run NAT and the only routers that can are the gw 
routers, that are under high load already. 

NATROUTER is connected to port fa0/21 on both SrvSW1 and SrvSW2 to be able to 
translate traffic in both directions and to provide a backup path if one should fail. Both 
links are divided into two subinterfaces on the router, one that is used as the inside NAT 
interface and one used as the outside. The switch ports are configured as trunks with 
VLANs 151 and 161 on SrvSW1 and VLANs 152 and 162 on SrvSW2. The intention is 
to send traffic that is to be translated from the switches to the router on the inside VLANs 
on the trunk and to send it back from the router to the same switch on the outside VLAN. 

The configuration to accomplish this is complex and involves route-maps to both match 
and forward traffic using policy routing, access-lists and static routes. 

First of all interesting traffic needs to be filtered. Only traffic from the private server and 
NOC networks need to be translated and only if the destination is outside the autonomous 
system. This is done on the server switches with a route-map and policy routing. 

The relevant NAT configuration on SrvSW1: 
ip access-list extended NATREDIRNOC 
 permit ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 host 10.0.0.12 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 77.238.56.0 0.0.1.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.1.255.255 
 permit ip 10.0.3.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 deny   ip any any log 

ip access-list extended NATREDIRSRV 
 permit ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 host 10.0.0.12 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 77.238.56.0 0.0.1.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.1.255.255 
 permit ip 10.0.2.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 deny   ip any any log 

route-map NATINSRV permit 10 
 match ip address NATREDIRSRV 
 set ip next-hop 10.0.1.90 

route-map NATINNOC permit 10 
 match ip address NATREDIRNOC 
 set ip next-hop 10.0.1.90 

interface Vlan100 
 description --- Priv srv --- 
 ip policy route-map NATINSRV 

interface Vlan300 
 description --- NOC --- 
 ip policy route-map NATINNOC 

The ip policy command on the VLAN interfaces examines all traffic through the 
configured route-map. If a packet matches a permit statement in the associated access-
lists its next-hop address is changed to the inside interface of NATROUTER instead of 
the default route which is BIG or Small. 
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Once the packet reaches NATROUTER it should be translated to a public address and 
forwarded towards the Internet Access layer. The return traffic must be routed through 
NATROUTER to be translated back to the private address. 

The relevant NAT configuration on NATROUTER : 
interface FastEthernet0/0.151 
 description --- INSIDE > SW1 --- 
 ip nat inside 
 ip policy route-map NATSW1 

interface FastEthernet0/1.152 
 description --- INSIDE > SW2 --- 
 ip nat inside 
 ip policy route-map NATSW2 

interface FastEthernet0/0.161 
 description --- OUTSIDE > SW1 --- 
 ip nat outside 

interface FastEthernet0/1.162 
 description --- OUTSIDE > SW2 --- 
 ip nat outside 

ip nat inside source route-map NATOUTSW1 interface Loopback1 overload 

ip nat inside source route-map NATOUTSW2 interface Loopback2 overload 

ip access-list standard NATSW1 
 permit 10.0.1.97 
 deny   any 

ip access-list standard NATSW2 
 permit 10.0.1.101 
 deny   any 

ip access-list extended NATREDIR 
 remark --- Filter traffic to be translated --- 
 permit ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 host 10.0.0.12 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 77.238.56.0 0.0.1.255 
 deny   ip 10.0.0.0 0.0.255.255 172.16.0.0 0.1.255.255 
 permit ip 10.0.2.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 permit ip 10.0.3.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 deny   ip any any log 

route-map NATOUTSW1 permit 10 
 description --- Match traffic from Switch1 --- 
 match ip address NATREDIR 
 match ip next-hop NATSW1 

route-map NATOUTSW2 permit 10 
 description --- Match traffic from Switch2 --- 
 match ip address NATREDIR 
 match ip next-hop NATSW2 

route-map NATSW2 permit 10 
 description --- Primary path for traffic from Switch2 --- 
 match ip address NATREDIR 
 set ip next-hop 10.0.1.101 

route-map NATSW1 permit 10 
 description --- Primary path for traffic from Switch1 --- 
 match ip address NATREDIR 
 set ip next-hop 10.0.1.97 
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Traffic from the private networks enters the router on the inside subinterfaces marked by 
ip nat inside. Traffic entering those interfaces is examined by a route-map. If it 
matches a permit statement in the access-list NATREDIR it is supposed to be translated 
and is policy routed with a new next-hop address pointing to the outside subinterface 
towards the switch the packet entered from. 

After the new next-hop address has been changed the packet enters the router and is 
ready to be translated. All packets entering an inside interface is examined with the route-
map NATOUTSW1 and NATOUTSW2. These route-maps checks if the traffic is 
supposed to be translated and where it came from. This is done by checking the next-hop 
address. Traffic from SrvSW1 will normally have a next-hop address of 10.0.1.97 and 
traffic from SrvSW2 a next-hop address of 10.0.1.101 as set by the policy routing. 

 
Figure 3.38 Traffic flow in the NAT process 

If the traffic matches all statements in a route-map it is translated. Different public 
addresses are used depending on which route-map is matched. A match on route-map 
NATOUTSW1 (traffic sent to SrvSW1) will be translated to the address of loopback1, 
77.238.56.4, while matches on route-map NATOUTSW2 will be translated to 
77.238.56.5, the address on loopback2. The reason for this is to predict the return path of 
the traffic. The public addresses on the loopback interfaces are not routed into IS-IS from 
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NATROUTER. Instead they are redistributed into IS-IS with static routes on the server 
switches. 

SrvSW1: 
ip route 77.238.56.4 255.255.255.255 Vlan161 

SrvSW2: 
ip route 77.238.56.5 255.255.255.255 Vlan162 

This assures that return traffic will always be sent to the interface where the traffic 
originated. 

3.2.2.11 Backup solutions: RSYNC 
There are a few different methods on creating a backup solution for a small Linux server 
park. One method taken in consideration was the use of the Network File System (NFS). 
However NFS does not have support for synchronization of files and folders without the 
use of additional software. Another disadvantage is that every server that the files should 
be copied from need the NFS server installed and the backup-server need the NFS client, 
a kind of backwards approach to the problem. Another application more appropriate for 
this task is rsync. All the servers need the rsync application and Nebula which is the 
backup server connects to the clients and transfer the files from the folders specified on 
the clients. The rsync application on the clients is configured with modules that specify 
username, path and additional settings. Without the use of modules rsync would read the 
global settings in the configuration file and it would be impossible to start a transfer 
without the clients prompting for password. This in turn would make the atomization of 
the backup via cron impossible. The rsync application is run by root so it can read files 
and folders owned by root on a remote machine. The backup solution is currently 
configured for Defiant and Galaxy, but can be implemented for all Linux servers.  

 

3.2.4 Lab network (IPH) 

 
Figure 3.39 The logical Lab Network layer 
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The Lab Network is the primary purpose and function of the ISP project. It is meant to 
simulate an ISP or backbone network that students can connect to and use in labs.  

The primary devices of the Lab Network are the two routers IPH1 and IPH2 which 
students connect to and exchange routing information with. The Lab Network also has its 
own server that is used to store files and provide an interface for students to modify 
configurations on the IPH routers when the labs require it. 

3.2.4.1 Design 
The Lab Network should provide a complete environment for students to use in labs 
while still being a part of the core network and accessible for management purposes. The 
Lab Network is also using the same equipment as the Internet Access layer. Because of 
this, the Lab Network needs to be isolated from the other parts of the network and not 
leak any core networks to students or any lab networks into the core as this can affect the 
function of the whole network. This is achieved by keeping totally separate routing 
processes. 

The Lab Network consists of two routers, IPH1 and IPH2, two switches in the lab 
premises, Sw79 and Sw82 and a lab server. The names Sw79 and Sw82 come from the 
rooms they reside in, U2-079 and U2-082. The routers are connected to the core by 155 
Mbit/s POS single-mode fiber cables. IPH1 is connected to Upper and Middle while 
IPH2 is connected to Lower and Middle. The IPH routers are also connected to each 
other with a POS fiber cable. The IPH lab server is connected to both IPH routers by 
using the SrvSw1 which is otherwise used for the server networks. The lab server, IPH1 
and IPH2 are all connected to this switch and uses a separate VLAN from all other 
servers.   

In the lab premises are two switches to provide connections for students to the Lab 
Network, in the room U2-079 switch Sw79 and in room U2-082 switch Sw82. Both 
switches are connected to each of the IPH routers with an UTP cable, meaning 4 
connections from the lab premises to the IPH routers. This link starts out as an Ethernet 
UTP cable in the lab rooms, but is converted into a fiber connection through a fiber 
converter in one of the school's intermediate distribution facilities for transport in the 
internal fiber network to the server room where the IPH routers are located. In the server 
room the link is converted back to a UTP cable through another fiber converter and then 
connected to the IPH routers. This is not an ideal solution, but the school's connection 
between the lab premises and the server room is fiber-only and there are no fiber 
interfaces on the switches or IPH routers, which would have been better. 

The encapsulation on the POS links is HDLC or PPP, except the link between the IPH 
routers, which is shared between the core and Lab Networks and needs to be separated. 
Since subinterfaces cannot be created on a PPP or HDLC link, the encapsulation here is 
Frame Relay and divided into two point-to-point subinterfaces in different networks. 
Subinterface 10 with DLCI 110 is used for the core link and subinterface 20 with DLCI 
120 is used for the lab network.  

The connections between the lab switches and IPH routers are 802.1q trunks, each 
carrying twelve lab VLANs plus the management and Internet VLANs. 
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3.2.3.2 Networks and addressing 
The IPH routers must be a part of the Core routing as well as the Internet Access layer, 
Remote Access layer and Lab Network, which requires logical and well-documented 
addressing schemes to be manageable to administrate. 

3.2.3.2.1 Core addressing 
As a part of the core, the IPH routers follow the same addressing scheme as the other 
routers. The interface loopback 0 is used for basic identification and have the addresses 
10.0.0.8/32 for IPH1 and 10.0.0.9/32 for IPH2. The interface loopback 6 is used for IPv6 
with the addresses 2001:6b0:31::8/128 for IPH1 and 2001:6b0:31::9/128 for IPH2.  

The point-to-point link addresses used in the core routing are following the networks 
used in the Core. 

Upper-IPH1: 10.0.1.24/30 and 2001:6b0:31::5:0/112 

Lower-IPH2: 10.0.1.28/30 and 2001:6b0:31::6:0/112 

Middle-IPH1: 10.0.1.32/30 and 2001:6b0:31::7:0/112 

Middle-IPH2: 10.0.1.36/30 and 2001:6b0:31::8:0/112 

IPH1-IPH2: 10.0.1.40/30 and 2001:6b0:31::9:0/112 

The management VLANs for the switches are /29-networks to make room for an address 
on both IPH routers. VLAN 79 is using the network 10.0.1.48/29 and is the management 
VLAN for Sw79. VLAN 82 is the management VLAN for Sw82 with the address 
10.0.1.52/29. The IPv6 networks are 2001:6b0:31::10:0/112 and 2001:6b0:31::11:0/112 
for VLAN 79 and VLAN 82 respectively. 

3.2.3.2.2 Lab networks 
Since the switches in the lab premises each have 24 ports available for use there must be 
48 lab networks that students can connect to, both IPv4 and IPv6. The addressing 
schemes for these are based on the lab room and switch port number and are logically 
divided on the two IPH routers. The major IPv4 networks used are the private 
172.16.0.0/16 for room U2-079 and 172.17.0.0/16 used for room U2-082. For every port 
the major network is further subnetted into a /28-network with the third octet in the IP 
address corresponding to the port number, starting at 172.16.1.0/28 for Sw79 port 1 to 
172.17.24.0/28 for Sw82 port 24.  

For IPv6, the networks 2001:6b0:31::1abb:1:0/112 - 2001:6b0:31::1abb:48:0/112 are 
used, with the first 24 assigned to Sw79 and corresponding to the port numbers. The last 
24 are assigned to Sw82 and are corresponding to the port number plus 24. Each /112 
network is subnetted into a /124 link network assigned to each port, leaving the rest of the 
addresses in the network available for use. 

The 172.16.0.0/24 and 2001:6b0:31:1abb:0:0/112 networks are used for the router-IDs 
and links on the inside of the Lab Network. The interface loopback 1 on each of the IPH 
routers is the router-ID for the lab routing protocols, 172.16.0.1/32 and 
2001:6b0:31::1abb:0:1/128 for IPH1 and 172.16.0.2/32 and 2001:6b0:31::0:2/128 for 
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IPH2. The networks 172.16.0.4/30 and 2001:6b0:31:1abb:0:10/124 are used on the 
Frame-Relay subinterface between the IPH routers.  

172.16.0.8/29 is the network connecting to the IPH lab server with the IP address 
172.16.0.10. This network connects to both IPH routers that use HSRP to establish a 
virtual default gateway of 172.16.0.9 for the server, meaning it will still be reachable if 
one of the links go down. HSRP does not support IPv6 addresses, which means there will 
be no such fault tolerance for IPv6. Instead the server is configured with both gateways 
using different metrics. The IPv6 network used to the server is 
2001:6b0:31::1abb:0:20/124 and the server itself has the address 2001:6b0:31::1abb:0:23. 
The default gateway is set to IPH1, with IPH2 as backup. 

3.2.3.3 Routing protocols 
The IPH routers must be set up to be a part of the core routing while still being able to 
serve its purpose as a core or ISP for labs. This means the core and lab networks must be 
completely separated processes to not allow any bleeding of routes which can severely 
impact performance in the other parts of the network.   

For the lab network, the IPH routers are set up with most of the common routing 
protocols for both IPv4 and IPv6 which are reachable from the lab premises. The routing 
protocols are set up to be as flexible and include as many features as possible by default 
which allows for students to experiment with different configurations and functions. For 
some labs the configuration must be changed from the default which can be done by the 
lab configuration on the IPH lab server. 

For IPv4 BGP, EIGRP, IS-IS, OSPF and RIP are enabled by default. MPLS, while not a 
routing protocol per se, is also enabled. 

For IPv6 BGP, IS-IS, OSPFv3 and RIPng are enabled by default. 

Multicast routing with PIM is enabled between the IPH routers but must be activated with 
special labs for the lab interfaces. 

3.2.3.3.1 BGP 
BGP is running as MP-BGP with support for both IPv4 and IPv6 with the command no 
bgp default ipv4-unicast to prevent IPv6 neighbors from forming IPv4 adjacencies. 
The AS configured on IPH1 is 65001 and the AS on IPH2 is 65002. The BGP router ID 
is set to the loopback 0 interface of the routers. 

BGP is preconfigured with neighbors for easy access from the lab premises. The basic 
idea behind the design of the preconfigured neighbors is that the user should be able to 
decide what AS his or her routers should have. Every usable address in the link subnet 
(.2-.14) is linked to a different AS and because of this the users can decide if their routers 
should be in the same or different AS's by having different IP addresses configured, even 
while having multiple connections to the IPH routers. 

To simplify the BGP configuration, the BGP neighbors are divided into peer-groups. On 
each of the IPH routers, the BGP process consists of 13 lab peer-groups for each switch 
and for each protocol. In addition to this there is an internal IPv4 and an internal IPv6 
peer-group, for a total of 54 peer-groups on each router. The peer-groups are configured 
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with different AS's and descriptions, but otherwise the same. Two non-standard 
commands are configured for each peer-group. Send-community to send community 
attributes and soft-reconfiguration inbound to store received routing updates. 

The basic configuration for an IPv4 lab peer-group is: 
router bgp 65001 

 neighbor LABBAS65102 peer-group 

 neighbor LABBAS65102 remote-as 65102 

 neighbor LABBAS65102 description --- IPH1 AS 65102 Switch 79 --- 

address-family ipv4 

 neighbor LABBAS65102 send-community 

 neighbor LABBAS65102 soft-reconfiguration inbound 

For IPv6 the lab peer-groups are analogous, but since a peer-group cannot be set to an 
IPv4 and an IPv6 neighbor at the same time, they have to be configured independently: 
router bgp 65001 

 neighbor LABBAS65102v6 peer-group 

 neighbor LABBAS65102v6 remote-as 65102 

 neighbor LABBAS65102v6 description --- IPH1 AS 65102 Switch 79 --- 

address-family ipv6 

 neighbor LABBAS65102v6 send-community 

 neighbor LABBAS65102v6 soft-reconfiguration inbound 

The internal IPv4 and IPv6 peer-groups are configured with the equivalent commands as 
the lab peer-groups, with the addition of ebgp-multihop and update-source loopback 
1. These two commands are configured to make peering possible by pointing the 
neighborship between the IPH routers to the loopback 0 interface. 

Under the address-families the connected lab networks, the link between the two IPH 
routers, the loopback 1 interface and the network connecting the IPH lab server are 
configured to be announced to neighbors using the network command. Since the two IPH 
routers have different AS's configured this means that the networks will be announced as 
eBGP which has the lowest administrative distance of all routing protocols and therefore 
will be the routes installed in the routing tables of the IPH routers. 

The AS's are logically designed based on the switch used in the lab premises and the IP 
address configured. All AS's start with 65 (meaning private AS's), the third number is 1 
for connections made from Switch79 (room U2-079) and 2 for connections from 
Switch82 (room U2-082) and the last two numbers are based on the last octet of the IP 
address configured on the connecting router. A last octet of 2 would mean 02 as the last 
two numbers and so on, meaning a configurable AS range of 65102-65114 from room 
U2-079 and 65202-65214 from room U2-082. This means that in the configuration, all 
possible IP address configurations for both IPv4 and IPv6 must be added as a neighbor, 
configured with a peer-group and activated in the appropriate address-family. A total of 
13 neighbors per port for each protocol for 12 ports on each lab switch adds up to a total 
of 624 activated lab neighborships on each IPH router. The configuration for this requires 
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a significant amount of memory in the NVRAM, but the use of peer-groups means that 
the configuration is as effective as it can be. 

3.2.3.3.2 EIGRP 
EIGRP is activated for all connected IPv4 networks by the network command. EIGRP for 
IPv6 is not supported by the hardware of the IPH routers. The router-ID is statically set to 
the IP address of loopback 1 and auto-summary is turned off. Both IPH routers are 
configured with the same EIGRP AS of 1, meaning that all of the connected networks 
belong to the same domain. 

3.2.3.3.3 IS-IS 
Because IS-IS is the core routing protocol and the IPH routers must be a part of the core 
routing the IS-IS routing process for the lab network is done in a different process and for 
level 2 only while the core process is configured as level 1 only. 

3.2.3.3.3.1 Core 
The core IS-IS process mostly follows the same logic as the core routers. The system ID 
for the IPH routers is 0100.0000.000x where x is 8 for IPH1 and 9 for IPH2, 
corresponding to their loopback 0 interfaces. The area ID is different than the rest of the 
core however due to being a level 1 area. While the rest of the core uses 49 the IPH area 
uses 50.0000.0000.1111. Because the IPH routers run IS-IS in different processes for 
level 1 and level 2, a default route is not propagated into the area from the core level 2 
backbone as is usually the case with IS-IS. This means that the IPH routers only receive 
routes directly connected to routers inside the area, cutting them off from the rest of the 
core network. This is solved with static default routes configured on the IPH routers 
pointing to Upper and Middle from IPH1 and to Middle and Lower from IPH2. 

IPv6 is included in the IS-IS process as well with multi-topology enabled and default 
routes in the same way as IPv4. 

3.2.3.3.3.2 Lab 
Having separate IS-IS processes for level 1 and level 2 also means that routing 
information is redistributed from the level 1 to level 2 process by default. It is not 
desirable for core network prefixes to be announced into the lab network, so the 
command redistribute isis ip level-1 into level-2 distribute-list 110 is 
issued in the lab routing process with the access-list 110 denying all networks. 

There are three domains or areas configured with different NET lengths for lab purposes: 
49, 49.1111 and 49.0000.1111 and the system ID must be the same as for the core routing 
process. 

IS-IS handles both IPv4 and IPv6 in the same process with the addition of address-
family ipv6 in the IS-IS process. Multi-topology is enabled for IPv6 which means wide 
metrics must also be enabled. If only wide metrics were enabled however it would 
require all students using IS-IS to also configure it. Therefore the command metric-
style transition is used which enables the IS-IS process to accept and send both the 
standard narrow and wide metrics, making it as user-friendly as possible. IS-IS is enabled 
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on all interfaces connecting to lab networks with the circuit-type set to level-2-only. The 
loopback 1 interface and IPH lab server networks are set to passive. 

3.2.3.3.4 OSPF 
OSPF with the process ID 1 is enabled for all connected IPv4 lab networks with all of 
them in area 0. The router-ID is statically set to the loopback 1 interface IP address. In 
the OSPF process, the mpls ldp autoconfig area 0 command enables all OSPF 
networks in area 0 to also be automatically enabled for MPLS. OSPF is also the protocol 
prepared for MPLS TE tunnels, which are enabled for area 0 with the router-ID set to the 
loopback 1 interface and also keeping multicast intact. More about this in the MPLS 
section. 

3.2.3.3.5 OSPFv3 
Because OSPF cannot handle IPv6 traffic a separate protocol, OSPFv3, must be 
configured. On all lab interfaces the command ipv6 ospf 10 area 0 is configured, 
meaning the OSPFv3 process ID is 10 and all networks reside in area 0 just as in OSPF. 
The loopback 1 interface and the IPH lab server network are included in the routing 
process by passive interfaces. 

3.2.3.3.6 RIP 
Only RIP version 2 updates are sent out and accepted by the IPH routers. Auto-summary 
is disabled. RIP is the easiest routing protocol to configure and only needs two networks 
statements for 172.16.0.0 and 172.17.0.0. 

3.2.3.3.7 RIPng 
RIPng must be enabled on every interface just as OSPFv3 with the command ipv6 rip 
LABB enable. The loopback interfaces and IPH lab server network are also configured as 
passive interfaces in the RIPng routing process as in OSPFv3. 

3.2.3.3.8 MPLS 
MPLS is enabled on both IPH routers with LDP as the label protocol and loopback 1 as 
the forced router ID. MPLS is enabled on all interfaces by autoconfig in the OSPF area 0 
instead of under all interfaces. OSPF is also the protocol carrying the TE tunnels with a 
router-ID of the loopback 1 interface and is configured for interoperation with PIM. TE 
tunnels are enabled for all lab interfaces and on the link between the routers, meaning that 
tunnels can be deployed in any way through both IPH routers from the lab premises. The 
MPLS commands configured in the OSPF process are: 
 mpls ldp sync 

 mpls ldp autoconfig area 0 

 mpls traffic-eng router-id Loopback1 

 mpls traffic-eng area 0 

 mpls traffic-eng multicast-intact 

Synchronization means that traffic will not be forwarded out an interface unless both the 
IGP (OSPF) and LDP have knowledge of that link, making sure that traffic is not 
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forwarded unlabeled which may drop it in a MPLS VPN setup. This may be useful for 
the link between the IPH routers. However, synchronization by default waits indefinitely 
for a LDP session to be established meaning that traffic will never be forwarded on an 
interface with only OSPF configured. This will not work well in a lab environment, 
therefore the command mpls ldp igp sync holddown 5000 is issued which means 
after 5000 ms traffic will be forwarded on the interface regardless of LDP states. MPLS 
is also configured with mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept meaning it will 
accept hello packets from targeted sessions, for example not directly connected routers, 
which can be of use in labs. 

3.2.3.4 Labserver 
This server is intended to aid the students in the lab environment by hosting router and 
switch IOS for the lab equipment and lab materials that will be used when connecting to 
IPH, including instructions and tasks. This is achieved by running the TFTP service with 
a repository for IOS-files and webhosting documents including lab-instructions.  

To increase the number of possible lab exercises we also decided to design a script to 
remotely manage the IPH routers, based on and using a script created by Fredrik Widell 
[WIDELL] Our script can be reached from the server’s website at which we created an 
interface at which the user can select different options in form of “Lab settings” that will 
be configured on ports of his or her choice. This creates the possibility to design different 
kinds of exercises that has not been available to NetCenter’s students before. As 
mentioned earlier; the default configuration is supposed to make IPH represent an actual 
ISP as much as possible. As an ISP, IPH should always be reachable with neighboring 
routers to the customers. We tried to make such a configuration as dynamic as possible 
by implementing several different routing protocols and assigning multiple neighbor 
relationships for each switch port, but the configuration itself is in fact still static. In cases 
when a specific scenario should be tested, as a lab exercise, this may be unwanted 
because the exercise requires changes to the IPH routers, to represent a realistic case.  

Such a case may be when IPH is desired to resemble an ISP or a core network utilizing 
pure IPv6, another good example is Multicast exercises where PIM needs to be activated 
on the routers’ ports. 

The server is connected to both the IPH routers via a dedicated VLAN for just IPH on the 
Server Switches. An option to this was to either connect the server to just one router or to 
use yet another switch between the IPH routers for the server. If it would just connect to 
one router the path to the server would be unequal depending through which router the 
traffic is sourced. Using another switch seemed redundant since there were ports leftover 
on the ones that where already present, even though it’s preferred to keep IPH separated 
from the servers. 

Because of this solution HSRP was also implemented at the routers so that only one 
gateway address, the standby IP, is needed at the server.   

3.2.3.4.1 Web interface 
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Figure 3.40 Screenshot of the IPH lab server index page 

The web interface of the IPH lab server is reachable at its IP address 172.16.0.10 and the 
standard port 80. This web interface is designed to give students information about the 
functionality of the IPH lab system and provide some interesting services. The index page 
links to the available pages: 

How IPH works – A more detailed description of what IPH is and how to use the 
different routing protocols available. 

Lab configurator – The IPH lab configurator where students can change configuration of 
ports. 

Tips & Tricks – A page with some useful commands and tips to new students from more 
experienced network technicians. 

SNMP test page – Allows for students to collect SNMP information from their routers. 

Looking glass – A page where students can look at some information from the IPH or gw 
routers. 

Labs – A database of labs available for use with the IPH lab system. 

3.2.3.4.1.1 Lab configurator 
The IPH lab configurator web interface will be available for the students to customize 
some settings on the IPH routers. As can be seen at the screenshot below, there are 
dropdown selection lists which a user can use to select what Lab exercise he or she wants 
to try out, in what room and port that he or she intend to use. This way the user is not 
given full access to the IPH routers and can’t configure any unwelcome commands. The 
user can only select what lab to perform resulting in a set of commands to load from a 
separate file stored on the server. Evidently there is also an option to clear the lab 
configurations that will revert the port (and general settings) to the default configuration. 
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Figure 3.41 Screenshot of the IPH lab configurator 

At the bottom there is an output listing the current configurations of the ports. This is 
displayed with the number of the lab set for the port or with a single dash if it is in the 
default mode. This information is read from a text-file on the server which is modified 
whenever a lab is activated or cleared from a port. 

The website is constructed with HTML and PHP-scripting languages. PHP together with 
Apache makes it possible for the website to execute scripts stored on the server. When 
using PHP shell-commands can be executed by the click of a button, this is used to call 
the script autoconf.sh with the set of arguments chosen in the dropdown selection lists by 
the user.  

The form of the string that is sent from the interface to call autoconf is: 

“autoconf.sh <set/clear> <lab> <room> <port>” 

For example “autoconf.sh set 1 U82 5” would instruct autoconf to load the configuration 
file for lab1 and set at the given port. As the port number at IPH is not the same as the 
switch port number in the lab premises the number must first be translated by the script. 
This is fairly easily done since there is a correlative pattern between the switches’ port 
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numbers and the interface numbers on IPH. Autoconf will then proceed to execute, 
“routerexec.pl”, given the location for the modified lab1-file.  

 
Figure 3.42 Lab configurator function 

3.2.3.4.1.2 Looking glass 
A page that allows users to look at certain outputs from a router is called a looking glass. 
The looking glass used is a PHP-script made by Denis Ovsienko called Multi-router 
Looking Glass (MLRG) [LSOFTM]. It consists of three files, the main PHP page 
mlrg.php, the configuration file mlrg-config.php and a file handling the communication 
with the router and other functions called mlrg-lib.php. The main page that the user sees 
has a list of routers to show configuration on, a list of available commands, a text box to 
enter arguments and an area for the output. 

The script is configurated with 4 routers to receive output from: IPH1, IPH2, gw1 and 
gw2. The available commands to show configuration depends on the router and some 
require arguments. 

Available only for the gw routers: show ip bgp summary, show bgp ipv6 unicast 
summary 
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Available only for the IPH routers: show ip eigrp neighbors, show ip eigrp 
topology, show ip pim neighbor, show ip igmp groups, mrinfo, show ip mroute 

Available on all routers and require an IPv4 network as argument: show ip bgp 

Available on all routers and require an IPv6 network as an argument:  show ipv6 bgp 

MLRG uses telnet to connect to a router, input the specific command and fetch the output 
from the router. A special user has been added to the TACACS+ server for this purpose 
called "mlrg" and is only allowed to use the show commands available on the page. 

The looking glass is available from the IPH lab web page and is linked from the index 
page. 

 
Figure 3.43 Screenshot of the MLRG page 

3.2.3.4.1.3 SNMP test page 
 
The SNMP test page is a PHP script intended for testing SNMP configuration and utilizes 
the applications snmpwalk and snmpget included in the Net::SNMP package on the IPH 
lab server. 

The user can choose which of the applications to use, enter arguments and that command 
will be executed from the server. If the correct arguments are entered the output will be 
displayed on the page. Also included is an option for displaying the man page with the 
arguments available for the applications. 
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Figure 3.44 Screenshot of the SNMP test page 

3.2.3.4.2 Autoconf.sh 
This script plays a central role by interpreting input from the website and deciding which 
lab to assign where. It reads input into four variables as arguments and makes its 
decisions based on these. The three main tasks are to either choose a lab-file to set a lab 
at a certain port or to revert a lab configuration that is currently set on a port and to keep 
track of which lab is assigned to all the ports. 
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A flow chart of the script’s execution: 

 
Figure 3.45 Flow chart of autoconf.sh 

The reverse process was the part that needed most consideration when designing this 
whole process. When configuring a router with CLI commands there is often a “no-form” 
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of the command that removes configuration, but not in all cases. Bear in mind the 
example given in the previous section where an IPv4 address would be removed by 
loading a lab-configuration, the opposite of this would be to reassign the IP address 
again. To do just that, the default address of the port has to be known by server. 
Fortunately the IP addresses assignment was very well planned, making it possible to 
derive the correct IP address from what room and switch port the user wants use. 

An IP address has the form:  

172.x.y.1 

Where x is either 16 or 17 depending on the room and y is the port number. 

There is an easier way of reverting configurations on ports that can be used; it’s possible 
to clear all configurations for a port with a single command, then the default 
configuration could be loaded. The problem with this method is that the port would be 
disabled and be removed from the routing table during the reconfiguration, triggering 
routing updates and recalculation which in turn will burden the router’s CPU.  

This is the reason why there has to be a set of configuration lines both to assign a lab and 
remove it. Lab configuration is not limited to port configurations; they could also add or 
remove networks in the routing processes. Labs that change the global configuration will 
affect all users so a greater concern will be needed in designing lab-configurations, 
especially the reverting ones. 

To keep track of the ports the script also handles a file each for ports in the two rooms. 
These are called ports79.conf and ports82.conf and both contain a numeral per line in the 
file. The numeral designates the lab number and the line number connects it to the port. 

3.2.3.4.3 Routerexec.pl 
For the actual sending of the configuration lines the external script called routerexec.pl is 
used. Its written by Fredrik Widell [WIDELL] who has been employed by both SUNET 
and kth.noc where he have had various networking related tasks, among other to upgrade 
the SUNET infrastructure in 1998 to 155Mbit/s [SUNETT]. This script was designed to 
send configuration to multiple network devices at the same time or to send configuration 
files without having to use a terminal application like PuTTY.exe. It can also be used to 
collect data from multiple devices simultaneously by issuing show commands. It’s 
written for the Linux shell and can be executed directly on most distributions without any 
dependencies (it should work for all, but there may be exceptions…). It’s free to use and 
to modify by anyone. 
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3.2.4 Remote access 

 
Figure 3.46 Logical Remote Access layer 

The remote access layer is one of the most important sections in the network topology 
even though it’s not especially large. It basically just consists of a single Firewall, a Cisco 
ASA 5510, its connections to the network and tunnel interfaces configured at the IPH 
routers. 

One of the main purposes of the thesis was the invention of ways to collaborate with 
other parties to create larger and more realistic networking scenarios, “case labs”. The 
Remote Access layer is designed to do just that by having devices configured to handle 
IPSec VPN tunneling services. The reason for tunneling the traffic is to prevent accidents 
from happening when students try out new solutions across the Internet. For example to 
be certain that no lab activities can affect the rest of the networking topology and not 
having to be responsible for leaking faulty routes/packages. 

The firewalls outside interface, E0/0, connects to the Fa1/1 interface at router BIG by 
UTP cabling limiting the total throughput for remote connections to 100 Mbit/s. The 
inside interface, E0/1, connects to the interface Fa6/1/0 at Middle. The medium for this 
connection is also UTP cabling. 

3.2.4.1 Networks and addressing 
The link between BIG and the firewall is assigned with a public IPv4 and IPv6 network. 
The networks 77.238.56.0 /30 and 2001:6B0:31::ASA:0 /112 are used with the lower 
addresses assigned to BIG’s interface, meaning that the IPs available at the firewall to 
connect to for VPN connections are 77.238.56.2 and 2001:6B0:31::ASA:2. 

Opposed to all other devices in the topology, the firewall does not have a loopback 
interface configured, simply because it can not be configured with loopbacks. To 
remotely configure this device the inside address 10.0.1.70 can be used. 

3.2.4.2 VPN 
The main purpose of this thesis work is to allow other academies to interconnect with 
students here at NetCenter for lab purposes. We have chosen to implement security by 
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letting such connections go through VPN-tunnels terminated by a Cisco ASA 5510 
firewall in our topology. The firewall is configured with a public IP-address on the 
outside interface, to which remote destinations (the other academies) can configure VPN 
tunnel peering. The general idea behind this setup is that remote destination should use 
either a firewall or a router to setup a Site-to-Site tunnel between it and our firewall. The 
later will act as a VPN hub. The routers IPH1 and 2 behind our firewall will then provide 
routing neighborships or peering for most routing protocols, this will be discussed in 
depth in a later section. Therefore the common usage for other academies will be to 
configure their VPN-tunneling device with a network or networks, behind it, where their 
lab-routers reside. This will enable their routers to associate with the IPH routers and gain 
access to its route advertisements. In the same fashion a student in the NetCenter lab 
premises should connect their router to IPH (via a switch) and configure peering with a 
suitable routing protocol. This way, the student router at NetCenter should be able to 
reach the remote router. 

The above was determined as a good practice early on, the only problem being that 
NetCenter couldn’t provide a Firewall for us to use in testing scenarios. We did not 
receive a firewall that could be connected in our topology until far behind the scheduled 
deadline for this thesis work. While waiting for the firewall to be ordered and arrive some 
tests was conducted with the four Cisco 5510 ASA that is available in the lab premises. 
Shown below; is a topology that was used to simulate a basic scenario for two connecting 
academies. The firewall at the right end represents the firewall to be implemented in 
NetCenter’s ISP and at the left side; two remote academies connected via a different 
service provider (will be SUNET/NORDUnet in reality).  

 

 
Figure 3.47 Remote access lab test topology 

In the first attempts to setup this topology there where some problems getting the IPSEC 
tunnels to work. At the very first try; prewritten configuration files was loaded onto the 
Firewalls, these appeared to be incomplete but was modified into seemingly complete 
configurations, but the tunnels still didn’t work. The reason why the tunnels weren’t 
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working is uncertain, but may be the cause of the ping problem that was discovered later 
on. 

A longer while was spent trying to find and correct errors in the configurations, but since 
this was unsuccessful the configurations was deleted. Instead the existing graphical user 
interface on the Firewalls, called Cisco ASDM, was used to do a complete setup with the 
existing wizards for basic configuration and VPN. The wizards worked surprisingly well 
and really fast without bloating the configuration file with excess commands, unlike the 
SDM versions for routers that we tried earlier. When the setup was finished for two 
firewalls the tunnels where tried again, but without success. This time around the 
firewalls warned about erroneous passwords, authentication fails and mismatching 
transform sets meaning that IKE couldn’t even begin to negotiate the tunnel setup 
between devices. After yet another great deal of time it was discovered that the transform 
set on one of the firewalls hadn’t been configured with AES when using the ASDM 
wizard. It couldn’t change this entry in the configuration for some reason, by using the 
CLI this could be corrected. That step got the tunnels up and running, which was 
confirmed by sending pings between the hosts and examining the ISAKMP-statistics. 

To be sure that the current configurations would work when later applied to the firewalls 
without using ASDM yet again, the firewalls were reloaded without saving the 
configurations to flash and then loaded with configuration files from a console terminal. 
The pings were kept running continuously on the host computers to see how long it 
would take the firewalls to get the tunnels running. This turned out to show something 
interesting and somewhat bothering. The tunnels weren’t established as they should 
because the ping traffic was already being sent; the hosts had to stop sending pings before 
the tunnels could be established by the firewalls. This should be remembered and 
instructed to other parties setting up a tunnel towards NetCenter’s firewall, 
recommendations are to configure the tunnels and then try pinging Site-to-Site through 
the tunnel and then stopping the ping (and all other traffic) if changes are needed. 

Since students at other academies will use the VPN connection to conduct labs together 
with students at NetCenter there will be a need for them to be able to use routers at their 
end of the tunnel instead of a single host, including running of routing protocols through 
the tunnel. The following topology was used to test a scenario with two different 
customers connecting, the first with two routers setup and the other with just one. 
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Figure 3.48 Remote access lab test topology #2 

With the previous configuration of the firewalls the network works fine with exception 
that the routing protocols that require directly connected neighbours will not function. 
This is due to that the firewalls at each end of the tunnel create an extra logical hop, 
separating the routers from each other. This would be a problem if students would like to 
use any routing protocol except BGP. BGP would work anyway because it has the ability 
to create neighborships with remote routers by configuring a static neighbour in the BGP 
process. There isn’t a perfect solution to the problem with the routing protocols but there 
are two ways that would work. Either letting the firewalls run routing protocols as well, 
they support OSPF and EIGRP. This will of course only work with those two protocols 
(and BGP), at the same time it will expose intermediary routers in the ISP network, as it 
is not intended that NetCenter’s Firewall will be directly connected to the IPH routers 
such as in this test scenario. The other way, the one we deem is best suitable, is to create 
additional tunnels between the routers that are behind the firewalls at each site. This is 
done by creating tunnel interfaces on the routers, without adding any encryption, since 
that would be plainly redundant. The traffic is already being encrypted by the firewalls. 
At the routers tunnel interfaces new, unused, IP addresses is assigned to create a network 
between the tunnelling routers. Also the IP of the remote routers physical interface is set 
as the tunnel destination, a tunnel source can be set if desired otherwise the router ID will 
be used. 

Router K1A 
interface Tunnel1 

 description K1A > IPH1 

 ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.252 
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 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 

 tunnel destination 192.168.0.2  

When configuring the routing protocol it is important that the network for the tunnel 
interfaces is configured into the routing process and not the physical network between the 
router and the firewall.  
router ospf 1 

 log-adjacency-changes 

 network 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 

If not, the tunnel interface will be automatically shut down by the router and a warning 
will be prompted in the routers console.  
"%TUN-5-RECURDOWN: Tunnel1 temporarily disabled due to recursive 
routing" 

According to Cisco [CSCTUN] this occurs because of either: 

“A misconfiguration that causes the router to try to route to the tunnel destination address 
using the tunnel interface itself (recursive routing).” 

“A temporary instability caused by route flapping elsewhere in the network.” 

The actual reason that this will happen is that the route to the tunnel destination is learned 
via the same tunnel, in the brief time the tunnel is active. When this happens the router 
will acknowledge this route to be better because it’s just one hop away, thus losing the 
actual route to the tunnel destination. This will make the tunnel crash since it tries to 
route to the tunnel destination through itself.  

Fully functional configurations for this scenario are presented in Appendix III: “VPN 
configuration files”. 

3.2.4.3 Ambassador 
Ambassador is the name of the Cisco ASA 5510 firewall that is in use in the remote 
access layer of the network. ASA 5510 is one of the lighter versions in the ASA series 
but it brings decent performance to the table none the less. Listed below are some of the 
specifications for the ASA 5510 directly pulled from Cisco’s website [CSCASA]. 
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Cisco ASA 5510 
Maximum firewall throughput (Mbps)  300 Mbps  

Maximum firewall connections  50,000 / 130,000  

Maximum firewall connections/second 9000  

Packets per second (64 byte)  190,000  

Maximum 3DES/AES VPN throughput 170 Mbps  

Maximum site-to-site and remote access 

VPN sessions 
250 

Memory  256 MB  

Minimum system flash 64 MB  

Intrusion Prevention  Yes (with AIP SSM) 

Content Security (anti-virus, anti-spyware, 

file blocking)  
Yes (with CSC SSM)  

Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance 

Software Version (latest)  
8.2  

Application-layer firewall services  Yes  

SSL and IPsec VPN services  Yes 

  
Why this specific model was chosen is simply because it was the only available firewall 
to NetCenter without having to purchase a new one. 

The configuration for Ambassador was made with assistance of the Cisco Adaptive 
Security Device Manager (ASDM) and then edited by the command line interface to 
insert object groups and some small changes. This rendered a configuration file 
including:  

 
• Basic configuration for interfaces: 

interface Ethernet0/0 
 nameif outside 
 security-level 0 
 ip address 77.238.56.2 255.255.255.252 
 ipv6 address 2001:6b0:31::a5a:2/112 
 ipv6 enable 
! 
interface Ethernet0/1 
 nameif inside 
 security-level 100 
 ip address ambassador 255.255.255.252 
 ipv6 address ambassadorv6/112 
 ipv6 enable 

 
• Object groups for the IPH network and two dummy-customers (customers denote 

remote academies in cooperation with NetCenter): 
object-group network OBJ_IPH_NET 
 network-object 172.18.0.0 255.255.0.0 
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object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUST1 
 network-object 172.19.1.0 255.255.255.0 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUST2 
 network-object 172.19.2.0 255.255.255.0 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUSTOMERS 
 group-object OBJ_VPN_CUST1 
 group-object OBJ_VPN_CUST2 

 
• Nat Zero Access lists – Matches will not be NAT:ed (in this case specifying traffic 

that should be encrypted): 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound remark ###NAT ZERO### 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip object-group OBJ_IPH_NET 
object-group OBJ_VPN_CUSTOMERS 

 
 

• NAT groups for global PAT and NAT zero: 
global (outside) 101 interface 
nat (inside) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 

 

• Static routes: 
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 77.138.56.1 1 
route inside 10.0.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.0.1.69 1 
route inside 172.18.0.0 255.255.0.0 10.0.1.69 1 
 

• Configuration for VPN tunnels to the two dummy-customers: 
access-list outside_10_cryptomap remark ###Traffic for VPN CUST1### 
access-list outside_10_cryptomap extended permit ip object-group OBJ_IPH_NET 
object-group OBJ_VPN_CUST1 
 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap remark ###Traffic for VPN CUST2### 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip object-group OBJ_IPH_NET 
object-group OBJ_VPN_CUST2 
 
crypto ipsec transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA esp-aes-256 esp-sha-hmac 
 
crypto map outside_map 10 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 10 set peer 172.19.1.2 
crypto map outside_map 10 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 10 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map 20 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 20 set peer 172.19.2.2 
crypto map outside_map 20 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 20 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map interface outside 
crypto isakmp enable outside 
crypto isakmp policy 5 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption aes-256 
 hash sha 
 group 5 
 lifetime 86400 
crypto isakmp policy 65535 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption 3des 
 hash sha 
 group 2 
 lifetime 86400 
tunnel-group 172.19.1.2 type ipsec-l2l 
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tunnel-group 172.19.1.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 
tunnel-group 172.19.2.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 172.19.2.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 

3.2.4.4 Customer Management 
When a new collaboration with either a Cisco academy or another type of partner is 
started the devices will need to be configured to take care of the connection. At the ASA 
a new IPSec VPN tunnel will have to be configured and at the IPH routers a new Generic 
Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnel is needed if any other routing protocol than BGP 
will be used though the VPN tunnel. 

Adding a configuration for a new customer at the ASA: 

!# X is the name of a new customer, choose an appropriate name 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUSTX 
network-object [CUSTOMERS LOCAL NETWORK IP] [SUBNET MASK] 

 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUSTOMER 
 group-object OBJ_VPN_CUSTX 
 
access-list ACL_CRY_MAP_X0 remark ### traffic for VPN to Customer X ### 
access-list ACL_CRY_MAP_X0 extended permit ip object-group 
OBJ_INSIDE_NETWORK object-group OBJ_VPN_CUSTX 

 
crypto map outside_map X0 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map X0 set peer [CUSTOMERS GLOBAL IP] 
crypto map outside_map X0 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map X0 set reverse-route 

 
tunnel-group [CUSTOMERS GLOBAL IP] type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group [CUSTOMERS GLOBAL IP] ipsec-attributes 
pre-shared-key [SECRET KEY] 

 
Adding a GRE tunnel at the IPH routers, add one tunnel at one of the IPH routers and try 
to add them evenly so that IPH1 and IPH2 handles the same amount of tunnels: 

interface TunnelX 
 ip address 172.18.X.1 255.255.255.252 
 ipv6 address 2001:6B0:31::1ABB:10X:1/126 
 ipv6 enable 
 ipv6 rip LABB enable 
 ipv6 ospf 10 area 0 
 tunnel source Loopback19 
 tunnel destination [CUSTOMERS IP AT ROUTER BEHIND VPN TUNNELING DEVICE] 

 

The network the tunnel interface belongs to should also be configured into the routing 
protocols that will be used or activated on the interface as ipv6 rip and ospf have been in 
the example configuration above. 

When these configurations are in use the collaborating Academy should be instructed to 
apply a compliant configuration to mutually agree on tunneling between the sites. 
Assume that the remote academy also is using an ASA and then a router behind it, to 
configure tunneling on their equipment they would have to do the following: 

ASA tunnel configuration: 
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access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip [LOCAL NETWORK] 172.18.X.0 
255.255.255.0 
 
crypto ipsec transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA esp-aes-256 esp-sha-hmac 
crypto map outside_map 20 match address outside_20_cryptomap 
crypto map outside_map 20 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 20 set peer 77.238.56.2 
crypto map outside_map 20 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 20 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map interface outside 
crypto isakmp enable outside 
crypto isakmp policy 10 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption aes-256 
 hash sha 
 group 5 
 lifetime 86400 
crypto isakmp policy 65535 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption 3des 
 hash sha 
 group 2 
 lifetime 86400 
tunnel-group 77.238.56.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 77.238.56.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 

 
Router tunnel interface: 

interface Tunnel0 
 ip address 172.18.X.1/2 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source Loopback1 
 tunnel destination 172.19.0.1/2 

 

All routing configuration should also be added. 

3.2.5 Internet access 

 
Figure 3.49 The logical Internet Access layer 

The Internet Access layer is responsible for connecting the local network and its users to 
the Internet and is the boundary of the AS. It is also responsible for allowing outside 
traffic in to the local network and therefore needs to send out the information required to 
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do so, namely the IP addresses in use. The Internet connection is provided by SUNET 
and consists of two 1Gbit/s links. The devices responsible for routing traffic in the 
Internet Access layer are vas-uk-3-gw_netc1 (also referred to as gw_netc1 or gw1) and 
vas-ag-3-gw_netc2 (also referred to as gw_netc2 or gw2), but to actually provide a user 
or internal device access to Internet other layers of the network must also be involved. 

3.2.5.1 Design 
The kind of topology where the local network is connected to only one other provider 
(SUNET) with more than one link is called multi-homed non-transit, which means it is 
essentially a stub network that allows only traffic to or from the local network. 

The Internet Access layer is supposed to be the gateway between the local internal 
network and the Internet. This demands a high availability and reliability from the 
devices involved as well as speed and security. The gw routers are connected directly to 
the Core with the fastest links in the network, OC-48 SONET based SRP interfaces of 
about 2,4Gbit/s bandwidth with single-mode fiber. These links are connected in a ring 
topology between gw1, gw2, BIG and Small, and because of the SRP technology every 
link in the ring can utilize the full amount of bandwidth. The SRP line cards on the 
routers have an A and a B side, where an A side on one router must be connected to a B 
side on the other for the ring topology to work. 

The links from the gw routers to the SUNET routers are 1Gbit/s single-mode fiber 
connections using Gigabit Ethernet encapsulation. The gw1 router is connected to a 
SUNET router called a3sth-2-3-0.sunet.se and the gw2 router to one called a2sth-ge-1-1-
0.sunet.se. The gw1 connection is called the "red" side and the gw2 connection the 
"green" side. 

To allow students access to the Internet they connect to the lab switches in the lab 
premises, are authenticated by the Windows server (Constitution) and sent through the 
core to the gw routers. The gw routers only handle the actual transition of the traffic 
between the local network and the Internet in the Internet access process, but these 
routers must control which traffic is allowed the transition. 

Besides students in the lab premises, Internet access must also be granted to the public 
servers, the private servers, the NOC and the Remote Access layer. The public servers 
and Remote Access layer have public addresses and are allowed straight access to or 
from the Internet, but the private servers and NOC have private addresses and should 
only have access to the Internet when they initiate a connection; incoming connections to 
these layers are not allowed by default. Because of the private addresses, other devices 
must manipulate the traffic before it reaches the Internet Access layer. 

3.2.5.2 Networks and addressing 
Since the gw routers connect to another AS they must have public addresses to be 
reachable from the outside. These addresses are provided by SUNET and are 
130.242.82.254 on gw1 and 130.242.82.10 on gw2. Both networks are /30-subnets which 
mean the connecting routers on SUNET's side have the previous addresses. 

The interfaces of the gw routers that connect to the core have private addresses and are 
the first two addresses in the 10.0.1.0/29 network of the SRP-ring with gw1 as 1 and gw2 
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as 2. As loopback interfaces for identification in the local network the gw routers also 
have the first addresses in the designated network, 10.0.0.1/32 for gw1 and 10.0.0.2/32 
for gw2. 

The gw routers run IPv4 and IPv6 dual-stack and the external addresses are also assigned 
by SUNET, 2001:6B0:1E:2::12/126 for gw1 and 2001:6B0:1E:2::E/126 for gw2. The 
SRP interface addresses are 2001:6B0:31::1:1/112 on gw1 and 2001:6B0:31::1:2/112 on 
gw2. As in the core network, loopback 6 is the IPv6 identification interface and the 
addresses are 2001:6B0:31::1/128 for gw1 and 2001:6B0:31::2/128 for gw2. 

3.2.5.3 Routing 
The gw routers run BGP to peer with SUNET in order to receive the Internet BGP 
routing table, while also participating in the internal IS-IS core routing domain with 
MPLS activated. This gives the gw routers a full topology of both internal and external 
networks. 

3.2.5.3.1 BGP 
The gw routers must run BGP because they are the boundary to another AS, and BGP is 
the standard protocol for communicating between AS's on the Internet. The AS number 
of the local network is the private 64549 and the peering AS number of SUNET is 1653. 
The private AS number is assigned by SUNET since RIPE have special requirements to 
assign public AS numbers, a network must be connected to at least two other AS's and 
have a different routing policy than them to be considered eligible for a public AS 
number. Since there is only one way out of the local AS, a private AS number is 
sufficient. 

The basic configuration of BGP on both gw routers is a BGP router-ID of the public IP 
on the Gigabit Ethernet interface. Because BGP should establish both IPv4 and IPv6 
neighborships, the command no bgp default ipv4-unicast is issued. The command 
ip bgp-community new-format is configured outside the BGP process to display 
communities in the new format. No synchronization, no auto-summary and bgp 
log-neighbor-changes are standard default IOS commands for BGP. 

The gw routers peer with one SUNET neighbor each, and synchronizes the BGP process 
between each other with iBGP. The gw1 router peers with the "red" side neighbor 
130.242.82.253 and gw2 with the "green" side neighbor 130.242.82.9. The BGP process 
is designed with peer-groups for a clearer configuration. 

The iBGP peer-group for IPv4 is configured as follows on gw1: 
router bgp 64549 
 neighbor CORE peer-group 
 neighbor CORE remote-as 64549 
 neighbor CORE update-source GigabitEthernet2/1 
 neighbor CORE version 4 
 neighbor 130.242.82.10 peer-group CORE 

 address-family ipv4 
 neighbor CORE activate 
 neighbor CORE send-community 
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 neighbor CORE soft-reconfiguration inbound 
 neighbor 130.242.82.10 peer-group CORE 

The peer-group looks the same for gw2 except for the neighbor IP address. The 
configuration is mostly the minimum required with the addition of update-source to 
send updates with the source of the public peering IP address, send-community to send 
the community identifier and soft-reconfiguration inbound to store routing updates. 

The IPv6 peer-group is similar, with just the address-family and IPv6 peering adresses 
changed: 
router bgp 64549 
 neighbor COREIPv6 peer-group 
 neighbor COREIPv6 remote-as 64549 
 neighbor COREIPv6 update-source GigabitEthernet2/1 
 neighbor COREIPv6 version 4 
 neighbor 2001:6B0:1E:2::E peer-group COREIPv6 

 address-family ipv6 
 neighbor COREIPv6 activate 
 neighbor COREIPv6 send-community 
 neighbor COREIPv6 soft-reconfiguration inbound 
 neighbor 2001:6B0:1E:2::E peer-group COREIPv6 

The SUNET peer-group is the IPv4 peer-group for the neighborship to the SUNET 
routers. On gw1, the configuration is: 
router bgp 64549 
 neighbor SUNET peer-group 
 neighbor SUNET remote-as 1653 
 neighbor SUNET update-source GigabitEthernet2/1 
 neighbor SUNET version 4 

 address-family ipv4 
 neighbor SUNET activate 
 neighbor SUNET send-community 
 neighbor SUNET soft-reconfiguration inbound 
 neighbor SUNET prefix-list SUNET-IN in 
 neighbor SUNET prefix-list SUNET-OUT out 
 neighbor SUNET route-map LOCAL_PREF in 
 neighbor SUNET route-map MED_OUT out 
 neighbor 130.242.82.253 peer-group SUNET 

On gw2 the configuration is the same except for the neighbor IP. 

To announce the public networks in the local AS to SUNET, the network 77.238.56.0 
mask 255.255.254.0 command is configured for the IPv4 address-family and network 
2001:6B0:31::/48 is configured for the IPv6 address-family on both routers. 

Because this peering is out of the local AS, some filtering and route manipulation is 
required. The prefix-lists SUNET-IN and SUNET-OUT decide which BGP prefixes are 
sent out and accepted and is the same for both gw routers. SUNET-IN looks as follows: 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN description --- Deny local networks from SUNET --- 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 1 deny 77.238.56.0/23 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 10 deny 10.0.0.0/8 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 11 deny 172.16.0.0/16 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 12 deny 192.168.0.0/16 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 13 deny 127.0.0.0/8 
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ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 14 deny 224.0.0.0/3 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 15 deny 169.254.0.0/16 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 16 deny 0.0.0.0/8 
ip prefix-list SUNET-IN seq 99 permit 0.0.0.0/0 le 32 

This prefix-list is designed to deny private and reserved IP address ranges and the local 
assigned IP address-range (77.238.56.0/23) from being accepted in routing updates. 
SUNET is a major ISP and the chances of them distributing private networks is not high, 
but it is considered good practice to deny them regardless. 

The list SUNET-OUT is more important since it filters which routes are announced from 
the local network. 
ip prefix-list SUNET-OUT description --- Networks to advertise to SUNET --- 

ip prefix-list SUNET-OUT seq 5 permit 77.238.56.0/23 

ip prefix-list SUNET-OUT seq 10 deny 0.0.0.0/0 le 32 

Since the only public IP addresses in the local network are in the 77.238.56.0/23 range, it 
is the only network that should be allowed in routing updates to SUNET. 

To steer the traffic in and out of the AS, route-maps are used. The MED_OUT route-map 
is applied to outgoing updates and sets the multi-exit-discriminator (MED) attribute, 
telling SUNET which way to send traffic into the local AS. The traffic should enter on 
the "green" side, gw1, and therefore that route-map has the lowest MED configured 
(called metric in IOS). 
route-map MED_OUT permit 10 

 description --- Best way into our AS --- 

 set metric 50 

The "red" side, gw2, should be the backup path into the local AS, so the metric is set to a 
higher value: 
route-map MED_OUT permit 10 

 description --- Worst way into our AS --- 

 set metric 100 

The route-map LOCAL_PREF is set to apply to inbound updates and is used to decide 
which way traffic should exit the local AS with the community attribute local preference. 
The primary path should be the "red" side, gw2, and therefore the local preference is 
higher on that router: 
route-map LOCAL_PREF permit 10 

 description --- Best way out of our AS --- 

 set local-preference 100 

On gw1 the local preference is set to a lower value to serve as a backup path: 
route-map LOCAL_PREF permit 10 

 description --- Worst way out of our AS --- 

 set local-preference 50 
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For IPv6, the configuration is similar. The peer-groups are called SUNET-IPV6 and 
looks like the following on gw1 with only the neighbor IPv6 address differing between 
the routers: 
router bgp 64549 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 peer-group 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 remote-as 1653 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 update-source GigabitEthernet2/1 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 version 4 
 neighbor 2001:6B0:1E:2::11 peer-group SUNETIPv6 

 address-family ipv6 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 activate 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 send-community 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 soft-reconfiguration inbound 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 in 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 prefix-list SUNET-OUT-IPv6 out 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 route-map LOCAL_PREF in 
 neighbor SUNETIPv6 route-map MED_OUT out 
 neighbor 2001:6B0:1E:2::11 peer-group SUNETIPv6 

On gw2 the neighbor IPv6 address ends with a D instead of 11. 

The route-map statements are pointing to the same route-maps as the IPv4 peer-group 
and thus steer the traffic in the same way. The prefix lists for IPv6 looks and functions a 
bit different from the IPv4 ones though: 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 description --- Relaxed IPv6 filter list --- 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 5 deny 2001:6B0:31::/48 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 10 deny 3FFE::/16 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 15 deny 2001:DB8::/32 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 20 permit 2001::/32 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 25 deny 2001::/32 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 30 permit 2002::/16 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 35 deny 2002::/16 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 40 deny ::/8 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 45 deny FE00::/9 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 50 deny FF00::/8 le 128 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 55 permit ::/0 le 48 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-IN-IPv6 seq 60 deny ::/0 le 128 

The IPv6 prefix-lists are generated from the recommended "relaxed" list at [SPIPV6] The 
relaxed list explicitly block prefixes that should not be received, "blacklist", instead of 
explicitly allow all prefixes to be received, "whitelist", which would require a lot more 
administration as new prefixes must be added. The SUNET-IN-IPv6 prefix lists block 
some addresses that are used for specific IPv6 functions, such as multicast addresses, and 
other reserved ranges. The list only accepts prefixes with a mask up to /48 which mean 
more specific networks will not be accepted. 

As with IPv4, the only networks allowed to be announced is the IPv6 address assigned to 
the local network, 2001:6b0:31::/48, and set with the prefix-list SUNET-OUT-IPv6: 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-OUT-IPv6 description --- IPv6 networks to advertise to 
SUNET --- 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-OUT-IPv6 seq 5 permit 2001:6B0:31::/48 
ipv6 prefix-list SUNET-OUT-IPv6 seq 10 deny ::/0 le 128 

BGP is a heavy protocol requiring a lot of processing power and memory, especially if 
the entire Internet BGP routing table should be processed. Because SUNET is the only 
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peer to the local AS, a default route to them and an announcement of the local public IP 
addresses would have been sufficient, but for lab purposes the whole table is received. 
The show ip bgp summary command on gw1 displays the amount of routes and memory 
used by the IPv4 BGP process: 
BGP router identifier 130.242.82.254, local AS number 64549 

BGP table version is 25802928, main routing table version 25802928 

291928 network entries using 34155576 bytes of memory 

875783 path entries using 45540716 bytes of memory 

158851/51503 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 24145352 bytes of memory 

46531 BGP AS-PATH entries using 2044978 bytes of memory 

3105 BGP community entries using 162870 bytes of memory 

10 BGP extended community entries using 240 bytes of memory 

0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 

0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 

BGP using 106049732 total bytes of memory 

291927 received paths for inbound soft reconfiguration 

BGP activity 1055462/761535 prefixes, 11967197/11085480 paths, scan interval 60 secs 

 

Neighbor        V           AS MsgRcvd MsgSent   TblVer  InQ OutQ Up/Down  State/PfxRcd 

130.242.82.10   4       64549 7319470 1716224 25802941    0    0 8w3d       291928 

130.242.82.253  4        1653 8258616 1488504 25802896    0    0 8w3d       291927 

The equivalent command for IPv6 reveals that the IPv6 Internet routing table is 
significantly smaller than the IPv4 table, but requires much more memory per entry: 
BGP router identifier 130.242.82.254, local AS number 64549 

BGP table version is 1060477, main routing table version 1060477 

1993 network entries using 296957 bytes of memory 

5934 path entries using 450984 bytes of memory 

158851/1584 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 24145352 bytes of memory 

46531 BGP AS-PATH entries using 2044978 bytes of memory 

3105 BGP community entries using 162870 bytes of memory 

10 BGP extended community entries using 240 bytes of memory 

0 BGP route-map cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 

0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 

BGP using 27101381 total bytes of memory 

1992 received paths for inbound soft reconfiguration 

BGP activity 1055462/761535 prefixes, 11967197/11085480 paths, scan interval 60 secs 

 

Neighbor        V           AS MsgRcvd MsgSent   TblVer  InQ OutQ Up/Down  State/PfxRcd 

2001:6B0:1E:2::E 

                4       64549  273241  394257  1060477    0    0 5w2d         1971 

2001:6B0:1E:2::11 

                4        1653  367218   97494  1060477    0    0 5w2d         1970 
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3.2.5.3.2 IS-IS 
The gw routers also participate in the internal routing process to be able to forward 
outside traffic into the AS correctly. The usual logic for configuring the IS-IS system ID 
to correspond to the loopback 0 interface IP address applies here, with gw1 having a 
system ID of 0100.0000.0001 and gw2 0100.0000.0002. The area ID is the same as the 
core, 49, and all interfaces are configured to be level 2 links. IS-IS is also configured for 
IPv6 with wide metrics and multi-topology enabled. The interface GigabitEthernet2/1 
connected to SUNET is included as a passive interface on both routers. 

Because the gw routers are the boundary between the local AS and the Internet all traffic 
with destinations outside the local AS should be sent here. Both routers announce a 
default route into the IS-IS domain with the command default-information 
originate route-map ISIS_METRIC both in the main IS-IS process (for IPv4) and in 
the address-family for IPv6. The route-map ISIS_METRIC sets the metric of the default-
route. Since gw2 should be preferred way out, this metric is lower. The route-map 
ISIS_METRIC on gw2 is configured as follows: 
route-map ISIS_METRIC permit 10 

 description --- Metric for the default IS-IS route --- 

 set metric 50 

On gw1 the metric is higher: 
route-map ISIS_METRIC permit 10 

 description --- Metric for the backup default IS-IS route --- 

 set metric 100 

This configuration makes sure that if something would happen to gw2, all traffic out of 
the local AS would take the path through gw1 instead. Unfortunately, these route-maps 
does not increase the metric on IPv6 IS-IS routes. However, in the version of IOS 
running on the gw routers the default-originate command requires a route-map under the 
ipv6 address-family, so the route-map ISIS_METRIC is added anyway. It will mean that 
IPv6 traffic sent to the default route may end up on the wrong router (gw1) and have to 
travel an extra hop in order to be forwarded out of the local AS. 

3.2.5.3.3 Null routing 
When these two routers both announce a default route, they announce it to each other 
which will cause a packet with an unknown destination to just hop between them. To 
prevent this, a null route, also called a blackhole route, is added to both routers by the 
static routes ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 Null0 and ipv6 route ::/0 Null0. Static 
routes have an administrative distance of 1, meaning these routes will take precedence 
over the default route advertised by IS-IS and will be installed in the routing table. This 
makes sure that packets for unknown destinations are dropped at both routers and not 
looped or forwarded by chance. Since the gw routers have both the full Internet routing 
table for IPv4 and IPv6 and the full internal routing table, they are aware of all possible 
destinations and can safely drop packets if they do not know the destination. 

The networks 77.238.56.0/23 and 2001:6b0:31::/48 are the public networks assigned to 
the local AS. All addresses in these ranges are not used, so to prevent any strange errors, 
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blackhole routes are configured on both gw routers with the commands ip route 
77.238.56.0 255.255.254.0 Null0 254 and ipv6 route 2001:6B0:31::/48 Null0 
254. This will make sure that the gw routers will accept any packets destined for these 
networks while still forwarding them to the correct destination if it exists. The static 
routes are installed in the routing table with an administrative distance of 254, meaning 
they are the worst possible choice. 

3.2.5.3.4 MPLS 
MPLS is enabled for all internal interfaces on the gw routers and the LDP ID is set to the 
IP address of the loopback 0 interfaces. TE tunnels are not enabled on these routers 
because of unknown problems which are described in further detail in the discussion 
section “The excessive CPU usage problem”. 

3.2.5.4 Traffic filtering and security 
Because there are many private addresses and devices that should not be able to access 
the Internet in the local AS, traffic will have to be filtered before it is sent to SUNET. 
This is accomplished with access-lists called ALLOW_OUT set on the outside interfaces 
with the command ip access-group ALLOW_OUT out only permitting certain traffic. 
The access-list on gw2 is configured as follows: 
ip access-list extended ALLOW_OUT 

 permit ip 77.238.56.0 0.0.1.255 any 

 permit ip 130.242.82.8 0.0.0.3 any 

 permit ip 130.242.82.252 0.0.0.3 any 

 deny   ip any any log 

The IP address of the outside interfaces themselves and the public network are the only 
networks that are allowed access to the Internet and all other traffic is denied and logged. 

IPv6 is somewhat trickier since all addresses in the local AS are public. However, some 
traffic must be denied, either because the device should not have access to the Internet or 
because the traffic is not intended to be sent outside the local AS. The IPv6 access lists 
are called ALLOW_OUT_IPv6 and are configured as follows: 
ipv6 access-list ALLOW_OUT_IPv6 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:1E:2::10/126 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:1E:2::C/126 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31::C01D:0/112 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31::A5A:0/112 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31:BEEF::/64 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31:D1CE::/64 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31:1337::/64 any 

 permit ipv6 2001:6B0:31:ABBA::/64 any 

 deny ipv6 any any 

These are the only hosts and networks considered public in the local AS. 
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3.2.3.5 The gw routers 
Both the gw routers are Cisco 10720 series routers and are located in different rooms than 
the other equipment, and in different rooms from each other. This is because they are 
terminating the fiber connections coming in from SUNET to different optical switches. 
Both routers have the equivalent physical interfaces, 1 OC-48 SRP interface, 4 Gigabit 
Ethernet SFP fiber interfaces and 8 Fast Ethernet RJ45 interfaces, with only the SRP and 
one Gigabit Ethernet interface in use. 

The gw routers are under the heaviest load of all devices in the network because of the 
resource-intense BGP routing process. Both routers have a constant CPU usage of around 
15% and a memory usage of about 290MB for gw2 and 340MB for gw1. This can be 
compared to the core routers which utilize 1% cpu and at most 40MB of memory. 

3.2.6 Other 
This topic lists the implementations not specific for any of the layers the network is 
normally divided into.  

3.2.6.1 Global router configuration 
These are some general commands that are configured on all Cisco devices. 

3.2.6.1.1 NTP 
All routers and switches use Defiant as the NTP server. To configure this, the correct 
time zone and summer-time the following commands are required: 
ntp server 10.0.2.20 
clock timezone CET 1 
clock summer-time CET recurring last sunday march 02:00 last sunday 
october 02:00 60 

3.2.6.1.2 SNMP 
The devices have different MIBs that can be monitored, but the commands snmp-server 
enable traps and snmp-server enable informs enables all SNMP MIBs available. 

3.2.6.1.3 AAA 
All servers use Defiant as the authentication server for user login. The following three 
commands configure Defiant as the TACACS+ server to be used: 
tacacs-server host 10.0.2.20 
tacacs-server key <password> 
ip tacacs source-interface Loopback0 

To enable login authentication on the devices, the following commands create a group 
called TACLOGIN using the TACACS+ server on Defiant for authentication, or a local 
user allowed if the server is not reachable: 
aaa new-model 
aaa authentication login TACLOGIN tacacs+ local 
aaa authentication enable default tacacs+ enable  

To enable authorization of commands, the following configuration is needed: 
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aaa authorization exec default tacacs+ local 
aaa authorization commands 0 default tacacs+ local 
aaa authorization commands 1 default tacacs+ local 
aaa authorization commands 15 default tacacs+ local 

Finally to enable accounting (logging) to the Defiant server the following two commands 
are entered: 
aaa accounting exec default start-stop tacacs+ 
aaa accounting commands 15 default start-stop tacacs+ 

The group TACLOGIN must be configured to be used when a user logs in to the router. 
This is done under the line interfaces “con 0”, “aux 0” and “vty 0 4” with the command 
login authentication TACLOGIN. The command transport input ssh is also 
configured where possible to only allow more secure SSH logins instead of telnet. 

3.2.6.1.4 IP hosts 
IP hosts are local aliases for IP addresses. All routers have a list of IP hosts to simplify 
management and troubleshooting from the routers, both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. An 
example of the IPv4 and IPv6 host configuration for BIG is: 
ip host big 10.0.0.3 
ipv6 host bigv6 2001:6B0:31::3 

 3.2.6.1.5 Banner 
A message of the day banner is a way to give some information about the management of 
the device and to inform unauthorized users to go away. This piece of information is 
given in the message of the day banner: 
This is <device name> at MDH 
Owner NetCenter (IDT) 
For operational problems contact conny.collander@mdh.se 
Authorized access only, all transactions are logged. 

3.2.6.1.6 Security 
For security reasons, some services normally running on the devices are turned off, for 
example CDP which sends out a lot of information about the device. The command 
Service password-encryption is also configured which encrypts all passwords in the 
configuration file with a weak encryption. 

On the line interfaces, an access list that only allows connections from the management 
network is configured to prevent unauthorized users from trying to gain access. 

3.2.6.2 The server room 
The server room is a room in the IDT department of Mälardalen University located on the 
third floor. It has been used as a server room for some time, and this is where the 
equipment has been placed in the earlier projects. As there are no other suitable server 
rooms available, this room has been used to place most of the equipment in this project as 
well, although it is not ideal as a server room. 
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Figure 3.50 The server room 

There are four main racks in the room and one smaller. The first two racks are for 
NetLab, which is a remote lab system separate from this project. The third of the main 
racks is a standard 19-inch rack in which the two rack servers Constitution and Excelsior 
and also Ambassador are placed, above the three routers Upper, Middle and Lower. 
These routers are placed on shelves since they are bulky and not rack-mountable. 

Rack #4 is where all other servers are placed plus the IPH routers, the server switches, 
NATROUTER and Entrepid, which is the power supply for the GSR routers. Since the 
servers are regular PCs, they are also placed on shelves, as are the IPH routers. 

The smaller rack #5 is where the fiber and Ethernet jacks connecting to the distribution 
facilities are; therefore the fiber converter is mounted in this rack. Mounted here is also a 
switch belonging to the IT department of the school. 

3.2.6.2.1 Flaws 
The most serious fault of the server room is perhaps the ventilation. There are two air 
conditioning units, but they seem to be too weak for this kind of room and the air flow is 
really bad. The temperature is not high enough to be critical for the equipment, but it is 
still much too hot, and if the air conditioning should fail in some way there is no backup. 
A related problem is that the room is too humid, which could damage or reduce the life 
span of the equipment. 

The location of the room also proves to be a problem. Because it is located on the third 
floor of the building, there are some weight limitations, 150kg per square meter. This 
must be kept in mind when placing the equipment since BIG and Small for example both 
weigh a lot and placing them together would exceed the limit, even though it would be 
preferred for the network and electricity cabling. 

3.2.6.2.2 Electricity 
There are two separate electrical grids in the server room with one distribution board 
each. Both have three main fuses at 50 amperes a piece and then 8 outlets or group of 
outlets spread throughout the room with separate 16 ampere fuses. 
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The first of the grids is labeled "B1DDAD:2A" and has the common standard wall 
sockets grouped in 6 for every fuse. This grid is only used for the server room computer. 

The other grid is labeled "B1FFC:8" and is the one used for all the equipment since it is 
protected by an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). This grid does not use common 
wall sockets, but only one 16A socket for each fuse which is of the IEC 60309 standard. 

The power is divided as follows: 

B1FFC:8 S1 - Rack #4: Entrepid (BIG, Small) 

B1FFC:8 S2 - Rack #3: Constitution, Middle#1, Middle#2, Lower#1, Excelsior, 
Ambassador, Lower#2 (not functional) 

B1FFC:8 S3 - (line one) Rack #5: The IT department's switch, the fiber converter 

B1FFC:8 S3 - (line two) Rack #4: IPH lab server, IPH1, IPH2, Galaxy, SrvSW1 

B1FFC:8 S3 - (line three) Rack #4: Sequoia, NATROUTER, SrvSW2, Nebula, Defiant 

B1FFC:8 S4 - Rack #2: Netlab 

B1FFC:8 S5 - Rack #2: Netlab, Upper#1, Upper#2 

B1FFC:8 S6 - Rack #1: Netlab 

B1DDAD:2A S6 - Server room computer 

3.2.6.2.2.1 Entrepid 
The unit called Entrepid is an external PSU manufactured by Powec and has a model 
number of PPS 7.48-3500. It takes 230V AC power as input and outputs 48-60V DC 
power to BIG and Small (currently 55,32V). Entrepid has a standard Ethernet port for 
management, but it is not connected since it requires a special application to operate. 

3.2.6.3 The fiber converters 
The Fiber converters are E-MCC-1600 Media Conversion Centers from Transition 
Networks. They have redundant power, a console port for initial configuration and a Fast 
Ethernet port which acts as a management port. They support incoming telnet 
connections for remote management and trap support for SNMP version 1. There are only 
7 MIBs configured by default: 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysDescr.0 = STRING: Transition Networks E-MCC-1600 Media 
Conversion Center, build 990922MS 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysObjectID.0 = OID: SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.868.1.4.2 
DISMAN-EVENT-MIB::sysUpTimeInstance = Timeticks: (441820400) 51 days, 
3:16:44.00 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysContact.0 = STRING: SysContact not yet initialized 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysName.0 = STRING: MCC16 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysLocation.0 = STRING: SysLocation not yet initialized 
SNMPv2-MIB::sysServices.0 = INTEGER: 1 

One of the fiber converters is located in the server room and one is located in an 
intermediate distribution facility. Five fiber cables are connected between them, the four 
links between the IPH routers and the lab premises and one between SrvSW1 and the 
NOC. The converter in the server room also converts the links between Small and the 
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server switches since there are only fiber interfaces on Small and only copper interfaces 
on the switches. 

The fiber converter in the server room is configured as follows: 
SET IP=10.0.1.46 
SET NETMASK=255.255.255.252 
SET GATEWAY=10.0.1.45 
SET PUBLIC=SNMP-CORE 
SET PRIVATE=<pass> 
SET TRAPMGR=10.0.2.21 

The SET=oid,type,value can be used to set a value on a MIB in the converters. 

sysContact.0 is set to "conny". 
sysName.0 is set to "FiberConv1". 
sysLocation.0 is set to "srvrm". 

The fiber converter in the intermediate distribution facility has a default configuration. 

The exact physical connections between the fiber converters through the school’s internal 
network can be seen in Appendix IV. 

3.3 Future work 

3.3.1 Proposal 1 - Creating policies and users for Windows AD, 7,5hp 
To achieve the full potential functionality that resides within the Windows Server, there 
is a need to explore different strategies for filling the Active directory with users and 
decide on what policies to apply. The available solutions today are either to type users in 
by hand, one by one or replicating the Active Directory from Malardalen University’s IT-
department.  

Replication has been discussed between NetCenter and the IT-department but they have 
not reached an agreement yet. If replication is not agreed on by the two departments, a 
strategy to add and remove users into NetCenters AD has to be designed. It could involve 
designing a script or an application to parse a list of students that NetCenter can extract 
from LADOK and then formatting it into a list of usable accounts. The creator will also 
have to decide when students are to be removed from the AD, students that have quit the 
application or graduated should after a time no longer have log on rights. 

3.3.2 Proposal 2 - Completing the Windows Server Installation with 
Microsoft Exchange and a mailbox interface, 15hp 
This proposal includes everything in Proposal 1 and also completion of the Microsoft 
Exchange installation onto the Windows Server, making this a larger project. When 
Exchange is fully working, a web GUI should be installed so that all users in the AD will 
be able to access mail accounts associated with their AD user profile. When this is done, 
the mail-notification service in Nagios should be researched. If it is possible Nagios 
should be setup to use the Exchange server to send a mail to a specific account at a 
telecommunications provider, whom then sends an SMS to a group of numbers, the NOC 
personal and teachers at NetCenter to notify them about network-problems. 
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3.3.3 Proposal 3 – Substituting old equipment, 7,5/15hp 
As we have mentioned some of the older devices are having problems with the 
environment in the server room. Some line cards have been wedged and a couple of PSUs 
have short-circuited and have to be replaced. In a live production environment such 
problems have to be addressed in the matter of hours or at tops within the same day. The 
equipment that is in used today might have broken even in a better facility, just because it 
is old and torn. Therefore there is a need for new equipment that comes with a Service 
License Agreement (SLA), so that any hardware disruptions will be fixed accordingly. 

Depending on how many devices that is to be replaced this project can vary in scale, if a 
bigger substitution is planned, the topology may have to be redesigned. 

3.3.4 Proposal 4 – Designing Routines for handling the Network, 
7,5hp 
During our thesis we have setup a lot tools for handling the network but we have not 
designed what routines that should be kept in mind when using these tools. As of now 
there are no directions on how to handle any disruption other than fixing it as fast as 
possible.  

We have designed a strategy for handling tunnels when new collaborations are 
established but we have not designed a way to organize and document the partnership. 
What parameters are important to keep track of? What IP addresses should a new partner 
be using in NetCenters network? These are just two examples of questions that need to be 
answered before NetCenter can engage in any partnerships. Perhaps some sort of 
application could be written to automatically generate the output to be entered into the 
firewall and IPH routers’ CLI when a new partnership is registered into the application. 
There might even be ways to refine our strategy for collaboration.  
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4 Discussion 

4.1 The excessive CPU usage problem on the gw routers 
When the BGP peering to SUNET was established, the CPU usage of the gw routers was 
significant and steadily averaged 30-35%. We knew a full BGP feed was going to 
consume a lot of resources and thought this to be normal at the time. What we considered 
strange though was holes in our monitoring graphs, where seemingly the routers did not 
respond to the SNMP requests of Cacti. Still, the forwarding of traffic and other normal 
functions seemed to be unaffected, so no thorough investigation was made. 

 
Figure 3.51 Screenshot of a Cacti graph showing dropped SNMP packets 

A while later though, we noticed the CPU usage on gw2 had been suddenly cut in half 
suddenly. There did not seem to be anything wrong with the BGP process or any other 
normal router operation, so we looked through the logs to see what could have caused 
this drop in load. What we found was that the command no mpls traffic-eng 
tunnels had been issued on the router, disabling MPLS TE tunnels globally. MPLS TE 
tunnels is a feature that had been considered a default function of all the core equipment 
because they all use MPLS for forwarding; and although no TE tunnels are currently 
configured, it has been enabled on all equipment to support future deployment. 

We tried disabling the TE tunnels feature on gw1 as well with the same results as on gw2, 
CPU usage dropped to about 15% and there were no dropped SNMP updates to Cacti. 
Now that the cause of the problem had been discovered, we tried to look deeper and see 
what the real reason behind this was because it seemed strange that a feature that was not 
being utilized would consume such a huge amount of resources. 
CPU utilization for five seconds: 43%/1%; one minute: 31%; five minutes: 32% 

 PID Runtime(ms)   Invoked      uSecs   5Sec   1Min   5Min TTY Process 
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  64  1077764952  11817867      91198 41.35% 21.47% 18.44%   0 camr_periodic_st 

  68    18715884  35616821        525  0.15%  0.27%  0.28%   0 BGP Router 

  46     2565956  17566384        146  0.07%  0.08%  0.03%   0 IP Input 

   9     3348040   5702706        587  0.07%  0.04%  0.05%   0 EnvMon 

 122      500640   2959808        169  0.07%  0.00%  0.00%   0 ISIS Upd core 

 

This is an excerpt of the show processes cpu sorted 5sec command, showing the 
running processes on the router and how much CPU power is consumed. The 5Sec, 1Min 
and 5Min columns are the average CPU consumption during that time period. 

From this output, the problem is evident. The process camr_periodic_st is consuming 
40% of the CPU when running, and runs about half of the time as shown by the almost 
20% of total average CPU power used. This should not be a problem in itself, since there 
is plenty of CPU power available when this process is running. The problem arises when 
taking into account the normal router operation when running BGP. 

As shown in the first output, camr_periodic_st is the only process consuming a 
significant amount of resources, but as said earlier BGP consumes about 15% of CPU 
power during normal operation. 15% is an average figure and comes from a process 
called BGP scanner which is run every 60 seconds. BGP scanner scans the BGP table and 
the routing table and checks if the routes are synchronized between them. BGP scanner 
will run for about 5-10 seconds and consume a major amount of resources during that 
time as can be shown in the next output:  
CPU utilization for five seconds: 57%/3%; one minute: 40%; five minutes: 26% 

 PID Runtime(ms)   Invoked      uSecs   5Sec   1Min   5Min TTY Process 

 137   557496680   3502935     159155 48.39% 14.27% 10.73%   0 BGP Scanner 

  30   105008816   6029128      17416  3.67%  1.88%  1.81%   0 Per-Second Jobs 

  68    18714420  35613520        525  0.71%  0.34%  0.33%   0 BGP Router 

   9     3347748   5702246        587  0.15%  0.11%  0.05%   0 EnvMon 

   3        1060       500       2120  0.07%  0.58%  0.24%   2 SSH Process 

When scanning, the CPU usage is about 50%, and with some other processes also 
running the total CPU usage approaches 60%. Therefore, when the BGP scanner and 
camr_periodic_st happens to be running at the same time, all available CPU power is 
used and this is believed to be what causes for example SNMP packets to be dropped: 
CPU utilization for five seconds: 100%/2%; one minute: 38%; five minutes: 33% 

 PID Runtime(ms)   Invoked      uSecs   5Sec   1Min   5Min TTY Process 

 137   557546560   3503247     159157 50.85% 11.16%  9.53%   0 BGP Scanner 

  64  1077767084  11817890      91199 40.46% 21.41% 18.51%   0 camr_periodic_st 

   4    69685444   3564623      19549  5.46%  1.39%  1.28%   0 Check heaps 

  68    18715908  35616885        525  0.15%  0.26%  0.28%   0 BGP Router 

  46     2565972  17566420        146  0.07%  0.08%  0.04%   0 IP Input 

So what does camr_periodic_st do? We do not actually know exactly. From the original 
discovery it is known to have something to do with MPLS TE tunnels, and only when 
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there is a major amount of routes in the routing table since this does not happen on the 
other routers and it did not happen when the BGP peering had not been established. A 
search for the process name "camr_periodic_st" returns zero results from search engines 
and it is not mentioned in any Cisco support documents that we can find. From the name, 
it seems like it could have something to do with the Content Addressable Memory 
(CAM) table, but it seems strange that only TE tunnels would cause this. 

Until the real reason is established and perhaps some workaround is discovered, TE 
tunnels remain disabled on the gw routers. 

 
3.52 Screenshot of a Cacti graph showing CPU usage on GW1 

4.2 Attacks 
There are regularly attacks on the network from the Internet, from simple ping sweeps to 
full SSH brute force attempts. So far, no attack has been noticably successful. Middle has 
been used by us as the entry point for remote SSH access to the network during this 
project and is the only SSH-enabled device that accepts outside connections; therefore it 
is also the device most exposed to attacks. 

By using an IP locator service such as http://www.geobytes.com/ipLocator.htm the origin 
of the attacks can be established with decent accuracy for at least the country, although it 
may also just be a proxy. The majority of attacks are originated in China, but other 
countries noticed have been South Korea, Russia, USA, France, Germany and Sweden. 

4.2.1 SSH brute force 
A SSH brute force attack is an attack by a bot trying to gain access to a network by 
finding SSH-enabled devices.Most often the tactic is to attempt a large number of logins 
trying to find a user with a simple or no password, only attempting each once. Some 
attackers try many passwords for one common user, like "root", instead. 

All SSH attempts are logged and this is a start of an attack: 
Aug  7 06:37:26 10.0.0.6 19569: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_SESSION: SSH2 Session request from 
222.109.206.50 (tty = 0) using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 'hmac-sha1' Succeeded 
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Aug  7 06:37:29 10.0.0.6 19570: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_USERAUTH: User 'test' authentication 
for SSH2 Session from 222.109.206.50 (tty = 0) using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 
'hmac-sha1' Failed 

Aug  7 06:37:29 10.0.0.6 19571: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_CLOSE: SSH2 Session from 222.109.206.50 
(tty = 0) for user 'test' using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 'hmac-sha1' closed 

Aug  7 06:37:31 10.0.0.6 19572: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_SESSION: SSH2 Session request from 
222.109.206.50 (tty = 0) using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 'hmac-sha1' Succeeded 

Aug  7 06:37:34 10.0.0.6 19573: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_USERAUTH: User 'test1' authentication 
for SSH2 Session from 222.109.206.50 (tty = 0) using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 
'hmac-sha1' Failed 

Aug  7 06:37:34 10.0.0.6 19574: 7w0d: %SSH-5-SSH2_CLOSE: SSH2 Session from 222.109.206.50 
(tty = 0) for user 'test1' using crypto cipher 'aes128-cbc', hmac 'hmac-sha1' closed 

This particular attack seems to come from South Korea and was a long one, 3,5 hours; 
most of the attacks only last up to 15 minutes. Since every attempt take about 5 seconds, 
this means around 2500 logins were attempted. Unfortunately we do not know any way 
to limit the amount of SSH logins from a certain IP address on Cisco devices, so our 
defense against these attacks is to have strong passwords for our login names. 

The usernames tried are common usernames particularly present on Linux/UNIX 
computers. Every attack tries the most common ones like "root", "user", "test", "admin" 
and variations of them. Also common are usernames from certain applications like 
"postgres", "postmaster", "oracle", "webadmin" and roles in companies like "sales", 
"staff", "recruit", "office". Most of the logins tried though are common first names and 
nicks, where "michael" seems to be the one tried the most. 

4.2.2 Other 
Ping sweeps are relatively harmless network reconnaissance attacks that can discover 
which IP addresses in our address range are used. Many of our available addresses are not 
in use, which means only a few devices with public IP addresses can respond to these, of 
which some are blocked by the access lists on the gw routers. All blocked packets are 
logged and this is an example of a ping sweep where replies are blocked: 
Jul 28 08:57:01 10.0.0.2 216233: Jul 28 08:56:58.730 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.3 -> 66.129.65.24 (11/0), 1 packet 

Jul 28 08:57:09 10.0.0.2 216234: Jul 28 08:57:08.014 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.74 -> 66.129.65.24 (11/0), 1 packet 

Jul 28 08:57:18 10.0.0.2 216235: Jul 28 08:57:17.922 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.98 -> 66.129.65.24 (3/3), 1 packet 

Jul 28 09:02:06 10.0.0.2 216236: Jul 28 09:02:05.198 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.3 -> 66.129.65.24 (11/0), 1 packet 

Jul 28 09:03:06 10.0.0.2 216237: Jul 28 09:03:05.282 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.98 -> 66.129.65.24 (3/3), 1 packet 

Jul 28 09:03:06 10.0.0.2 216238: Jul 28 09:03:05.286 MET-DST: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 
ALLOW_OUT denied icmp 10.0.1.74 -> 66.129.65.24 (11/0), 1 packet 

Some attackers are trying to find web servers by connecting to one of our public IP 
addresses on port 80. As we have no public web servers all these attacks fail. 
Ambassador is the only device that logs these attacks; the other devices just drop the 
bogus traffic. 
Jul 30 15:32:49 10.0.1.70 Jul 30 2009 13:32:49 10.0.1.70 : %ASA-3-710003: TCP access 
denied by ACL from 74.95.182.57/2711 to outside:77.238.56.2/80 
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Jul 30 16:58:14 10.0.1.70 Jul 30 2009 14:58:14 10.0.1.70 : %ASA-3-710003: TCP access 
denied by ACL from 124.133.252.204/50911 to outside:77.238.56.2/80 

4.3 The logrotate problem 
logrotate is an application that is run by cron and rotates the syslog log files on a daily 
basis. If a log file is bigger than 1 MByte when logrotate is run the log file is renamed to 
<filename>.0 and a new file <filename> is created. On the Defiant-server this translates 
to the file cisco.log being renamed to cisco.log.0 and a new file called cisco.log is 
created. The problem that occurs is that the newly created cisco.log has completely other 
permissions and is owned by the user syslog. This affects the null’ing process in the 
script run.sh and the result is duplicate entries in the sorted log files in the 
/home/server/www folder 

The problem with changed permissions on cisco.log has not been resolved and the reason 
is still unknown. It is hard to simulate a real event like a flapping interface which spam 
messages to the syslog facility and since cron is run once a day and accesses cisco.log it 
is a very time consuming way of troubleshooting. It is not determined if it is syslog or 
logrotate that changes the permissions on cisco.log. The file should not grow to the size 
of 10 Mbytes which the limit for logrotate is set to, even in the event of a flapping 
interface. But it is not clear if that limit setting is functional. To avoid duplicate entries in 
the sorted log files a cron event takes place 23:58 every day that sets the permission to 
allow everything for everyone. 

4.4 Peering with SUNET 
An important part of this project is the Internet connection provided by SUNET. We were 
promised two Internet connections and an amount of public IP addresses from SUNET, to 
be delivered to us through our supervisor Gunnar, at the start of the project. This proved 
to take a long time and was one of the main sources of delays in our work. 

On June 8th, closer to our projected ending date than the starting date, we were told that 
we had been assigned the public IPv4 address space 77.238.56.0/23, but no actual 
connection. 

On June 16th we got the IPv6 address space 2001:6b0:31::/48 and the link networks for 
IPv4 and IPv6 and were told that as soon as the gw routers were configured the links 
were ready to be enabled. We configured the routers and asked for the connection to be 
turned on a few days later, but nothing happened even though we were told everything 
was enabled. 

On June 22nd we got a mail saying SUNET gave us the wrong link networks, they were 
supposed to be reversed. We corrected the configuration and our link interfaces to 
SUNET could be reached from the outside, but only using IPv4 and the BGP 
neighborship was not established. 

In the beginning of July after some contact with SUNET the IPv4 BGP peering was fully 
working.  

On July 14th, after several mails back and forth we finally had everything working. 
SUNET had apparently forgotten to configure the BGP neighborship for IPv6. 
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To sum it up we had a lot of problems with SUNET to get our Internet connection 
working and most of the problems were on their side, but since the connection was 
established there have been no problems. 

5 Method 
Since we did not have an exact problem formulation or demand requirement at the 
starting date of the thesis, we started out by discussing possible solutions and topologies 
for the equipment we thought was available. After some meeting and discussions we had 
a good idea of the demands and requirements from NetCenter of specific services and 
functions they wanted and we started planning for how to implement them in the 
topology we had designed. 

The start of the project was to get a grip of the specifications and limitations of the 
available networking equipment. Before starting to configure the equipment, we cleaned 
out the previous NetCenter storage room next to the lab premises to use as a NOC and 
this is the room where we spent most of the time working on this thesis. Initially, most 
equipment were configured by console connections either from the computer in the server 
room or in the NOC room for the devices small enough to be carried. When the initial 
configuration was done the equipment could be remotely accessed from the NOC room. 

The server room was rearranged because of weight and ventilation problems, which are 
still present but not as bad. New racks for the equipment have been installed and the 
wiring for both electricity and networking has been improved dramatically from the state 
before this project. 

Since we are a group of four, which is a very large group for a thesis, we have had to 
divide the work amongst each other as much as possible. Many tasks have been solved 
together and we all have a big picture of the functions and features in the network, but we 
have also each specialized on specific area. This has worked out fine, with everyone 
having had something to do during the project. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 
To sum up our work, we have met as many of our set demands as good as we possibly 
could have, given the circumstances; and while we are not completely satisfied with the 
results, we have accomplished more than we first expected. The ISP we have set up is 
operational with Internet access, a lab network and servers providing the necessary 
planned services. We also came up with some additional solutions not originally 
intended, such as the IPH lab server. 

However, there are also some planned services that are not fully functional. The 
Windows domain, which was supposed to replace the current MDH Internet access in the 
lab premises, is not implemented fully. It has been planned and tested with a fully 
prepared Windows server, but some circumstances has prevented a live deployment; first 
and foremost the lack of administrative capabilities of the NetCenter staff. 

The second major service not fully implemented is the VPN remote access solution 
through Ambassador. This has also been planned and tested in a lab environment, but not 
with any actual customers. 

The deadline of the project was considerably exceeded. Much because the scope of the 
project became a lot larger than originally intended and many parts of the project have 
been thoroughly tested and gone through several iterations. Some delays have also been 
due to late deliveries. The Internet connection for example was a major part of the 
project, but was delivered close to the initial projected ending date for the thesis. 

Even though there have been problems and delays, the project has been very educational 
and informative. While our knowledge previous to this project was good, it has not been 
nearly enough and a lot of the technologies and services we have implemented have been 
previously unknown to us. We have been forced to do a lot of troubleshooting and find 
out new solutions when there have been problems. 

A challenge of the project has also been the future of the ISP. It has to be maintained and 
supervised, and the not fully implemented parts have to be fixed. Originally the idea was 
that networking students were supposed to have some responsibility. We do not know if 
this will be the case, but we leave the ISP in the hands of our supervisors at NetCenter. 
Several future theses works could be conceived using this ISP. 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Appendix I – Netcenter demands 
The goal is to create a new Internet Provider. 
You will be connected to one” GIX” via one 2.5Gbit/s SRP-ring and you will configure 
both the GIX:s and the the equipment that connects to it. 

You have one IPV6 net and 2pcs of IPV4 C-networks that you can use 

You should be able to provide Internet to your customers, so that they have possibility to 
get a full BGP-feed. 

In order to do this you must make a full inventory of which equipment and connections 
that are available and what might need to be ordered. 

What applications do you intend to use? Open source or commercial products, compare 
the alternatives. 

Other services that should be offered. 
DNS for IPv4 and IPV6 (support for DNSSEC is desirable)  

Mail 

NTP 

VPN 

Possibility for end customers can buy guaranteed bandwidth 

Network operation center 
Develop procedures and tools in order to 

• Monitoring of the networkingequipment 

• Loggning and analysis of different trafficpatterns 

• Administer and maintain DNS, mail and services for the ISP 

• Administer domain registration & IP address address information in the ISP 

• Examine, solve and document problems. 

 

A production network 

Users will be verified with 802.1x-technology before access to the network is permitted. 

The members will be in a Lab premises  

Everything shall be documented and handed over to the clientorganisation so that they 
can start off as smoothly as possible. 
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8.2 Appendix II – Inventory 
This is a list of all the networking equipment we had at the starting date, with all modules 
and line cards listed. 

Model Name Module slot0 slot1 
7505 IPH1 RSP Route Switching Processor 
    0 Packet over Sonet 
    1 Packet over Sonet 
    2 Packet over Sonet Fastethernet RJ45 
    3 DS3 Serial Fastethernet RJ45 
          
7505 IPH2 RSP Route Switching Processor 
    0 Packet over Sonet 
    1 Packet over Sonet Fastethernet RJ45 
    2 FDDI-MM-FD Fastethernet RJ45 
    3 Packet over Sonet E3 Serial 
          
7200 se-gw 0 Fast Ethernet Input/Output Controller 
   1 Ethernet 10-BT 8port 
    2 Fast Serial Enhanced 
    3 Ethernet 10-BT 4port 
    4 Tom 
    5 Tom 
    6 FDDI-MM-FD 
         
          
7507 Upper 0 Fast Serial Enhanced Fast Serial Enhanced 
    1 E1 G.703/G.704-75 Ohm Fast Ethernet RJ45 
    2 RSP Route Switch Processor 2 
    3 RSP Tom 
    4 Fast Ethernet MM Fast Ethernet RJ45 
    5 Packet over Sonet 
    6 FDDI-MM FDDI-SM-FD 
    PSU upper On 
    PSU lower Off 
          
7507 Middle 0 Fast Serial Interface Processor 
    1 E3 Serial tom 
    2 RSP Route Switch Processor 2 
    3 RSP RSP Blank carrier (tom) 
    4 Packet over Sonet 
    5 Packet over Sonet 
    6 FDDI-SM-FD Fast Ethernet RJ45 
    PSU upper On 
    PSU lower Off 
          
7507 Lower 0 Packet over Sonet 
    1 Fast Ethernet RJ45 FDDI-SM-FD 
    2 RSP Route Switch Processor 2 
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    3 RSP Tom 
    4 Fast Ethernet RJ45 Fast Ethernet MM 
    5 Tom 
    6 Fast Serial Interface Processor 
    PSU upper On 
    PSU lower Off 
          
GSR 12016 BIG 0 3 GigabitEthernet 
    1 8-FE-TX-RJ45-B 
    2 8FE-FX-SC-B 
    3 8FE-FX-SC-B 
    4 Tom 
    5 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-LR-SC-B 
    6 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-LR-SC-B 
    GRP7 Route Processor 
    8 Tom 
    9 Tom 
    10 Tom 
    11 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-SR-SC-B 
    12 Tom 
    13 Tom 
    14 Tom 
    15 Tom 
    Alarm0 Alarm 
    Alarm1 Alarm 
    DC Power B1 Off 
    DC Power B2 Off 
    DC Power A2 Pwr OK 
    DC Power A1 Pwr OK 
         
         
          
GSR 12008 Small 0 OC-12/STM-4 SM IR POS 
    1 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-LR-SC-B 
    2 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-SR-SC-B 
    3 Tom 
    CSC0 Tom 
    CSC1 CSC-8 
    4 8FE-FX-SC-B 
    5 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-LR/SC-B 
    6 OC-48/STM-16 SRP-SR/SC-B 
    7 Route Processor 

    
DC Power 

Top Input OK 

    
DC Power 

Low Off 
         
         
          

5509 
Server-
Switch 1 S-X5530 Supervicer Engine III- NFFC 
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    2 WS-X5203 
12xRJ45 10/100 MPS FastEtherchannel Switching 

Module 
    3 Tom 
    4 WS-X 5302 Route Switch Module 
    5 12 x FastEtherchannel Switching Module MMF 

    
6 WS-X 
5225R 24 x 10/100 Base-TX 

    7 Tom 
    8 Tom 
    9 WS-X 5158 ATM Lan emulation module dual MMF 

    
Power Supply 

1 On 

    
Power Supply 

2 Tom 
         
          

2600 
NOC-
Router   FastEthernet 0/0 

      FastEthernet 0/1 
         
         
          
HP ProCurve NOC-switch   24x 10/100 Ethernet RJ45 
Switch 2626     2x GigaBitEthernet RJ45 
      2x GigaBit IC (tomma) 
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 8.3 Appendix III – VPN configuration files 
ISP1 
hostname ISP1 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 172.17.1.1 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/1 
 ip address 172.18.1.1 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
interface Serial0/0/0 
 ip address 10.0.0.1 255.255.255.0 
 no fair-queue 
 clock rate 56000 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 area 0 
 
ISP2 
hostname ISP2 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 172.16.1.1 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
interface Serial0/0/0 
 ip address 10.0.0.2 255.255.255.0 
 no fair-queue 
! 
interface Serial0/0/1 
 no ip address 
 shutdown 
 clock rate 2000000 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 area 0 
NetCFW 
hostname NetCenterFW 
domain-name Netcenter 
enable password 8Ry2YjIyt7RRXU24 encrypted 
names 
! 
interface Ethernet0/0 
 nameif outside 
 security-level 0 
 ip address 172.16.1.2 255.255.255.0  
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! 
interface Ethernet0/1 
 nameif inside 
 security-level 100 
 ip address 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0  
! 
! 
passwd 2KFQnbNIdI.2KYOU encrypted 
ftp mode passive 
dns server-group DefaultDNS 
 domain-name Netcenter 
object-group network OBJ_NETC_NET 
 network-object 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 
 network-object 192.168.4.0 255.255.255.0 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUST1 
 network-object 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 
 network-object 192.168.2.0 255.255.255.0 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUST2 
 network-object 192.168.3.0 255.255.255.0 
object-group network OBJ_VPN_CUSTOMERS 
 group-object OBJ_VPN_CUST1 
 group-object OBJ_VPN_CUST2 
access-list outside_10_cryptomap remark ###Traffic for VPN CUST1### 
access-list outside_10_cryptomap extended permit ip object-group 
OBJ_NETC_NET object-group OBJ_VPN_CUST1  
access-list outside_20_cryptomap remark ###Traffic for VPN CUST2### 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip object-group 
OBJ_NETC_NET object-group OBJ_VPN_CUST2  
access-list inside_nat0_outbound remark ###NAT ZERO### 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip object-group 
OBJ_NETC_NET object-group OBJ_VPN_CUSTOMERS  
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip any any  
pager lines 24 
logging enable 
logging asdm informational 
mtu outside 1500 
mtu inside 1500 
mtu inside2 1500 
icmp unreachable rate-limit 1 burst-size 1 
asdm image disk0:/asdm-522.bin 
no asdm history enable 
arp timeout 14400 
global (outside) 101 interface 
nat (inside) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 
nat (inside) 101 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
nat (inside2) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 
nat (inside2) 101 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 172.16.1.1 1 
timeout xlate 3:00:00 
timeout conn 1:00:00 half-closed 0:10:00 udp 0:02:00 icmp 0:00:02 
timeout sunrpc 0:10:00 h323 0:05:00 h225 1:00:00 mgcp 0:05:00 mgcp-pat 
0:05:00 
timeout sip 0:30:00 sip_media 0:02:00 sip-invite 0:03:00 sip-disconnect 
0:02:00 
timeout uauth 0:05:00 absolute 
http server enable 
http 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 inside 
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no snmp-server location 
no snmp-server contact 
snmp-server enable traps snmp authentication linkup linkdown coldstart 
crypto ipsec transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA esp-aes-256 esp-sha-hmac  
crypto map outside_map 10 match address outside_10_cryptomap 
crypto map outside_map 10 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 10 set peer 172.17.1.2  
crypto map outside_map 10 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 10 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map 20 match address outside_20_cryptomap 
crypto map outside_map 20 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 20 set peer 172.18.1.2  
crypto map outside_map 20 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 20 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map interface outside 
crypto isakmp enable outside 
crypto isakmp policy 5 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption aes-256 
 hash sha 
 group 5 
 lifetime 86400 
crypto isakmp policy 65535 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption 3des 
 hash sha 
 group 2 
 lifetime 86400 
tunnel-group 172.17.1.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 172.17.1.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 
tunnel-group 172.18.1.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 172.18.1.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 
telnet timeout 5 
ssh timeout 5 
console timeout 0 
CUST1FW 
hostname KUND1 
domain-name cisco.com 
enable password 8Ry2YjIyt7RRXU24 encrypted 
names 
! 
interface Ethernet0/0 
 nameif outside 
 security-level 0 
 ip address 172.17.1.2 255.255.255.0 
! 
interface Ethernet0/1 
 nameif inside 
 security-level 100 
 ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 
! 
interface Ethernet0/2 
 nameif inside2 
 security-level 100 
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 ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 
! 
passwd 2KFQnbNIdI.2KYOU encrypted 
ftp mode passive 
dns server-group DefaultDNS 
 domain-name cisco.com 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip 192.168.1.0 
255.255.255.0 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip any 224.0.0.0 
255.0.0.0 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip 192.168.2.0 
255.255.255.0 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip 192.168.1.0 
255.255.255.0 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip any 224.0.0.0 
255.0.0.0 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip any any 
pager lines 24 
mtu outside 1500 
mtu inside 1500 
mtu inside2 1500 
icmp unreachable rate-limit 1 burst-size 1 
no asdm history enable 
arp timeout 14400 
global (outside) 101 interface 
nat (inside) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 
nat (inside) 101 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
nat (inside2) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 
nat (inside2) 101 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 172.17.1.1 1 
timeout xlate 3:00:00 
timeout conn 1:00:00 half-closed 0:10:00 udp 0:02:00 icmp 0:00:02 
timeout sunrpc 0:10:00 h323 0:05:00 h225 1:00:00 mgcp 0:05:00 mgcp-pat 
0:05:00 
timeout sip 0:30:00 sip_media 0:02:00 sip-invite 0:03:00 sip-disconnect 
0:02:00 
timeout uauth 0:05:00 absolute 
http server enable 
http 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 inside 
no snmp-server location 
no snmp-server contact 
snmp-server enable traps snmp authentication linkup linkdown coldstart 
crypto ipsec transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA esp-aes-256 esp-sha-hmac 
crypto map outside_map 20 match address outside_20_cryptomap 
crypto map outside_map 20 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 20 set peer 172.16.1.2 
crypto map outside_map 20 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 20 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map interface outside 
crypto isakmp enable outside 
crypto isakmp policy 10 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption aes-256 
 hash sha 
 group 5 
 lifetime 86400 
crypto isakmp policy 65535 
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 authentication pre-share 
 encryption 3des 
 hash sha 
 group 2 
 lifetime 86400 
tunnel-group 172.16.1.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 172.16.1.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 
telnet timeout 5 
ssh timeout 5 
console timeout 0 
CUST2FW 
: Saved 
: 
ASA Version 8.0(4) 
! 
hostname KUND2 
enable password 8Ry2YjIyt7RRXU24 encrypted 
passwd 2KFQnbNIdI.2KYOU encrypted 
names 
! 
interface Ethernet0/0 
 nameif outside 
 security-level 0 
 ip address 172.18.1.2 255.255.255.0 
! 
interface Ethernet0/1 
 nameif inside 
 security-level 100 
 ip address 192.168.3.1 255.255.255.0 
! 
! 
ftp mode passive 
access-list outside_20_cryptomap extended permit ip 192.168.3.0 
255.255.255.0 192.168.4.0 255.255.255.0 
access-list inside_nat0_outbound extended permit ip 192.168.3.0 
255.255.255.0 192.168.4.0 255.255.255.0 
pager lines 24 
mtu outside 1500 
mtu inside 1500 
icmp unreachable rate-limit 1 burst-size 1 
no asdm history enable 
arp timeout 14400 
global (outside) 101 interface 
nat (inside) 0 access-list inside_nat0_outbound 
nat (inside) 101 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 172.18.1.1 1 
timeout xlate 3:00:00 
timeout conn 1:00:00 half-closed 0:10:00 udp 0:02:00 icmp 0:00:02 
timeout sunrpc 0:10:00 h323 0:05:00 h225 1:00:00 mgcp 0:05:00 mgcp-pat 
0:05:00 
timeout sip 0:30:00 sip_media 0:02:00 sip-invite 0:03:00 sip-disconnect 
0:02:00 
timeout sip-provisional-media 0:02:00 uauth 0:05:00 absolute 
dynamic-access-policy-record DfltAccessPolicy 
no snmp-server location 
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no snmp-server contact 
snmp-server enable traps snmp authentication linkup linkdown coldstart 
crypto ipsec transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA esp-aes-256 esp-sha-hmac 
crypto ipsec security-association lifetime seconds 28800 
crypto ipsec security-association lifetime kilobytes 4608000 
crypto map outside_map 20 match address outside_20_cryptomap 
crypto map outside_map 20 set pfs group5 
crypto map outside_map 20 set peer 172.16.1.2 
crypto map outside_map 20 set transform-set ESP-AES-256-SHA 
crypto map outside_map 20 set security-association lifetime seconds 
28800 
crypto map outside_map 20 set security-association lifetime kilobytes 
4608000 
crypto map outside_map 20 set reverse-route 
crypto map outside_map interface outside 
crypto isakmp enable outside 
crypto isakmp policy 10 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption aes-256 
 hash sha 
 group 5 
 lifetime 86400 
crypto isakmp policy 65535 
 authentication pre-share 
 encryption 3des 
 hash sha 
 group 2 
 lifetime 86400 
telnet timeout 5 
ssh timeout 5 
console timeout 0 
threat-detection basic-threat 
threat-detection statistics access-list 
no threat-detection statistics tcp-intercept 
tunnel-group 172.16.1.2 type ipsec-l2l 
tunnel-group 172.16.1.2 ipsec-attributes 
 pre-shared-key * 
IPH1 
hostname IPH1 
! 
! 
! 
interface Tunnel0 
 ip address 192.168.10.1 255.255.255.252 
 mpls ip 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.1.2 
! 
interface Tunnel1 
 ip address 192.168.10.5 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.2.2 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 30.30.30.30 255.255.255.255 
! 
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interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 192.168.0.2 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 30.30.30.30 0.0.0.0 area 0 
 network 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 
 network 192.168.10.4 0.0.0.3 area 0 
! 
ip classless 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.0.1 
IPH2 
hostname IPH2 
! 
interface Tunnel0 
 ip address 192.168.11.1 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.3.2 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 31.31.31.31 255.255.255.255 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 192.168.4.2 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 31.31.31.31 0.0.0.0 area 0 
 network 192.168.11.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 
! 
ip classless 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.4.1 
! 
End 
C1A 
hostname K1A 
! 
interface Tunnel1 
 description K1A > IPH1 
 ip address 192.168.10.2 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.0.2 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
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router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 10.10.10.0 0.0.0.255 area 0 
 network 192.168.10.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 
! 
ip classless 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 
C1B 
hostname K1B 
! 
interface Tunnel1 
 description K1B > IPH1 
 ip address 192.168.10.6 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.0.2 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 11.11.11.1 255.255.255.0 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 11.11.11.0 0.0.0.255 area 0 
 network 192.168.10.4 0.0.0.3 area 0 
! 
ip classless 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.2.1 
C2A 
hostname K2A 
! 
interface Tunnel1 
 description K2A > IPH2 
 ip address 192.168.11.2 255.255.255.252 
 tunnel source FastEthernet0/0 
 tunnel destination 192.168.4.2 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
! 
interface FastEthernet0/0 
 ip address 192.168.3.2 255.255.255.0 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
! 
router ospf 1 
 log-adjacency-changes 
 network 20.20.20.1 0.0.0.0 area 0 
 network 192.168.11.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 
! 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 192.168.3.1 
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8.4 Appendix IV – The physical topology between the fiber 
converters 
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8.5 Appendix V – Directories for configuration files & 
applications on the servers 

8.5.1 Defiant 
Defiant 10.0.2.20 
    
tftp// 69/udp 
Data files         /usr/share/doc/tftpd-hpa 
Config files    /etc/default/tftpd-hpa 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/in.tftpd 
Save diretory /var/lib/tfpboot/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/tftpd-hpa restart 
    
tacacs+// 49/tcp/udp 
Data files      /usr/local/share/tacacs+ 
Config files    /etc/tac_plus/tac_plus.conf 
Run directory   /usr/local/bin/ 
Log files /var/log/tac_plus.acct 
  /var/log/tac_plus.log 
Restart /etc/init.d/tac_plus restart 
    
ntp// 123/udp 
Data files      /usr/share/doc/ntp 
Config files    /etc/ntp.conf 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ntpd 
Restart /etc/init.d/ntp restart 
    
Syslog// 514/udp 
Data files        
Config files    /etc/syslog.conf 
  /etc/default/syslogd 
Run directory   /sbin/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/sysklogd restart 
    
Loggar// (80/http) 
Files /var/www/logs 
Script files ~/run.sh  
Run directory   ~/ 
Restart ./run.sh 
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8.5.2 Galaxy 
Galaxy 10.0.2.21 
    
ntop// (3000/http) 2055/netflow 
Data files      /usr/local/share/ntop 
Config files       /usr/local/etc/ntop* 
Run directory   /usr/local/bin/ 
Plugin files    /usr/local/lib/ntop/plugins 
Database files  /usr/local/var/ntop 
Restart /etc/init.d/ntop restart 
    
cacti// (/cacti/http) 161/snmp 
Data files      /var/www/cacti 
Config files    /var/www/cacti/include/config.php 
Run directory   /var/www/cacti 
Plugin files    /etc/php5/apache2/conf.d/ 
Database files  /var/www/cacti/rra/ 
    
mysql//   
Data files      /etc/mysql/ 
Config files    /etc/mysql/ 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ 
Database files  /var/www/cacti/cacti.sql 
Restart /etc/init.d/mysql restart 
    
nagios// (/nagios/http) 161/snmp 
Data files      /etc/nagios3/ /usr/local/nagios/share/ 
Config files    /usr/local/nagios/etc/nagios.cfg  
  /usr/local/nagios/etc/objects/ 
Run directory   /usr/local/nagios/bin/ 
Plugin files    /etc/nagios-plugins/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/nagios3 restart 
    
apache2// 80/http 
Data files      /usr/share/apache2 
Config files    /etc/apache2/apache.conf 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/apache2 restart 
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php5//   
Data files      /usr/share/doc/php5-common 
Config files    /etc/php5/apache2/php.ini 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ 
Plugin files    /etc/php5/apache2/conf.d/ 
  (/etc/php5/conf.d/) 

8.5.4 Excelsior and Sequoia 
Excelsior 77.238.56.10 
    
bind9// 53/udp/tcp 
Config files       /etc/named.conf 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ 
Zone files /var/lib/named/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/named restart 
  /usr/sbin/rndc reload 
  
Sequoia 77.238.56.11 
    
bind9// 53/udp/tcp 
Config files       /etc/named.conf 
Run directory   /usr/sbin/ 
Zone files /var/lib/named/ 
Restart /etc/init.d/named restart 
  /usr/sbin/rndc reload 
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8.6 Appendix VI – DNS zones 

8.6.1 nclab.se.zone 
$TTL 3600 
@               IN SOA          ns.nclab.se. postmaster.nclab.se. ( 
                                2009081201      ; serial 
                                14400           ; refresh 
                                3600            ; retry 
                                604800          ; expiry 
                                86400 )         ; minimum 
 
 
;ipv4 
                IN NS           ns 
                IN NS           ns2 
                IN MX           10 constitution         ;Primary 
 
localhost       IN A            127.0.0.1 
ambassador      IN A            77.238.56.2 
middle          IN A            77.238.56.6 
ns              IN A            77.238.56.10 
excelsior       IN A            77.238.56.10 
ns2             IN A            77.238.56.11 
sequoia         IN A            77.238.56.11 
constitution    IN A            77.238.56.12 
 
 
;ipv6 
 
ambassador      IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::A5A:2 
ns              IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::C01D:1CE 
excelsior       IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::C01D:1CE 
ns2             IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::C01D:D25 
sequoia         IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::C01D:D25 
constitution    IN AAAA         2001:6B0:31::C01D:BEEF 

8.6.2 56.238.77.in-addr.arpa.zone 
$TTL 3600 
@               IN SOA          ns.nclab.se.    postmaster.nclab.se. ( 
                                2009081201      ; serial 
                                14400           ; refresh 
                                3600            ; retry 
                                604800          ; expiry 
                                86400 )         ; minimu86400 
 
                IN NS           ns.nclab.se. 
                IN NS           ns2.nclab.se. 
                IN MX           constitution.nclab.se. 
 
2               IN PTR          ambassador.nclab.se. 
6               IN PTR          middle.nclab.se. 
10              IN PTR          ns.nclab.se. 
10              IN PTR          excelsior.nclab.se. 
11              IN PTR          ns2.nclab.se. 
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11              IN PTR          sequoia.nclab.se. 
12              IN PTR          constitution.nclab.se. 

8.6.3 reverse-2001-6B0-31_48.IP6.ARPA.zone 
;---------- BEGIN CUT HERE FOR  ENTRY ---------- 
; 
; 2001:6B0:31::/48 
; 
; Zone file built with the fpsn.net IPv6 Reverse DNS zone builder 
; http://tools.fpsn.net/ipv6-inaddr 
; 
$TTL 3d ; Default TTL (bind 8 needs this, bind 9 ignores it) 
@       IN SOA 1.3.0.0.0.b.6.0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. hostmaster.nclab.se. ( 
                2009081201      ; Serial number (YYYYMMdd) 
                24h             ; Refresh time 
                30m             ; Retry time 
                2d              ; Expire time 
                3d              ; Default TTL (bind 8 ignores this, 
bind 9 needs it) 
) 
 
                                ; Name server entries 
                                IN     NS     ns.nclab.se. 
                                IN     NS     ns2.nclab.se. 
; IPv6 PTR entries 
 
; Subnet #1 
$ORIGIN 0.0.0.0.1.3.0.0.0.b.6.0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. 
 
2.0.0.0.a.5.a.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     
ambassador.nclab.se. 
e.c.1.0.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     ns.nclab.se. 
e.c.1.0.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     
excelsior.nclab.se. 
5.2.d.0.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     ns2.nclab.se. 
5.2.d.0.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     
sequoia.nclab.se. 
f.e.e.b.d.1.0.c.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0         IN      PTR     
constitution.nclab.se. 
 
; 
; End of zone file. 


